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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF VERNON 
 

A G E N D A 
 

 
“To deliver effective 
and efficient, local 

government services 
that benefit our 

citizens, our 
businesses, our 

environment and our 
future” 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

CITY HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

MONDAY, JANUARY 21, 2019 

AT 8:40 AM 
 

 1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

AGENDA A. THAT the Agenda for the January 21, 2019, Committee of the 
Whole meeting be adopted as presented.  

 
 2. ADOPTION OF MINUTES  

 
MINUTES A. THAT the minutes of the Committee of the Whole meeting of 

Council held January 7, 2019, be adopted. (P. 3) 
 

 3.  BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
 

  4.  GENERAL MATTERS 
 

FINAL REPORT – 
SOCIAL PLANNING 
COUNCIL   
 

A.  Annette Sharkey, Social Planning Council, will provide Council 
with an update as follows: 
 

(i) Partners in Action Final Report:  January 1, 2018 to  
December 31, 2018; (P. 5) 
 

(ii) Partners in Action Committee/Community Developer 
Position – Financial Impact of Project/Partnership 
Development. (P. 13) 
 

THAT Council receive the Social Planning Council update on 
the Partners in Action Final report and the Community 
Developer Position, for information. 
 

QUARTERLY REPORT, 
INTERIOR HEALTH   

B.  Dr. Karen Goodison, Medical Heath Officer, Megan Desimone, 
MHSU Manager, Jessica Bridgeman, HR Coordinator, Interior 
Health, re:  Quarterly report to Council. 

 
THAT Council receive the quarterly update from Dr. Karen 
Goodison, Medical Health Officer, Interior Health, for 
information. 
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CEMETERY MASTER 
PLAN   (P. 19)  (10:00 
AM) 

C.  Catriona Hearn, Lees & Associates, Landscape Architects & 
Planners, will present the Vernon Cemetery Master Plan, dated 
September 7 2018. 

 
THAT Council receive the City of Vernon Cemetery Master Plan, 
as shown in Attachment 1 of the report titled Cemetery Master 
Plan, dated January 11, 2019, from the Manager, Parks and 
Public Spaces; 
 
AND FURTHER, that Council directs Administration to bring the 
report from Lees and Associates, dated September 7, 2018, 
titled Vernon Cemetery Master Plan back for consideration and 
direction at the February 11, 2019 Regular Meeting of Council.  

 
SNOW AND ICE 
POLICY “101” (P. 141)  

D.  Chris Ovens, Manager, Roads, Drainage and Airport, to provide 
a review of the City of Vernon Snow and Ice Policy. 
 
THAT Council receives the memorandum from the Manager of 
roads, Drainage and Airport, titled Snow and Ice Policy, dated 
January 15, 2019, for information. 
 
 

 5. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 

 
 

6. NEW BUSINESS 

 7. LEGISLATIVE MATTERS 
 

 8. COUNCIL INFORMATION UPDATES 
 

 9. G.V.A.C. / R.D.N.O REGULAR MEETINGS 
 

 10. INFORMATION  ITEMS 
 

 11. CLOSE OF MEETING 
 



THE CORP RATION OF THE CITY OF VERNON

MINUTES OF A COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
HELD MONDAY, JANUARY 7,2019

PRESENT: Mayor V. Cumming

Councillors: S. Anderson, A. Mund, K. Gares,
K. Fehr, (8. Quiring, D. Nahal, absent)

Staff W. Pearce, CAO
P. Bridal, DCAO, Director, Corporate Services
N. Nilsen, Communications Officer & Grants Coordinator
S. Koenig, Director, Operations
K. Flick, Director, Community lnfrastructure & Development
D. Law, Director, Financial Services
K. Kryszak, Manager, Parks and Public Spaces Maintenance
G. Gaucher, Manager, Protective Services
B. Bandy, Manager, Real Estate

Mayor Victor Cumming called the meeting to order at 8:43 am

Councillor Anderson, seconded by Councillor Mund

CALL TO ORDER

AGENDA ADOPTION Moved hrv

ADOPTION OF THE
MINUTES

FORTTS BC (FORMERLY
BC GAS) LEASE-IN
LEASE.OUT AGREEMENT
(1660-20)

THAT the Agenda for the January 7, 2019, Committee of the
Whole meeting be adopted.
CARRIED.

Moved bv Councillor Mund, seconded by Councillor Fehr:

THAT the minutes of the Committee of the Whole meeting of
Council held December 10,2018, be adopted, as presented.
CARRIED.

BUSINESS ARISING THE MINUTES

GENERAL MATTERS

UNFINISHE BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Debra Law, Director, Finance provided a review of the Fortis BC
(Formerly BC Gas) 'Lease in / Lease Out'Agreement.

Moved by Councillor Mund, seconded by Councillor Gares

THAT Council receive the memo titled "Fortis BC Gas (formerly
BC Gas) Lease-ln Lease-Out Agreement" from Debra Law,
Director of Finance dated December 21,2018.
CARRIED.
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CLOSE

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE - JANUARY 7,2019

LEGISLATIVE MATTERS

COUNCIL INFO ION UPDATES

G.V.A.C D-N.O. REGULAR ETINGS

INFORMA ITEMS

Mayor Victor Cumming closed the meeting at 8:59 am

CERTIFIED GORRECT:

Mayor: Corporate Officer:
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SOCIAL PLANNING COUNGIL/PARTNERS IN ACTION
FINAL REPORT: January 1,2018 - December 31 ,2018

VISION STATEMENT: A safe, healthy and inclusive community in which to live, work and grow

MISSION STATEMENT: To identify and implement manageable solutions to social issues in our community by mobilizing community based action teams

COMMITTEE COORDINATOR: Social Planning Council for the North Okanagan

COMMITTEE FUNDING SOURCE: City of Vernon

ACTION TEAM FUNDING SOURCES: Provincial and Federal Government, Local Funders and Various Foundations

COORDINATING COMMITTEE MEMBERS: Community Safety Office, Community Futures North Okanagan, lnterior Health, Kindale Developmental Association,
City of Vernon, Transition House, lndependent Living Vernon, Downtown Vernon Association, Restorative Justice Program, North Okanagan Youth and Family
Services, North Okanagan Early Years Council, Turning Points Collaborative, Upper Room Mission, United Way North Okanagan Columbia Shuswap, Nexus BC,

Vernon and District lmmigrant Services Society, Canadian Mental Health Association, Family Resource Centre, Vernon Native Housing Society, UBCO, Chamber
of Commerce, Community Living BC, Mental lllness Family Support Centre

STRATEGIC GOAIS:
Build awareness and understanding of social issues

Work collaboratively to problem-solve areas of concern
Develop resources/policies to address gaps
Monitor and evaluate the Partners in Action model and outcomes
Provide sustainability for the Partners in Action Committee

The COOL Team conducted two surveys
in 2018, one in July and another in

October. The COOL Team wanted to
see if there were significant differences
between the homeless population in the
summer as opposed to the fall, when
the census is traditionally hosted.
Results of both surveys were presented
to City Council during quarterly
presentations.

Due to the significant
increase in absolute
homelessness in the
least few years, the
COOL team has

expanded their outreach
and work closely to
monitor the health and
safety of camps/spaces.

Annual census/survey
of homeless
population.

Protocol development
and updates.

The COOL team is a partnership
between bylaw officers and outreach
workers for a collaborative approach
to addressing homeless camps. The
COOL team follows a protocol where
bylaw officers and outreach workers
connect campers to services such as

the Gateway Shelter, Upper Room
Mission and lnterior Health.

Ongoing

Homelessnesslllousing

COOL Team
Update

open/

Closed

Updates/Follow UpDirect OutcomesBackgrou nd/ActivitiesAction Team Outputs
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The Centreville Neighbourhood Council
will be hosting a meeting on February
6,2019. The purpose will be to provide
a neutral space for businesses to meet
with service providers, the RCMP and
Bylaws and share their concerns.

Businesses are also welcome to attend
the quarterly meetings on an ongoing
basis to work on solutions, if they feel
this would be beneficial.

City Council may wish to support the
meeting by providing funding for the
venue and a neutral facilitator, as per

the recom mendation from.the Activate
Safety Taskforce.

The housing non-profit sector is
organized and prepared to apply to
provincial and/or federal housing
grants.

Funding for the following units has been
confirmed:
o 46 beds - Our Place Shelter, Turning

Point Collaborative
o 52 units - My Place Apartment,

Turning Point Collaborative
o 38 units-Vernon Native Housing
o 4t units-Vancouver Resource

Society
o t2 units - City of Vernon/Land Trust
r 36 units - Vernon Pensioners

Accommodation Society
. Up to 8 Units - Highlands of East Hill

- City of Vernon/Land Trust

Between 2008 and 2015,
there was increased

cooperation and
understanding between
businesses and service
providers; however, the
rise in absolute
homelessness has

strained the relationship
with some of the
downtown businesses.

lncreased number of
affordable units owned
and managed by the
non-profit sector.

Quarterly meetings
since 2008.

The development and
implementation of a
Neighbourhood
Communication and
Security Strategy.

Bi-annual meetings.

Updated inventory

lncreased
collaboration and
partnership

development.

This action team was formed in 2008
to address concerns of neighbouring
businesses to the planned location of
the Gateway Shelter. The group has

continued to meet quarterly since
2008 to connect regularly and
problem solve neighbourhood issues.

The housing action team meets bi-
annually to review the housing
inventory, identify gaps and explore
opportunities. This provides the
non-profit housing sector a chance to
network, brainstorm and be strategic
with plans for future affordable
units.

Ontoing

Ongoing

Centreville
Neighbourhood
Council

Housing

Action Team

o\
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The Social Planning Council, in
conjunction with City of Vernon staff,
have hired Urban Matters to review
both the Homelessness and Attainable
Housing strategies.

An evaluation of both strategies has

been completed, including a

docu ment/literatu re review and
interviews of key stakeholders.

A workshop was hosted on December 5,

2018 with over 75 participants from
various sectors including: business;
construction; service providers; City
Council and City staff; and people with
lived experience of homelessness.

Urban Matters provided an overview of
best practices from other communities
in BC/Canada and asked stakeholders to
identify priorities/next steps for Vernon.

Urban Matters will use the feedback
from this workshop to help develop the
recommendations for the strategy.

The Housing Strategy for Vernon will be

launched in March 2019.

The federal government has announced
plans to expand the number of
designated communities to receive

funding under their Homelessness

Partnering Strategy.

Communities are still waiting for a
formal announcement from the federal
government but Vernon is in a good
position to apply as we have been

collecting relevant data since 2008.

ldentify the successes

and challenges of local
housing strategies.

Provide
recommendations for
future actions based on

identified gaps and

current best practices.

Access to federal funding
in Vernon to address

homelessness.

More supported housing
units/ programs.

Grant secured.

Literature and best
practice review.

Stakeholder interviews
and workshops.

Backgrounder to MP

and subsequent Letter
to the Ministry of
Families, Children and

Social Development.

The Social Planning Council has

secured SSO,OOO from the federal
government to hire a consultant to
review and update both the
Homelessness Strategy and the
Attainable Housing Strategy
(developed in tandem in 2007) in

conjunction with the Partners in
Action Committee and the
Affordable Housi ng Advisory
Committee.

ln March 2018, the Social Planning

Council contacted our local MP's

office to see if Vernon could be
positioned as a potential new
designated community (and

therefore eligible for significantly
more federal funding). MP Mel
Arnold sent a letter on behalf of the
community to the Ministry of
Families, Children and Social

Development.

Open

Open

Housing
Strategy

Vernon as a

Federal

Designated

Community
under the
Homelessness
Partnering
Strategy

{
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This action team is currently on hold in
lieu ofthe Activate Safety Taskforce

recommendations. The Partners in

Action will await further direction from
the City of Vernon before moving
forward.

Harm ReductionllfART

The Social Planning Council has received
funding from the Community Action
lnitiative to host the HART team and
develop an Opioid Crisis/Harm
Reduction Strategy. The goal ofthe
funding is to reduce and prevent
overdose deaths in Vernon.

Details on the various HART action
teams are outlined below.

As per Superintendent Baher's
presentation to City Council on
December IO, 2OL8, the Vernon
detachment can now distribute
naloxone and refer people directly to
OAT treatment services. IH and the
RCMP are now exploring the best way
to provide OAT prescriptions directly
from cells.

ldentify the extent of
shopping carts currently
in use by the homeless
population.

Develop an alternative
option for our homeless
population.

Reduce opioid deaths
and overdoses.

Enhance access to
treatment, recovery,
social stabilization, and
supports.

Reduce the community
impacts of opioid
addiction.

Strengthen culturally
relevant supports and
services for lndigenous
peoples.

Reduce stigma and
prevent opioid misuse.

Reduce risk of opioid
overdose.

Reduce crime by
connecting opioid users
to treatment and
supports.

Action team has been
formed.

Grant secured

Launch of eight action
teams since July 2018.

Support to two partner
organizations to apply
for additional grants.

Launch of RCMP Pilot
Project.

RCMP are able to
distribute naloxone
and refer people to the
OAT Clinic for
treatment.

An action team was created, in
conjunction with the RCMP, to
address the issue of abandoned and
stolen shopping carts. Some of these
carts are being used by our homeless
population and the RCMP would like
to see a designated cart program as

an alternative.

Vernon is one of sixteen designated
communities to receive Provincial
funding to address the opioid crisis
at the local level and support
Community Action Teams (known
locally as HART).

The HART team, with input and
support from lnterior Health, will be
the advisory body for the
development of a Vernon specific
opioid crisis/harm reduction
strategy. Social Planning Council is

the host organization.

The RCMP/OAT action team was
created to provide supports and
interventions in cells that will reduce
opioid overdose deaths and also
reduce crime committed due to
opioid addiction.

Closed

Open

Open

Shopping
Cart Action
Team

Harm
Reduction
Team (HART)

RCMP/OAT
Action Team

o
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The Street Clinic/Upper Room Mission

clean ups have gone from monthly to
weekly as of September 2018.

Between September 4 and November 5,

2018, there was an average of 20

volunteers per week. The number of
needles recovered ranges from 2 to 34

with an average of 17 per week. ln

addition, 163 bags of garbage were
collected during the weekly clean ups.

City of Vernon has provided a sharps

box in Polson Park, Linear Park and the
Parkade. ln conjunction with the Sharps

Team, the Community Safety Office has

developed a draft framework for a
potential hotline/peer program.

Urban Matters has developed a draft
Communications Plan which will be

reviewed by the Community lmpact
Action Team at their next meeting in
January.

The DVA was successful in securing
funding to hire a writer to develop a

series of stories that provide different
perspectives on how the Opioid Crisis

has impacted the community. The
stories are to be completed by March
20L9.

Reduce number of
needles in downtown
a rea.

Provide support and
information to local

businesses.

Define roles,
responsibilities, areas of
governance (federal,
provincial, municipal and
community).

lncreased education,
awareness and '

compassion regarding
the opioid crisis.

lncreased community
support of initiatives,
policies and programs
that address the opioid
crisis.

Community
partnership and

sharing of resources.

lncreased sense of
responsibility and
shared citizenship with
people using
community services.

Draft Communication
Plan under
development.

Quarterly Reports to
City Council/Media
Releases.

Presentations to
Community Groups.

This action team was created in

response to concerns from
downtown businesses about
discarded needles being found in
alleyways.

The Community lmpact Action Team
will be the home of the HART

Communications Plan. Each of the
action teams will have a role to play

in providing life saving information
and education to the public and
helping to reduce stigma so that
more people will feel comfortable
seeking treatment and support.

While the Sharps Team will focus
strictly on problem solving the issue
of improperly discarded needles, the
Community lmpact Team will focus
more widely on the ripple effect of
the opioid crisis on individuals,
families and employers.

Open

Open

Sharps

Action
Team/
Community
Clean Ups

Community
lmpact
Action Team

\o
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The action team has secured a

partnership with the Okanagan Regional

Library for regular Naloxone training
sessions. ln addition, training sessions

with various service groups are
currently being scheduled.

The action team is also supporting the
Provincial Anti-Stigma Campaign at the
local level by using the strategies,
materials and social media tools
developed by the Province.

The consultant completed the peer
audit in November and met with three
different focus groups. Urban Matters
is currently analyzing the results to
incorporate into the strategy.

A first draft of the inventory/resource
guide is in development and will be
reviewed by HART at their meeting on
January 22,2OI9.

Another set of focus groups will be

organized in February to ensure
peersfamilies are able to provide
feedback on the audit results and the
draft resource guide.

The consultant has completed the bulk
of the cultural audit including:
interviews and focus groups of
lndigenous peers, survey of service
providers, a list of resources and
training materials, and draft final
report/recommendations.

lncrease access to
naloxone

Reduce stigma and

discrimination at the
local level

ldentify gaps/barriers i n

service.

Provide support and
resources to address
gaps.

Ensure people know
where to access

interventions, treatment
and recovery programs.

ldentify cultural
gaps/barriers in service

ldentify resources and
tools to address cultural
gaps.

Pre-inventory of
naloxone sites

completed.

Monthly Naloxone
training at the
Okanagan Regional
Library and outreach to
service groups.

Focus groups of key
stakeholders including:
peers currently using
opioids; peers in

recovery; as well as

family members,

Focus group of
lndigenous peers

lndividual interviews of
lndigenous peers.

The focus of this action team is to
ensure that the community has

access to Naloxone training and kits

The action team would like this
training to be viewed on a similar
level as CPR or other First Aid
courses. lt is important to address
stigma so that people feel
comfortable carrying a naloxone kit
so that they can potentially save a

life, whether out for a walk, at a

concert or festival, or while
socializing with friends and family.

The main role of this action team
was to get direct input from key
target populations in order to
identify opportu nities/priorities that
will inform the strategy.

The group will also develop an

inventory of current resources and
supports and develop a resource
guide that can be easily updated and
used to promote services.

The role of this action team is to
ensure that there is an lndigenous
voice reflected in the strategy. An
lndigenous consultant was hired to
lead the audit and provide a final
report/recommendations to the
Cultural Audit Action Team.

Open

Open

Open

Naloxone/
Anti-Stigma
Campaign

Peer Audit/
Community
Resource
Action Team

Cultural
Audit Action
Team
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The Cultural Audit Team will meet on

January 24,2019 to review the audit
results. Another focus group will be

organized in February to ensure

lndigenous peers have an opportunity
to provide feedback on the results.

Accessibility/lnclusiveness/M ulticulturalism

Highlights for this year include

The development, launch and ongoing
promotion of the "Moving to Vernon"
webpage.

Meetings with the City of Vernon and

the Chamber of Commerce to further
develop a potential Ambassador
Program. Social Planning Council can

assist from an international/
multicultu ral perspective.

Continued monthly stories in the
Vernon Morning Star highlighting our
multicultural champions.

The 2018 Multicultural Champions were
honoured at a special event during the
DVA's Sunshine Festival in June.

Nominations have been reviewed for
the 2019 program and the launch event
will be hosted on March 23, 2019 at the
Okanagan College Vernon Campus.

Provide support and

resources to address

cultural gaps.

lncrease cultural
capacity of services.

lncrease the number of
culturally sensitive

services.

Newcomers
choose Vernon
and remain in the
community
indefinitely.

Newcomers
participate in the
local labour
market, broader
community and
social networks.

lncreased understanding
and appreciation of
diversity and
multiculturalism in our
community.

Service provider su rvey
to assess cultural
sensitivity training
opportunities.

Community Survey on
lmmigration.

Labour Market Report.

Marketing Strategy.

Vernon lmmigration
and Settlement
Strategy.

Series of stories that
highlight the
contributions of local
multicultural
champions.

The complete final strategy
document as well as supporting
research reports are available at
www.socialplanning.ca

The Province of BC has provided
funding to organize an event that
celebrates diversity and promotes
multicultu ralism.

Open

Open

Local

lmmigration
Partnership
Council:
lmmigration
and

Settlement
Strategy for
Vernon

"Respect
Lives Here"
Event

H
H
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We have called this a "journey team" as

opposed to an action team as it is
important to take our time with this
process.

ln November, Social Planning Council
sponsored a session on the importance
of acknowledging territory at a local
conference on Truth and Reconciliation,

sponsored by the Early Years Council.

Evaluation of Partners in Action Committee

The data is used on an ongoing basis by
the Partners in Action Committee to
inform the discussion of "hot topics" in
the community and ways to address
these problems/concerns.

Social Planning Council provides
updates of the data to the City of
Vernon on an annual basis.

I ncreased understanding
of Truth and
Reconciliation by non-
lndigenous partners

leading to actions that
reflect our role and
responsibility in the
process.

Evaluation and
monitoring of data
guides informed decision
making.

Social Planning Council
has co-hosted eight
workshops on the
history of the
Okanagan First Nation.

Six meetings with
members of the
Journey Team.

lndicator data tool on a

wide range of topics.

The Partners in Action Committee is

taking the time to learn more about
First Nation history and culture and
to reflect on the committee's role in
the Truth and Reconciliation process

taking place in our nation.

As part ofthe evaluation process, the
Partners in Action Committee have
been collecting statistics from local
partners as well as regional and
national sources on an annual basis.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Reconciliation
journey Team

lndicator
Updates

H
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SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL FOR THE NORTH OKANAGAN
PARTNERS rN ACTTON COMMTTTEEI COMMUNTTY DEVELOPER POSTTTON

Financial Impact of Project/Partnership Development
2008 - 2018

Overview:

Capital Funding: $11,270,000
Project Funding: $L,445,292
Annual Operational Funding for Programs: $1,175,000
Number of Full-time Positions: 15

Number of Part-time Positions: B

Details:

Funding
Secured/Economic
Irnpact
$50,000 - Homeless
Partnering Strategy

$100,000 - Community
Action Initiative

Job Creation -
One part-time position

$1,200,000 - BC Housing

Best Practices/
Model for
Province

Based on Under
One Roof model
developed in 2010

Proposal
Writing/Business
Plan Development
Wrote the proposal
and acting as the
host agency for the
contract

Wrote the proposal
and acting as the
host agency for the
contract

Facilitated
partnership
development

Developed the initial
business plan

Partnership
Development

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Support Role

Project/Program

Vernon Housing
Strategy

Opioid Crisis/Harm
Reduction
Strategy

Pleasant Valley
Road Affordable
Housing Project

Year

2018

2018

2018

H Partners in Action/Social Planning Council - Financial lmpact - 2008 - 2018(, Page 1



$202,000 - Canadian
Heritage

Job Creation -
One part-time position
(temporary)

$129,369 - Immigration,
Refugee and Citizenship
Canada

Job Creation -
One part-time position

$5000 - Community
Foundation North Okanagan

$ 3,000,000 - purchase
plus renovation

1 full time position

$175,000 - Annual
Operation Costs

$670,000 - donation of
office space to John Howard
Society

$8000 - Enterprising Non
Profits
$4000 - Interior Health

Shortest
completion time
for BC Housing
purchase of motel

Facilitated
partnership
development

Wrote the proposal
and acting as the
host agency for the
contract

Wrote the proposal
and acting as the
host agency for the
contract

Assisted with
partnership
development

Facilitated
partnership
development

Facilitated
partnership
development

Assisted with grant
writing for two
funding sources

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

RespectFEST

Local Immigration
Partnership
Council

URM Shed
Program

Purchase of
Journey Inn

Centre for
Community
Collaboration

Community Food
Centre

2017

20t7-2020

20L7

2015

20r5

2014-201s

E Partners in Action/Social Planning Council- Financial lmpact - 2008 - 2018 Page2



$1,900,000 - BC Housing -
Renovations

$t77,373 - Citizenship and
Immigration Canada

lob Creation -
One part-time position

$34,300 - 2010
$22,000 - zorl
$22,000 - 2oL2
$28,000 - 2013
$35,000 - 2074
$36,750 - 2015
$50,000 - 2016
$30,000 - 2oL6/L7
$31,000 - 2ot7l2or9
$31,000 - 2078/2079

Job Creation -
One part-time regional
position

$2,200,000 - BC Housing -
Capital Costs

Highlights
partnership with
private developer

Assisted with
proposals for major
renovations and
upgrades to the
building

Wrote the proposal
and acting as the
host agency for the
contract

Wrote the proposals
and acting as the
host agency for
"Respect Lives Here"
contracts/events in
the Thompson
Okanagan

Assisted with initial
partnership
agreement

Wrote the initial
business plan on
behalf of the partner
organizations

Assisted with
transfer of
society to Land
Trust

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Support Role

Ukrainian Village
Governance/
Renovation

Local Immigration
Partnership
Council

Okanagan
Thompson Respect
Network

Vernon Viridian
Housing Project

2008 -
2015

2014-20L6

2010 -
2018

201 1-2013

H Partners in Action/Social Planning Council - Financial lmpact - 2008 - 2018
(.rl
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$50,000 - BcLc

$15,000

Job Creation -
Three part-time positions

$10,000 - Province of BC -
Multiculturalism Dialogue

$10,000 - Province of BC -
Welcoming Community
Action Plan for Greater
Vernon

$35,000 - Province of BC -
Living in Vernon Brochure

$167,000 - Province of BC -
Welcoming Community
Funding

Job Creation:
One part-time position

A provincial model
that has now been
duplicated in four
other
communities

Assisted with
community
partnerships and
delivery of the
project

Developed initial
partnership
agreement

Wrote and
administered grant
for development of
business plan

Wrote and
administered a series
of grants

City of Vernon
initiated the
sponsorship
agreement with
BCLC

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Responsible
Gambling
Awareness
Campaign

Patchwork
Community Farms

Multiculturalism
Projects

207r-2013

201 1-2013

2008-2013

i Partners in Action/Social Planning Council - Financial lmpact - 2008 - 2018o\ Page 4



$1500 - Interior Health

$600,000 - BC Housing
$63,000 - Province of BC

$25,000 - Real Estate
Foundation
$25,000 - Habitat Housing
Endowment Fund
$5000 - Kal Rotary
$482,000 - Fundraising/ in
kind
In-kind - land lease from
City of Vernon

$35,000 - uBcM

$50,000 - Vancouver
Foundation

First community
in BC to develop a
community based
harm reduction
strategy

Both a provincial
and national
model
Shortest
completion time
of any BC Housing
project

Facilitated
community
consultation

Wrote and
administered the
grant

Developed initial
partnership
agreement
Wrote the BC
Housing and Real
Estate Foundation
grants on behalf of
the partners

Wrote and
administered the
grant

Wrote and
administered the
grant

Leadership Role

Leadership Role

Co-sponsor with
Regional District
of North
Okanagan

Leadership Role

Harm Reduction
Strategy

Under One Roof
Affordable Housing
Project

Regional Food
Systems Plan

Creation of Non-
profit Affordable
Housing Business
Plans

2010

2010

2009

2008-2010

t Partners in Action/Social Planning Council - Financial lmpact - 2OO8 - 2018{ Page 5



$6000 - Tula Foundation

$10,000 - Community
Foundation of the North
Okanagan

$10,000 - Community
Futures - North Okanagan

$5000 - uBcM

$35,000 - uBcM

$1,100,000 - BC Housing -
Capital Costs

$1,000,000 - BC Housing -
Annual Operating Costs

Job Creation - equivalent of
14 full-time positions

Currently, this is
one of only four
land trust
organizations in
Canada

Recognized by BC
Housing as a best
practices model
for community
collaboration

Wrote and
administered the
grant

Wrote and
administered a series
of grants for the
creation and
development of the
society

Wrote and
administered the
grant

Wrote and
administered the
grant

Developed initial
partnership
agreement

Wrote grant for
temporary shelter
services

Co-sponsor with
City of Vernon

Leadership Role

Co-sponsor with
City of Vernon

Co-sponsor with
City of Vernon

Leadership Role

City of Vernon
Affordable Housing
Committee -
Newspaper Insert
on Affordable
Housing

Land Trust

Report: Seniors
Housing in Greater
Vernon

City of Vernon's
Attainable Housing
Strategy

Gateway Shelter

2008

2008

2008

2008

2008

|j Partners in Action/Social Planning Council - Financial lmpact - 2008 - 2018
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF VERNON

REPORT TO COUNGIL

SUBMITTED BY: Kendra Kryszak,
Manager, Parks and Public
Spaces

COUNCIL MEETING: REG n GOW X Uc n
COUNCIL MEETING DATE: January 21,2019
REPORT DATE: January 11, 2019
FILE: 4100-01

SUBJEGT: CEMETERY MASTER PLAN

PURPOSE:

To present Council with the Cemetery Master Plan completed by Lees and Ass_ociates in September 2018,

for information and consideration of support at the February 11,2019 Regular Council Meeting.

RECOMMENDATION:

THAT Council receive the City of Vernon Cemetery Master Plan, as shown in Attachment 1 of the report

tiled Cemetery Master Plan, dated January 11,2019 from the Manager Parks and Public Spaces;

AND FURTHER, that Council directs Administration to bring the report from Lees and Associates, dated

September 7,2018 tifled Vernon Cemetery Master Plan back for consideration and direction at the February

11,2019 Regular Meeting of Council.

ALTERNATIVES & IMPLICATIONS:

1 . THAT Council receive the City of Vernon Cemetery Master Plan, as shown in Attachment 1 of the report

tiled Cemetery Master Plan, dated January 11,2A19 from Manager Parks and Public Spaces;

AND FURTHER, that Council approve in principle, the Cemetery Master PIan.

Note: tf this option is chosen, Council may not have the opportunity to thoroughly review the Cemetery

Master Plan.

2. THAT Council defer consideration of the Cemetery Master Plan as shown in Attachment 1 of the repod

tiled Cemetery Master Plan, dated January 11, 2019 from the Manager Parks and Public Spaces, to a

future Council meeting (date to be cited by Council)

Note: lf this option is chosen, implementation of the changes and improvements identified in the

Cemetery Master Plan may be delayed.

ANALYSIS:

A. Gommittee Recommendations:

N/A
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B. Rationale:

'1. Background

The Pleasant Valley Cemetery, which is located at 4311 Pleasant Valley Road, is owned by the City and

operated by contractforces. This site is Vernon's second burial ground and was established in 1902.

T'he City's original Pioneer Park Cemetery is located on 35th Avenue west 6f Alexis Park Drive and is

currenly used-as a neighbourhood green space. The Pleasant Valley Cemetery is 30 acres in size and

includes a hillside to the east, large native pines scattered throughout the site, carved stone grave

markers, significant memorials, family lots, stone front entrance gates, and a tree-lined entry drive.

ln recent years the Cemetery has encountered challenges relating to operational funding, existing

maintenance service levels, and concerns regarding the remaining capacity at the existing site.

As part of the 2017 budget process, Council directed Administration to complete a Cemetery Master

Plan in order to address these issues.

2. Gity of Vernon Trends and Site Gapacity

Over the past 5 years Vernon's death rate averaged 13 per 1,000 residents, which amounts to roughly

520 deaths per year. Of those residents that passed , B7o/o choose cremation and 13o/o choose casket

burial. Of thosethatchoosecremation, 27o/oof themwereinterred in PleasantValleyCemetery. Of those

that choose casket burial, 93oh are buried in the Cemetery.

The baby boomer generation will increase the demand for our cemetery services. Over the next 25 yeaqs

there wiil be a prJjected 15,400 deaths in Vernon, resulting in 13,800 cremations and 1,600 9?:f"t
burials. With these trends occurring and based on past knowledge, the demand to the Pleasant Valley

cemetery could be 950 casket burials and 1,300 cremation interments.

With the amount of space still available in Pleasant Valley Cemetery, and as detailed in the Cemetery

Master plan, the cemetery has approximately 30 years of capacity remaining. Therefore within the short

term, the City of Vernon will not need to develop the new cemetery at the proposed site at 700 Mission

RoaO. Tne bity of Vernon should continue to monitor the casket lot inventory at Pleasant Valley

Cemetery and begin the development of a new site within 5 - 10 years of the existing site reaching

capacity.

3. Financial SustainabilitY

Currenly, the cemetery operates at a loss, requiring the City to subsidize its- operations with municipal

revenue-from other sources. lf the same conditions continue, by the year 2067, the City's annual loss

could increase to $173,000 annually. As noted in the Master Plan, the following recommendations are

identified to improve the City's financial sustainability:

. lncrease cemetery rates in 2019 to better align with the regional rate average;

. An alternative financial model would be to increase cemetery rates by a minimum of 10% per

year for the next three years. After this, the cemetery should be at the regional rate average, and

prices should then be increase 3% per year to offset inflation;

. Add new revenue accounts or user-defined fields to the cemetery ledger to enhance the City's

ability to track sales and performance by interment type (caskeVcremation), residency

(residenUnon-resident) and time of sale (at-need vs. pre-need);

. Revisit this Master Plan and its recommendations in 5 years to review and evaluate the

community's response to the new offerings, sales trends and changes to operations and

maintenance.
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4. Concept and lmplementation

Within the Cemetery Master Plan, there are a number of capital projects identified and prioritized. The

estimated cost to complete the works is 1.4 Mil to be phased over the next 3 years. The capital cost

identified in the Master Plan does not include replacement of the cemetery's irrigation system. Further

irrigation planning and design will be required to develop and accurate estimate, however, costs of

rep-lacing this system may be in the range of 400k-600k bringing the total cost of site improvements to

1.8 - 2.0 Mil. Based on estimated costs, it may be unrealistic to phase the proposed improvements over

a three year period. lt should be noted that the timelines regarding project implementation could be

efendedandstill achievetheoverall intentof theMasterPlan. lf CouncilsupportstheMasterPlan,an
implementation strategy will be presented at a later date with recommendations relating to project timing

and funding sources.

The site concept plan below shows the proposed improvements including cemetery information kiosks,

enhancements to the perimeter, improvements to the cemetery entry and Maple Avenue, a feature

cremation garden, casket and cremation burial enhancements, columbaria terrace, a green burial area,

potential giave reclamation, tree plantings, and historical/interpretive signage. More details of the
proposed projects are described within the Master Plan. (Attachment 1)'
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5. Additional items

The Master plan has indicated the importance of an effective irrigation system in providing a consistent,

quality landscape at this site. The existing irrigation system is failing and will require additional high level

pre-design cosi estimates and a life cyCle cost analysis to determine the optimal design for this site'

improuei.r"nts to the irrigation system have not been included in the proposed improvement projects at

this time and would be an additional cost.

Should Council decide to approve the Cemetery Master Plan, a new Cemetery Bylaw should be

developed that supports the recommendation in the Plan.

Development of a standard operations manual for the Pleasant Valley Cemetery is another. key

recommendation to ensure consistent service levels are maintained at this site. This document will be

prepared by Administration under Council's direction.

C. Attachments:

Attachment 1 - City of Vernon Cemetery Master Plan from Lees and Associates, dated September 7, 2018

D. Council's Strateqic Plan 2019 - 2022 Goals/Deliverables:

N/A

E. Relevant Policv/Bvlaws/Resolutions:

1. At its Regular Meeting of November 2017, Council adopted the following resolution:

.THAT Council directs Administration to increase Cemetery fees by 10o/o as of January 1, 2018 per

Schedule A (column Effective January 1, 2O1B) of the Report to Council dated November 10, 2016'

attached to the memorandum from the Director, Financial Services dated November 2,2017 '

2. At its Regular Meeting of May 24,2016, Council adopted the following resolution:

'THAT Council direct Administration to proceed with turf grass repairs at the Cemetery site to re-

establish historic maintenance services levels to commence in 2016 at a total cost of $70,000 to be

funded from the 2015 unexpended and uncommitted year-qnd balance;

AND FURTHER, that council direct staff to proceed with a request for proposal for the development of

the Cemetery Master Plan to be included for consideration in the2017 budgeting process'"

At its Regular Meeting of November 28,2016, Council adopted the following resolution:

'THAT Council directs Administration to increase Cemetery Fees by 10% in 2017 only per attachment
,,schedule A", in report titled Cemetery Bylaw #3472 Amendment, dated November 10, 2016, as

submitted by Manager, Financial Planning & Repofting;

AND FUTHER that a long term plan for the cemetery be developed in 2017 ."

3
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BUDGET/RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS :

The implementation of the improvements identified in the Cemetery Master Plan are estimated at $1.8-2'0

million. An implementation stiategy including phasing and funding sources for these improvements will be

reviewed and brought back to Council for further discussion and consideration.

Prepared by: Approved for submission to Council
Jen 1S2fi13*1€!FM

W* f Wi rce,X
l(endralflr:dc po<qfg*"

Kendra Kryszak, Manager, Parks and Public
Spaces

Jsn 18dfls+cu F+tIl

/b.-n**<*t."it
1

$r*o {X
shirteryl{renil ptcsf?r+

Shirley Koenig, Director, Operations

Click here to enter text.

REVIEWED WITH

! Corporate Services
tr Bylaw ComPliance
n Real Estate

N RCMP
n Fire & Rescue Services
n Human Resources
n Financial Services
N COMMITTEE:
N OTHER:

X Operations
n Public Works/AirPort
E Facilities
n Utilities

n Recreation Services
X Parks

n Current Planning
n Long Range Planning & Sustainability
u Building & Licensing
I Engineering DevelopmentServices
n lnfrastructure Management
n Transportation
n Economic Development & Tourism
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Vernon commissioned LEES+Associates to prepare a Cemetery Master Plan. This Plan outlines a

defensible, robust strategy for enhancing the sustainability of the City's cemetery services, and offers an

implementation plan for achieving improved cemetery operations, policies and practices.

KEY FINDINGS + RECOMMENDATIONS

Communily Need Trends

Over the past 5 years:

. Vernon's death rate averaged 13.0 deaths per 1,000 residents,

. ln Verno n,87/o of residents chose cremation and 13% of residents chose casket burial;

I g3yo of Vernon residents that chose casket burial were interred in Pleasant Valley Cemetery, and

. 2f% of Vernon residents that chose cremation were interred in Pleasant Valley Cemetery.

Over the next 25 years (2018 to 2042\l
. Starting in2o2t,the demise of the Baby Boom generation will lead to the slow but steady increase

in the demand for cemetery services;

r Over this period, there will be a projected 15,400 deaths in Vernon, resulting in 13,800 cremations

and 1",600 casket burials;
r Projected dispositions in Vernon are for I0% of decedents to choose in-ground burial and 90%lo

choose cremation, and for the percentage of casket burials to decline steadily;

' Based on projected demand, the City will sell cemetery space for 950 casket burials and 1,300

cremation interments;
. This will result in the interment of 1,400 caskets and 3,900 cremated remains at the City's

cemeterY, and

. This means lhat28% of total interments at the City's Cemetery will be for caskets and-/2% will be

for cremated remains.

Supply + Copocily
. Based on the projections above, Pleasant Valley Cemetery has approximately 30 years of sales

capacity remaining;
r Pleasant Valley Cemetery makes three tlmes the number of cremated remains interments relative

to the number of purchases of in-ground cremation lots. This is reflected in as an above-average

number of residents choosing to inter multiple cremated remains in a single lot. This includes

interring multiple sets of cremated remains on an existing casket lot, or purchasing a casket lot

specifically for the burial of up to 6 sets of cremated remains only;

. If residents were to inter cremated remains in cremated remains burial Iots only, the City would

have about a decade of sales capacity for in-ground cremation interments;

26



The City should prioritize developing a diverse range of cremated remains interment options at

the existing cemetery site, including above-ground interment options;

Approximately 809 casket lots can be developed in the currently undeveloped area;

Approximately 100 - 150 lots can be developed in a new green burial section in the wooded area

visible from Pleasant Valley Road, just north of the entry drive;

Approximately 165 lots could be created through partial road reclamation;

Approximately 58 casket lots on west end of Birch Road;

Up to 104 lots could be developed by extending existing rows of graves, and

lf the City chooses to conduct comprehensive review of unused graves, some additional lots could

be returned to active inventory. A preliminary estimate is that at least 50 graves could be

reclaimed through this process.

OPERATIONS REVIEW

The key findings include:
r A Standard Operating Procedures Manual should be developed to improve performance

management.
. lrrigation and turf care absorbs the bulk of contractor maintenance. Time currently spent on watering

and making repairs to the exisiting irrigation system could be reduced through the installation of a

new, up-to-date lrrigation svstem. Time spent on turf care could also be reduced through new policies

re: ornamentation, revisions to the current bylaws and bylaw enforcement, and

. The operations area should be consolidated and screened to reduce the impact of this area on

the adjacent interment areas.

FINANCIAT PtAN

The key findings include:
. The majority of City's cemetery rates are below the average market rate at a Regional level, but

on par with the typical range of prices Canadian cemeteries;

. The range and diversity of offerings at Pleasant Valley Cemetery is less than the typical range of

options at most Canadian cemeteries;

. City cemetery operations generate an annual loss. This annual loss has been steadily decreasing

since 2014;

' Under status quo conditions, the City's annual loss will increase to $173,000 by 2067;

. The City spends 5170,000 per year on site care, or 62% of its annual cemetery operating costs;

r lncreasing prices and diversifying cemetery service options is necessary for increasing revenue

and achieving more sustainable, long-term financial projections, and

' The City's Perpetual Care Fund is underfunded in terms of its ability to pay for future care and

maintenance to the basic level of care expected at inactive Canadian cemeteries.

I

I
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The following recommendations are expected to improve the City's financial sustainability:

. lncrease cemetery rates in 2019 to better align with the regional rate average;

r lncrease cemetery rates by a minimum of t0% per year for the next three years, After this, the

cemetery should consistently break even. From the point where the cemetery breaks even, prices

should increase 3% per Vear to offset inflation;
. Transfer a portion of future cemetery profits into an extra PCF contribution towards its principal,

to accelerate the timeline to achieving financial self-sustainability;

' Transfer a portion of future cemetery profits into a new Development Fund. This would be set up

as a trust fund similar to the PCF, but could be used to fund new inventory (such as columbaria

niches), and make improvements to site infrastructure, and

. Add new revenue accounts or user-defined fields to the cemetery ledger to enhance the City's

ability to track sales and performance by interment type (casket/cremation), residency

(resident/non-resident) and time of sale (at-need vs. pre-need), and

r Revisit this Master Plan and its recommendations in 5 years to review and evaluate the

community's response to the new offerings, sales trends and changes to operations and

maintena nce.

CONCEPT + IMPLEMENIATION

Eight key areas were reviewed in detail. Graphics and costing are provided in the Concept and

lmplementation Chapter on page. 64.

ln view of Pleasant Valley Cemetery's capacity to serve the needs of the community for another 30 years, it

is recommended that the CitY:

1. Allocate funds for capital projects focussed on reducing cemetery operation and maintenance costs

and increasing cemetery revenues.

2. lmprove and expand the cemetery's cremation interment options, including enhanced in-ground

cremation burial options and columbaria niches. The initial project should be a feature cremation

garden with columbaria, ornamental plantings and benches, a scattering garden, memorialwall and

an ossuary. A small, recirculating water feature could also be included.

3. .Pursue strategies to reduce irrigation costs by installing a new, more efficient irrigation system.

4. lmplement a suite of landscape maintenance practices to support reduced water use while

establishing a healthy, resilient cemetery landscape.

5. lnitiate a public outreach program to communicate and explain changes to cemetery policy and

operations.

6. Replace the existing contractor maintenance specification with a Standard Operations Manual.

Collaborate with all parties associated with the cemetery to establish terms that will achieve improved

performance management.

lil
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j. lmprove the cemetery entry off Pleasant Valley Road, including new cemetery entry signage, improved

pedestrian access/pathways and a more attractive Maple Avenue landscape (new curbs, possible

revised parking regulations, landscape treatment under the maple all6e, and new benches).

8. lnstall cemetery maps with regulations and site info, section markers, and interpretive/historic

signage, starting with a kiosk at the intersection of Maple Avenue and Elm Street.

9. Repurpose less desirable interment areas to other uses, such as for public features or amenity areas,

or re-designate for other types of interment, such as family cremation lots into single cremation

lots.

10. Reclaim little used/redundant roads and convert to casket or cremation lots, as feasible.

11. ldentify unused lots sold more than 50 years ago to potentially reclaim and offer as new inventory.

12. Expand the full body burial options offered by creating a new green burial area in the south

woodland north of the main entry, and a limited number of "Pioneer Green Burial" lots in the Old

Evergreen Section, where feasible.

13. Consolidate the works yard to reduce its impact on adjacent interment areas and to provide space

for new screening and buffer plantings.

14. Distributeenhancementsaroundthesitetoestablishconsistentlevel offeatures,visual interestand

amenity.

15. Updatethe Cemetery Bylaw. Communlcate changes and address site issues associated with out-of-

date and unenforced regulations. lmplement and enforce the new Bylaw consistently.

L6. lnvest in new cemetery records management software to facilitate financial and administrative tasks.

17. lmprove customer service by providing new meeting area for use by Cemetery Administration when

meeting with families re: cemetery sales and related business.

18. Encourage commUnity engagement with cemetery information and events.

COST ESTIMATE AND PRIORITY PROJECTS

Budget level cost estimates have been provided forthe conceptual design areas.

Priority projects include ;

r Cemetery BYlaw

r lrrigation system

. Standard operating Procedures

r Cemetery Information Map and Kiosk

. Feature Cremation Garden + Columbaria

. Green Burial Section

. Entry area/new cemetery signage

. Maple Avenue improvements

. Works Yard and surrounding areas

r Evergeen Section "Pioneer Green Burial"

iv
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City of Vernon Cemelery Moster Plon

I INTRODUCTION

I.1. PROJECT SCOPE

The City of Vernon commissioned LEES+Associates to prepare a Master Plan for its cemetery svstem,

which includes the existing Pleasant Valley Cemeterv at 431-1 Pleasant Valley Road, and a proposed

new cemetery at 700 Mission Road, about seven kilometers south of the current site'

This Master Plan has been prepared to help the City enhance the Cemetery's role as a public open

space, maximize the community's benefit, and meet the expectations of residents while:

' Maximizing capacity at the existing site;

' Evaluating the need for and design of a new cemetery on a city-owned site within the next

five years;

. Achieving funding and financial sustainability for current operations, much-needed

infrastructure development, and the cemetery's perpetual care trust fun, and'

r Enhancing cemetery operations, management and maintenance practices.

This Cemetery Master Plan includes the following chapters:

I lntroduction;

. Community Need Trends;

o A review of the City's population, age, ethnic and religious profile, death cremation

and burial rates, as well as the cemetery's sales and interment trends.

. Supply + Capacity;

o A review of the existing cemetery inventory available for sale, os well as determining

the potentiol for new inventory at the existing and new sites'

' Operations Review;

o A review of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the cemetery

system's present customer service, maintenance, administration, operations,

governonce and business model, as well as alternative options'

. Financial Plan;

o An assessment of the cemetery system's operational funding, fee schedule and

cemetery care fund'

' Concept + lmPlementation;

o A preliminory design, implementation plan and cost estimate for the development of
a new cemeterY site.

r Cost Estimate, and

t Conclusion

LEFS
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City of Vernon Cemetery Mosler Plon

1.2. CEMETERY SITES OVERVIEW

EXISTING CEMETERY tAND

The City of Vernon owns and operates

one cemetery site, Pleasant ValleY

Cemetery, at 4311 Pleasant ValleY

Road. Formerly known as Vernon

Cemetery, this 13 hectare/32 acre

site can be accessed from Hwy. 97 via

43rd Avenue by travelling north 150

metres along Pleasant Valley Road

The cemetery entry is just north of

Pleasant Valley Funeral Home, whose

building and sign sits on the sloPe

above the road. The entry into the

Cemetery is along a tree-lined entry

drive, known as Maple Avenue.

Pleasant Valley Cemetery is Vernon's

second burial ground. Established in

L902, it replaced the origina I

municipal cemetery: a 0.52 acre site

on the old Kamloops Road (at 3700

block of 35th Avenue), which had been

declared full in 1901.

The old site was renamed Pioneer
park cemetery in 1973. All of its '"::': 

l: Cily of vernon's P/eosonf valley Cemetery Map'

markers have now been removed,

with some placed in a memorial wall at the east side of the old cemetery and others relocated to

what was then the new Pleasant Valley Cemetery.

The new cemetery was established on l-7 acres of rolling land that rises to a plateau. The initial layout

was based on a central roadway rising from Pleasant Valley Road and seven double tiers of lots

separated by driveways. The roadways were named after tree species and planted with deciduous

trees. Separate areas were established for Chinese burials, for members of the Oddfellows, (a service

organization popular through the early 20th century), and for infants and children, After World War

One, a section was reserved for members of the Great War Veterans Association.

By 1911, the initial 17 acres were filling up. A report found many unauthorized graves and poor

maintenance. Council authorized a referendum to improve the site and to buy additional land. ln

I9I2, an additional 13 acres was purchased. Funds were approved to enable the cemetery to help

make Vernon a "Cily Beautiful", according to the Secretary of the Cemetery Commission.
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City of Vernon Cemetery Moster Plqn

The Vernon Cemetery's layout, with its roads and street trees evoking a landscaped subdivision or

urban park, reflects the principles of the "City Beautiful" movement of the late 1800's, and the

"Garden Cemetery" style of design, which sought to place graves in a peaceful, naturalistic setting.

lnI9f5, Mount Pleasant Memorial Chapel was constructed on PleasantValley Road, nearthe entry

into the existing cemetery. According to the City of Vernon's Heritage Registry, the character

defining elements of this cemetery include:

' The cemetery site east of Pleasant Valley Road, with a hillside rising gently to the east;

. The layout of lots and roadways, including the hlstoric sections for dlfferent social groups,

the historic names of roads, and the ornamental trees lining the roads;

. Native pines scattered throughout the site;

. Carved stone grave markers, including significant historical memorials;

. Family lots and markers, and

r The stone front entrance gates.

PROPOSED CEMETERY LAND

The area proposed for future cemetery use is a 24.5 acres (approximately 10 hectare) property

owned by the City of Vernon. The site at 700 Mission Road is approximately 8 km southwest of the

City, situated in an agricultural area. The site slopes down from Mission Road and contains a few

groves of trees and a seasonal wetland. lt is currently used bythe Cityfor materials storage.

Figure 2: City of Vernon's proposed new Cemetery Site. Source: City of Vernon

3
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City of Vernon Cemetery Mosier Plon

2. COMMUNITY NEED - TRENDS

This chapter identifies the age distribution, population profile, death, cremation and burial trends

that affect cemetery land capacity and service options for the City of Vernon's cemetery system.

The purpose of analysing these factors is to inform long term financial planning and identify the

optimal way to serve the needs of area residents over the next 25 years.

2.1. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

This section of the report outlines the demographic variables that will affect future need for burial

lots ln the City of Vernon's cemetery system. These variables include:

' Age distribution;

r Historic and projected population growth;

. Historic and projected deaths, and

r Ethnicity and religion.

This analysis assumes the primary cemetery community served is the City of Vernon, and the

secondary community served is the surroundlng rural area and small communities within Vernon

Local Health AreaO22.

AGE DISTRIBUTION

The following figure shows the current age distrlbution within the City of Vernon

City of Vernon - Age Di$tribution
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3,(Xl0
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Figure 3: Age Distribution of the Cily of Vernon and British Columbia.

Source: Slofislics Canada + LFEs+Associofes.
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An analysis of the City of Vernon demographic age distribution shows that in 2016:

. Fifty-five to sixty-five-year olds were the largest age cohort in Vernon;

r The average age of City residents was 40.2, lower than the average age of BC residents

overall, which is 42.3, and

r Communities and groups wlth a younger age profile also usually have a lower average

death rate, decreasing the anticipated need for cemetery land in the short term.

The following figure shows the current age distributlon within the Province of British Columbia

Province of British Columbia' Age Di*tribution
400,000

350,000

300,000

250,000

209,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

0

s\o

lPopulatbn

Figure 4: Age Disfribufion of the Province of Brifish Columbia.

Source; Sfofistics Canada + LEEs+Associoles'

HISTORIC + PROJECTED POPULATION GROWTH

The demographic projections used in this plan are from the BC Stats' population estimates for the

next 25 yearsl. The term "cemetery community served" refers to the number of people who have

died or are projected to die within the City over a given period.

The following table summarizes population statistics of the City of Vernon and the Local Health Area

(LHA 22) within which it is located, lncluding the projection that the City will grow by 20% over the

next 25 years:

1 BC Government Statistics Sub-provincial Population Projections - P.E.O.P.L.E. 2017 (July 2017)

. +|btps/fuffi /"2:f,€v#€"€€#o#eentent-/.data/statist+eslpesp+e-popblHie*.eemm$rtt#Pe@Hhion-pr€ieetions-
5
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Tabte t: Vernon Hisforic + Prolecfed Population, Source: BC Sfofs ond Stolislics Conodo 201I + 2016.

HISTORIC + PROJECTED DEATHS

The Baby Boom Generation in Canada includes the large segment of the population that was born

between 1952 and l-9652. As this cohort reaches its life expectancy, the average death rate ls

expected to increase, and the need for cemetery services will likely rise. The average life expectancy

for this cohort is about 80 years. By 2031-, average life expectancy is projected to rise to 82 for males

and 86 for females, with the gap between the genders continuing to narrow.3

Statistics Canada expects that the aging of the population will increase the need for cemetery and

funeral-related goods and services starting aboul 2021, when the oldest of the Baby Boom

Generation reaches the age of 70. The number of deaths is expected to increase towards 2045, when

the youngest members of this cohort turn 80.

The following table compares the City and Local Health Area's death statistics:

Toble 2: City of Vernon Historic ond Projected, Deoths ond Deoth Rotes,

So urce; BC V itol Sioflsfics ond LEES+Associofes'

An analysis of historic and projected death statistics finds that:

. There were 2,559 deaths in the City of Vernon 201-1-lo 2016, averaging5l'2 per year;

r Overthe next 25 years, there will be 15,400 deaths in the City of Vernon. The numberof

deaths will increase to 700 per year by 2042, which represents an increase of 35% since

2017. This will be driven by O.f 4% annual, average population growth and a higher death

rate ofthe aging Baby Boom generation, and

| 20IIto 201,6, the City death rate averaged 13.0 deaths per 1,000 residents per year.

By 2042, the death rate ls expected to increase to 14.3 deaths per 1,000 residents.

2 "Canada's Baby Boom ls Nothing like the One in the US," Robert L. Brown, Past President of the Canadian Institute of

Actuaries, expert advisor EvidenceNetwork.ca, http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/robert-l-brown/canada-babv-

boom b 6478760.htm1
3 Statistics Canada, Life Expectancy, https://www.statcan.sc.calpub/82-229-xl2009001/demo/lif-ens htm

City of Vernon 38,990 40,116 49,1.19 o.74%o.60%

Vernon LHA 22 i 65,832 68,O32 0.90% i 82,465 0.14%
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RETIGIOUS + ETHNIC DEMOGRAPHIC PROFITE

Religious and ethnic affiliation influences a person's decision on whether, and how they will choose

to be interred in a cemetery. Some groups encourage or require cremation and specific forms of

interment. Other groups discourage or even forbid cremation and certain forms of interment.

Consequently, we expect there will always be a segment of the population that chooses traditional

in-ground casket burial.

An example of ethnic affiliation preference would be how south European, notably ltalian and

portuguese families, often favour mausoleum interment rather than in-ground casket burial, .a

An example of religious affiliation preference would be that cremation is forbidden for Orthodox

Jews. Reform and Conservative Jewish authorities also frown on the practice, although cremation is

growing in popularity in the Jewish community across the world's

Since Vatican ll in 19626, cremation has been allowed in the Cathollc faith (provided cremated

remains are kept together). However, some branches of Christianity oppose cremation, including

minority Protestant and Orthodox groups, such as Greek and Serbian Christians. Most notably, the

Eastern and Oriental Orthodox Churches forbid cremation. Residents with a Catholic affillation are

more likely to choose interment in a cemetery due to church-mandated funeral and burial customs'7

An understanding of the religious and ethnic profile of Vernon's residents is important to

understanding the likely anticipated range of requests for the City's cemetery services.

a Space and ethnic practices put heavy demands on cemeteries

https://www.sbs.co m. a u/news/space-and-ethn ic-practices-put-heavv-demands'on-ce meteries

! Cremation Becoming lncreasingly Popular Among Jews, Funeral Professionals Say

https://www. haa retz. com/iewish/news/cremation-becom inq-increasinglV-popu la r-a mong-iews-fu nera l-F rofessionals-

sav-1.441873
6 Changing Catholic Attitudes about Cremation

http://www.catholicworld report.com/2012l11/03/cha nsine-catholic-attitudes-a bout-cremation/
7 Vatican issues new rules on Catholic cremation - Remains cannot be scattered, divided, or kept at home

7
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The following figure illustrates the religious profile of City of Vernon residents

r No Religious Affiliation,46%

r Other Christian, 32olo

G Catholic, 120/o

s United Church, T%

r Other Religions,3oA

Figure 5: Cily of Vernon's Re/igious Profile Source: Stolislics Conodo.

Christianity is the primary religion ln the City, with 51% of the population identifying as Christian,

with the largest proportion being Catholic'

The following figure illustrates the ethnic distribution in the City of Vernon.

Irls

lEuropean,ETo/a

r Aboriginal, 77o

n Asian, Solo

I Other, 1olo

Figure 6: City of Vernon's Efhnic Profile, Source: Sfolisfics Cclnadg.

Most City residents are of European descenl. A high proportion of these report their heritage

originating in the British lsles, Germany, Ukraine and France.

7Yo

870/o

B
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2.2. DISPOSITION TRENDS

NATIONAL CREMATION RATE

Disposition refers to the way the body is handled after death, or literally, where it ends up. According

to Canadian provincial and US state records, casket burial and cremation are the most common

forms of disposition in North America.

It is important to note that casket burial is sometimes called the "final" disposition because the body

is placed in its final resting place in a cemetery, and the name of the cemetery is required to be

registered with Vital Statistics BC. Disposition by cremation is not considered a final disposition

because cremated remains are easily moved. Vital Statistics BC records the crematorium as the place

of disposition for those that choose cremation since this is the last place the body is known to be.

Cremation is the preferred form of disposition over most of Canada. The national average cremation

rate rose from58.6%in2OO7 lo70.5%in2O17 and is expected to continue to rise across the country.

The following map illustrates the preference for cremation in Canadian provinces and territories as

of 2OI7.
i6 Cremalion Disposition

as a Proportion of 
-lttal 

Deaths - 2017

I s-r096
I 3t-{t}?6
I 41-5{146

5J-6,086

I 61-7rl1d

I 7116+

h

Figure 7:2017 Cancdian Cremotion Rofes Mop, Source: Cremotion Associoflon of Norlh Americo /CANA/

h
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PROVINCIAL CREMATION RATE

ln British Columbia (BC) there are currently about 35,000 deaths peryear, leadingto about 28,500

cremations. The cremation rate in British Columbia has increased from 82.6% in 201'2 to 85'2% in

2OIj . The Cremation Association of North America (CANA) predicts that BC's cremation rate will rise

to 87.4%by 2022.

LOCAT CREMATION RATE

ln the City of Vernon, there a re a pproximately 500 deaths per year, lead ing to about 440 cremations.

The cremation rate in the City of Vernon has increased from 85.5% in 2012to88.2%in2011 (3%

higher than the provincial average).

The trend analysis in thls cemetery master plan assumes that Vernon's cremation rate will continue

to grow at approximatelythe same rate predicted forthe Province bythe Cremation Association of

North America (CANA).

Given the City's ethnic and religious demographic profile and our professional expertise, we

anticipate that cremation will not rise beyond 9O% of dispositions over the next 25 years.

GROWTH OF CREMATION OVER TIME
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Figure 8: Graph of Change in Cremafion Rcfes over lime. Source: CANA 2017 Vol 53 No 2
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2.3. DEFINING THE COMMUNITY SERVED . TOTAL

CATCHMENT AREA

PRIMARY COMMUNITY SERVED - CITY OF VERNON

The p rimary commu nity served by the City of Vernon's cemetery system (75% of f amilies served ) a re

the residents living within the City of Vernon municipal boundaries. The City of Vernon's population

from Statistics Canada's 2016 censuss was 40,116.

The City presently tracks the residency of those who purchase a right of interment at the time of the

sale, but not the residency of those that are actually interred each year. lt is assumed in this analysis

that the proportion of non-resident burials is similar to the proportion of sales to non-residents.

SECONDARY COMMUNITY SERVED - NON-RESIDENTS

i---::::=1 :

o 3 ',6kn'r

Stalislif,s Canada - 20^!F iofla.ggucturg S

Figure 9: City of Vernon Mop, Source: Slofisfics Conodo.

The Vernon cemetery system serves primarily residents of the City of Vernon; however, the City also

sells rights of interment to non-residents (those living outside of City boundaries at the time of

death), which significantly extends the community it serves.

Over the past five years, 20% of families choosing crematlon and 25% of families choosing casket

burial that purchased lots from the City were non-residents. These non-residents are primarily from

the communities and rural areas of the Vernon Local Health Area (LHA) 22.

According to the current City of Vernon Cemetery Bylaw 3472:

I Statistics Canada Census 2016

ll
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,'Resjdent sholl mean o person, who at the time of death, was the assessed owner of property within

the Corporate limits of The Corporotion of the City of Vernon, or a person who hqs resided within the

Corporote timits for not less than ninety (90) days," ond

,,Non-Resident shall mean o person, who at the time of death, wos not the assessed owner of property

within the Corporate timits of The Corporation of the City of Vernon, or a persan who hos not resided

within the Carporate limits for a period of ninety (90) days "

Canadian municlpalities usually define a non-resident as anvone who does not live and/or own

property within the municipality's limits. The qualifying time period for residency usually ranges from

one to five years. A few communities require upwards of L0 years of residency.

The City of Vernon has an unusually short qualifying period for resident rates in its cemetery system.

HE,i
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Figure l0: Vernon Local Health Area 022.
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Source: BC Government
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CITY OF VERNON'S COMMUNITY DEMOGRAPHIC + DISPOSITION PROFILE

The following graph summarizes the historic demographic and disposition profile of the community

served by the City's cemetery system from 2013 lo 20t7.ln this graph, population data aligns with

the leftvertical axis, while death, cremation and casket burial data align with the rightverticalaxis.

Citv of Vernon Communitv
Demooraphic + Dispostion Profile
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Figure I I : City of Vernon' s Demogrctphic & Dlsposifio n Profile. So urce: LFFS+Associofes.

Demographic and disposition trend analyses found that over the past five years, 2013 to 2017

. 2,552 deaths occurred within the City of Vernon, averaging 510 per year;

| 32-/ deaths in the City resulted in casket burial, averaging 65 peryear, and

, 2,225 dealhs in the City resulted ln crematlon, averaging 445 per year'

20'13 2014

IPopulation
rflumlelof Ci$ Caskets

20{G 2417

s Deaths

- . Number of City Cremations
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2.4. DEFINING THE COMMUNITY SERVED . HISTORIC

SALES + INTERMENTS

The "community served" is reflected in the number of sales and interments that take place in a

cemetery each year as a percentage of the number of deaths that occur in the City in that same year.

The following graph summarizes the City hlstoric sales and interments from 2013 to 201f .

Caskets,
Cremations +

lnterments
600

2013 zA1H 2015 2016 2A17

EEtNumberofcitycremations lNumberofcaskets
rQpsrn6tions Interred on Site rQa3ft6fs lnterred on Site

Figure t2: City of vernon's Communily Recenf/y served by fhe Cemefery sysfem

So urce; LEES+Associofes.

Cemetery activity analyses find that from 20L3 lo 2017:

. 93% of casket burials of City residents took place at the City's cemetery;

. 28lr,o of cremation interments of City residents took place at the City's cemetery;

. The City accommodated 304 casket and 622 cremation interments, averaging 61 casket and

124 cremation interments per year, and

. The City sold interment rights for 204 casket and 211" cremation lots, averaging 41 casket

and 42 cremation lot sales per year.s

9 A lot ir anV space sold by a cemetery for the interment of human remains, including a grave, crvpt or niche.
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The City has historically recorded 33%fewer casket lot salesthan casket interments each year, and

68% fewer cremation lot sales than cremation interments each year. This suggests that burial lots at

the City's cemetery have historically accommodated more than one interment, and that lots may

have been used as for double depth interments plus the burial of multiple sets of cremated remains.

Most North Americans do not inter the cremated remains of their loved ones in a cemetery

environment, but instead choose to keep them at home or to scatter them in a place of personal

meaning. By law, full body (casket)burialcan onlytake place in a designated cemetery. Mostfamilies

choose burial of their loved one in a local cemetery, where they are easy to visit. There are no

comparable regulations for cremated remains. ln BC, the law permits (i.e. does not prohibit) the

scattering of cremated remains so long as it does not involve trespassing, and those doing the

scattering have the permission of the land ownerto leave cremated remains on their property.

Our research of Canadian cemeteries finds that on average, 1,5% lo 20% of families that choose

cremation will eventually inter the remains within a cemetery. Among those that choose burial, 80%

lo 90% of families will choose a grave in a cemetery in their community.

The City of Vernon is on par with these standards regarding the proportion of the primary community

it serves, though there is an opportunity for the City to serve a larger proportion of non-residents,

particularly those in smaller communities and in the rural areas of the Vernon Local Health Area 22.

The decision to choose a cemetery's services is based on the attractiveness of the site, family ties

(relatives already buried there), the diversity of interment options offered, its relative cost, presence

in the communlty and level of cemetery marketing.

Figure l3: Pleasanf Valley Cemetery, Vernon, BC. So urce: LEES+Associofes.
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2.5. PROJECTED COMMUNITY NEED

The following graph projects the need for cemetery services from City of Vernon residents over the

next 25 years. ln this graph, population data appears on the left vertical axis, while death, cremation

and casket burial data appear on the right vertical axis.

This study predicts that over the next 25 years, there will be:

. 15,400 deaths within the City of Vernon, averaging 61"6 per year;

. 1,600 deaths in the city will be casket burials, averaging 1-64 peryear, and

. 13,800 deaths in the city resulted in cremation, averaging 552 per year.

There is a projected increase in City residents choosing cremation, from about 4-/0lo about 630

per year. However, the number of residents choosing casket burial will not significantly change

over the next 25 years. This is because casket burial is adequately buoyed by the projected

population growth and an increased death rate, which will offset the growth in cremation over

the next 25 Years.
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Figure I 4: 25 year Forecosf of the Cily of Vernon's Community Served by the Cemelery Sysfem.

So urce: LFES+Associofes.
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2.6. pROJECTED SALES + INTERMENTS

The following graph shows a projection of the City's cemetery interments from the City's casket

burial and cremation families over the next 25 years.
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Figure I5: 25 Year Projection of Vernon's Coskef Burials, Crernofions + lnferments in the

Cily' s Ce me te ry Syste m, So urce: LFES +Associctes.

This analysis assumes historic service rates, interment patterns, sales trends and average annual

growth ln the City's community served will remain consistent and continuous over the next 25 years.

It also assumes the City will continue to develop inventory like its existing offerings to meet the

community's needs.

lf historic trends continue over the next 25 years, the City's cemetery can expect to receive:

. 5,40O interments, averaging 216 lnterments per year. These lnterments include:

o 1,500 traditionalcasket interments (28%), and

o 3,900 cremated remains interments (71"%).

| 2,250 sales, averaging 90 sales per year. These sales include:

o 950 lots sold for traditional casket in-ground burials (37%)' and

o 1,300 lots (or niches) sold for cremated remains interments (63%).

17
I
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North American cemetery trends show that abaul 25% of families that bring cremated remains

to a cemetery choose a niche in a columbarium, if this option is offered. lf City residents of Vernon

residents follow this pattern, the City can expect to sell 325 columbaria niches and 975 cremation

lot sales over the next 25 Years.

This projection can be further refined through the enhanced tracking of cemetery sales patterns

in the City cemetery system by interment type over the first 5 years that columbaria niches are

made available to residents at Pleasant Valley Cemetery.

2.7. KEY FINDINGS: COMMUNITY NEED - TRENDS

HISTORIC DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS AND COMMUNITY SERVED

, ln2017,the City's death rate averaged 1"3.0 deaths per 1,000 residents, and

. 51% of City residents self-identify as Christian, 3% follow other faiths, and 46% claim no

religious affiliation. lndividuals with religious affiliations such as Catholicism (12% of

residents) are more likely to choose interment in a cemetery;

Over the past 5 years:

| 87% of City residents chose cremation and 13% chose casket burial;

r The City's cemetery served 93% of City residents choosing casket burial;

r The City's cemetery served 27% of City residents choosing cremation;

, 25% of casket lot and 20% of cremation lot sales were to non-residents, and

. The City cemetery had33% fewer casket lot sales than interments each year, and 68%

fewer cremation lot sales than interments each year. This is due to double depth burials

and multiple cremated remains interred in a single grave.

PROJECTED DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS AND COMMUNITY SERVED

. Starting \n202L, as local Baby Boomers begin to reach their life expectancy, there will be

a slow but steady increase in the demand for cemetery services.

Over the next 25 yearsl

. There will be 15,400 deaths in the City;

r There will be 1,600 casket burials (10%) and 13.800 cremations (90%), and

. The City is projected to sell 950 casket and 1,300 cremation lnventory and inter 1,400

caskets and 3,900 cremated remains.
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3. SUPPLY + CAPACITY
This section of the report analyses the remaining capacity at the City's cemetery sites and provides

an assessment of future cemetery land needs over the next 25 years. ln this capacity analysis, we

compare the anticipated need to the available supply in two ways.

1,. We compare the projected number of lot sales to be requested to the number of lots

available for sale, and

2. We compare the projected number of interments to the number of interment spaces

available to accommodate an interment (including lots purchased pre-need).

3.1. CURRENT SUPPLY . EXISTING LOTS

ln this section of the report, all references to "in-ground casket lots" include all burial lots (including

those in the lnfant, Children, Legion and Oddfellows sections) that can accommodate caskets.

pleasant Valley Cemetery currently has approximately 17,lOO cemetery lots recorded in its

inventory records. ln-ground casket lots on site are 4 by 8 feet and individual cremated remains

lots are 2.5 by 2.5 feet.

The following figure summarizes the estimated remaining inventory available for sale in the City of

Vernon current cemetery slte as of May 2018.

. Avoiloble for
Sole

157. ol Lols

Preorronged*- 
127"of lols

nAvailablq fol Sale' Casket Plots

IlAvailable for $ale - Cremation Plob
lPrearranged Plots - Unused Casket Plots

lPrearranged Plob - Unused Cremation Plots

lPrearranged Plob - Resenred + Used

rsold + lnterred - casket Plots
rSold + lnterred - Cremation Flots

Figure l6: Summary of the Citt of Vernon's Cemetery Offerings + AvailabililY fo Residenfs.

Source: Cilv of Vernon Records.
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The following table summarizes the available supply of cemetery lots for sale and future interment

services. This includes all lots available for sale and pre-arranged (purchased in advance of need)

recorded in the cemetery's lot layout and records management system. Lots available for sale include

those that have been surveyed and developed, as well as those lots on the cemetery map that are

laid out conceptually but that not yet surveyed and developed for sale and use.

Toble 3: Summary of Unused Cemetery Lot lnvenfory. Source: City of Vernon Records

This analysis assumes that the data from the cemetery inventory reports provided by the City and

used in this assessment, accurately reflects the site's capacity as of May 2018.

The following figure is a map of Pleasant Valley Cemetery with the blocks that are empty shown as

shaded in red.

Figure 17: P/eosonf Volley Cemetery cunent empty blocks.
So urce: LEES+Associotes

ff
s}

Inventory TVpe
Available for Sale

- Developed
Available for Sale -
Not Yet Developed

Pre-ar"ranged

Lots - Unused

Total Unused

LotS

ln-ground Casket

Burial Lots
73 lots 1,082 lots 1,,252 lots 2,407lols

Cremated Remains

Only Lots
208 lots L,229lots 358 lots 1,795 lots

PTEASANT VALTEY CFMETERY
EMPIY/UNSURVEYED BTOCKS {}
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3.2. CURRENT SITE CAPACITY

I.OT SALES CAPACITY

The following table summarizes the estimated lot sales capacity and remaining life span of the

City's current cemetery site offerings, as provided by City staff.

Cemetery
Offering

25 Years Sales

Anticipated

Lots

Available lor
Salexo

Average

Sales per

Year

Lot Sales

Life Span

ln-ground Casket

Burial Lots

953 lots to be

sold

1,155

unsold lots
38 sales per

vea r
30 years

Cremated Remains

Only Lots

1,300 lots to be

sold

L,43l
unsold lots

52 sales per
yea r

28 years

Toble 4: Cemetery Lol so/es Copacity + Life spon of the City's Cemetery sysfem'

Source: CitY of Vernon Records.

Canadian cemeteries typically begin the planning, design and construction of a new cemetery when

they have about 5 - 10 years of lot inventory remaining. This is typically casket lot inventory because

although it is a small segment of the overall market, it is the demand for casket lots that drives the

need for cemetery sPace.

INTERMENT SERVICES CAPACITY

After the City sells its last lot, it will continue to inter families in graves that were pre-purchased, in

advance of when theY are needed.

According to Bylaw 3472, nol more than two casket burials shall be permitted in any one grave at

pleasant Valley Cemetery. Double depth burial is permitted in any grave, so long as the first btrrial is

made on this basis. Up to six sets of cremated remains may also be interred in a single or double

depth grave space, once the casket burial(s) have taken place'

This means that the potential lnterment capacity of any single casket lot in the City cemetery is at

least twice that of it sales capacity

ln this cemetery land needs analysis, however, the numbers are based on a conservative basis of

only one casket per casket lot, and one urn (set of cremated remains) per cremation lot. ln addition,

the figures in this analysis assume that urns are primarily being interred in a cremation lot and not

with a casket lot. The intent of this assumption is to not underestimate the remaining casket and

cremation Iot capacity at Pleasant Valley Cemetery.

10 lnventory Available for Sale includes inventorv marked out on the Cemetery Sections Layout Map that is developed

and not yet developed. To maintain adequate inventory available for sale, the City will be required to develop the

undeveloped areas identified and included in this study

LEFS
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The following table summarizes the estimated interment capacity and remaining life span of the

City's current cemeterv inventory. As noted, this is based on each lot accommodating either one

casket or one set of cremated remains.

Cemetery Offering
25 Years of
Anticipated
lnterments

Lots Available
for lnterment

Average
lnterments per

Year

lhterment
Services
Life Span

ln-ground Casket

Burial Lots

L,441.

interments
2,407
lots unused

58 interments
per year

4L years

Cremated Remains

OnlV Lots

3,888
interments

1.,795

lots unused

156 interments
per year

1-1 years

Iob/e 5: Cemetery tnterment Copacity + Life Spon of P/eosonf valley Cemetery.

Source: City of Vernon + LEEs+Associoles.

The City cemetery inters three times as many sets of cremated remains as the number of sales it

makes for cremation lots. This suggests that an above-average number of City residents are

purchasing one lot, whether sized for a casket or an urn, and interring multiple sets of cremated

remains within it. Therefore, it is possible that the 11--year capacity remaining for cremated remains

burial (as identified earlier) could be significantly longer, For example, if every cremation lot received

two urns, the lifespan would be 20 years; however, this is not realistic, and a more likely scenario is

that there could be up to 15 years of cremation lots capacity remaining.

CAPACITY DATA - QUATITY CONTROT

The accuracy of this assessment correlates to the quality of the cemetery data provided. City staff

provided site maps, lot layouts, and cemetery product and service reports from its cemetery records

management system for this capacity assessment.

During this assessment, several inconsistencies and gaps in the records were discovered, To enhance

the precision of future assessments, the City needs to refine its records management system to

better track and report cemetery interment space that is developed, sold, pre-arranged for future

use, or still available for sale. Cemetery data quality issues primarily arise from the significant

limitations of the City's current software system.

OPPORTUNITY - EXPANDING THE COMMUNITY SERVED

This capacity analysis assumes the City will continue to serve the same proportion of the local

community as it has over the past five years. The proportion of the community served could also

increase beyond current projections if the City of Vernon chooses to actively market and promote

its cemetery services more than it has to date. lncreased marketing could stimulate additional

service requests from families, both from within the community and from the surrounding small

communities and rural area of Vernon LHA22. lt appears that there is a considerable number of

people in rural LHA22 that choose cremation but do not choose to be interred at Pleasant Valley

Cemetery.
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3.3. INFILL - EXPANSION OF CAPACITY AT THE

EXISTING CEMETERY

INFItt STRATEGY

ln addition to developing new sites, the City can develop new casket capacity at Pleasant Valley by:

I. Developing casket lots in the remaining undeveloped area along the east side of the site;

2. Reducingthe width of at least one road in the Old/Evergreen Section to a 3m wide, one

way/operations-only route, and adding casket lots where possible;

3. Add casket lots to west section of cemetery at the end of Birch Road;

4. Extending the rows in Maple Section between the existing trees along the south edge

where space and tree roots PermiU

5. Creating a new green burlal area in the wooded area at the top of the slope up from

Pleasant Valley Road, north of the entry drive;

6. Consider marketing graves in the little-used military area available to family members of

veterans (spouses and children ofveterans) even ifthe veteran to whom they are related

is not interred in this section;

7. Consider allowing members of the paramilitary (police andlor other emergency service

personnel) to be buried in casket lots in the military section, and

8. Reclaiming graves that were sold many years ago but remain unused, most notably

within "The Odd Fellows" (l.O.O. F) Section. This is topic discussed in the following section,

Unclaimed Graves.

Figure 1 8: Fuiure coske t buriol spoce eost side of P/eoso nt Valley Cemelery
Source: LEES+Associoies.

There is little information currently available re: the specific number of graves still unoccupied in the

Legion (Veterans) area and the adjacent "Odd Fellows" section. Cemetery Administration reports

very few if any interments in these areas each year and virtually no sales. Based on this, and our

high-level evaluation of other areas that might also provide new interment capacity, we estimate

that the following casket lot capacity could be created at Pleasant Valley Cemetery where indicated:

LEF-q
ASSLICIATES
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CASKET LOTS CREMA N LOTS

. Undeveloped sections 809 393

. Road size reduction: 165

r Maple section south edge: 246

. West end Birch Road: 58

' Green burial: 150

. Unused graves: IO4

Totaladditionalcapacity: 1,532 393

This capacity is expressed primarily as casket graves, but a significant cremation interment capacity

could also be created, as in-ground burial lots and/or columbaria niches and scattering.

UNCTAIMED GRAVES

Some cemeteries seek to increase their capacity and conserve land through the reuse and resale of

unclaimed graves. These are typically lots that were purchased decades ago but whose owners have

not been in contact with the City since then. The best practices related to this strategy include:

I. ldentify individuals and families who have purchased burial lots more than 50 years ago;

2. Attempt to find the last known lease/lot owner;

3. Advertise in the local media (typically newspapers) in an effortto contactthem, and

4. Where no contact can to be established with the buyer or their family, determine the

lots to be made available to a new purchaser.

The terms surroundlng the circumstances and expiration of the right of interment for an unclaimed

lot is to be clearly delineated in a new, updated City of Vernon Cemetery Bylaw. (A full bylaws review

is currently underway. The new Bylaw is expected to be reviewed and adopted soon after the

completion of this Master Plan.) Unclaimed lots that are determined to be available can then be

resold, typically at the current fair market value.

It is important to consider that just because a lot was sold 50 or more years ago, it does not

necessarily indicate that a family holding its right of interment does not have an interest in using the

grave. A thorough investigation and significant staff time may be required to determine the number

of unclaimed lots at Pleasant Valley that could potentially be reclaimed and deemed "available."

A family with an unused right of interment may also wish to return it to the City. The Updated

Cemetery Bylaws will address this and outline the industry standard re: compensation upon the

surrender of a right of interment to any cemetery space.

24
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3.4. NEW SITE . EXPANSION OF CAPACITY

The need for new cemetery space is driven by the demand for casket lots. The City has been aware

for some time of the limited interment capacity remaining at Pleasant Valley Cemetery and has

identified a new cemetery site at 700 Mlssion Rd. This city-owned parcel could provide another 24.5

acres (9.9 hectares) of interment space. The actual capacity of this site will depend on the final

design, lot mix and layout. This preliminary work would include determining the space needed for

access roads, irrigation lines, an operations area, trees and features such as a pond (assuming the

existing pond is to be retalned). Part of this site is likely too steep for casket lots, but could be left as

a buffer zone, helping to screen views and mitigate traffic noise from Mission Road.

Using an average cemetery design standard of 500 graves per acre, this new site would

accommodate up to approximately 12,250 in-ground casket lots. Some of this space would be

required for cremation interment, including in-ground cremation lots, columbaria niches, and

scattering areas. Cremation interment is very space-efficient. As a result, even with the allocation

space for a significant number of cremation lots, the new site would still provide about 125 years of

casket lot capacity. lt should be noted that interment trends are likely to change over such a long-

time horizon, and these projections should be reviewed from time to time to update projected

lifespan and capacity of this site.

Figure 19: Mission Rood Cernele4l sife looking soulheosf Source: LFES+Associqfes

Through analysis of cemetery data over the early stages of this study, it was determined that

pleasant Valley Cemetery still has enough unused, existihg casket lots and sufficient undeveloped

area for new casket lots to be created at Pleasant Valley to meet the City's projected needs for at

least another 30vears. Due to the City's increasing cremation rate and declining demand fQ[ casket

lots, it appears thatthere is no immediate need to design and develop the new Mission Road site.

A high-level evaluation was undertaken to establish the feasibility of the Mission Road site to serve

as the new City of Vernon Cemetery. Feasibility was based on the following parameters;

SITE LOCATION:

Since the rural cemetery movement that began in the 1"830's, most new cemeteries have been

established outside of urbanized areas. Over time, they typically become surrounded by

L
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development and eventually find themselves essentially urban cemeteries. This is the case with

pleasantValleyCemetery in the early 1900's, and itwill likely bethe caseforthe Mission Road site.

The new site is located about 10 minutes by car from Pleasant Valley Cemetery. lt is easily accessible

by vehicle but is not served by transit. While this could change in the future, the new site is currently

somewhat distant from most of the community it would serve. While a remote location is typical for

a new cemetery, the transition to a new site being accepted and embraced by the community can

be challenging. people prefer to be interred at the site where family members are buried. People

also prefer to choose a cemetery that's close to where they live, making it more convenient to visit.

These are difficult issues to overcome, and it is prudent to prolong the active life of an existing

cemetery and to delay opening a new one until it is needed. lt makes sense to avoid having to

operate two active cemeteries and paying to transport heavy equipment between them, or to

construct redundant facilities and invest in another set of tools and equipment.

Figure 20: Mission Rood Cemetery Site looking northwest. So urce: LEES+Associofes

SITE ACCESS:

Cemeteries are visited primarily by the older demographic of a community due to the higher

incidence of death in that age group. This makes site access a key consideration when evaluating a

site for cemeterY PurPOSes.

The Mission Road frontage of the proposed new cemetery site is steep (1-0-30% gradient) with sight

lines encumbered by Mission Road's horizontal and vertical alignments. This could be an issue for

cemetery visitors that may not feel comfortable entering and exiting a site along a sloping drive,

especially if it requires exiting and merging back into faster-moving traffic. An exit left would be

especially challenging. Poor weather would exacerbate the problem.

Currently, access to the site is from the north and parallels the traveled portlon of Mission Road'

This route is inside the dedicated Road ROW, while much of travelled portion of Mission Road in this

area is outside the ROW. This issue would require resolution, which is complicated by the steepness

of thls edge of the site.

Access issues could be addressed by providing vehicle access from the Northwest, via Bench Road.

There are good sight Ilnes from the intersection with Bench Road ROW, and this route would lead

directly to the most level, usable area of the new cemetery'

L
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A new right-of-way would need to be acquired from adjacent property owners, and a fenced,

separated access may need to be established. From a programming perspective, a cemeterv entrv

adjacent to a rural land use is quite compatible with cemetery uses.

TOPOGRAPHY:

Cemeteries are best

developed on sites that are

level enough to safelY

accommodate the backhoes

needed to dig graves. ldeallY,

slopes are 15% or less,

though slopes up lo 20% are

considered feasible. Most

elderly people apPreciate

graves that theY can easilY

walk to: again, no more than

one in six or I5%. Figure 2l: S/ope up towards Mtssion Rood. Source: LEES+Associoles

As noted on the slope analysi s,92/o of the proposed Mission Road cemetery site is 20%slope or less'

Of this, 42.6% of the site is 10% slope or less. Based on this, it appears that this site is feasible for

cemetery uses in terms of topography.

G EOTECH N ICAL SU ITABI LITY:

Detailed geotechnical work has not yet been conducted at this site. Visual observations indicate that

the southwest section of the site, near steeper slopes, may have rock near the surface

Northwest sections of the site appear to be consistent with the adjacent tree farm lands, indicating

surface materials of topsoil over till material.

The presence of the wetland at the base of the slope down from Mission Road suggests that ground

water could be a seasonal issue in this area of the site. The existing wetland could make an attractive

cemetery feature. A full geotechnical study is recommended to confirm that subsurface conditions,

especially the top 2 m of surface materials and the nature of site drainage and the water table, are

suitable for cemeterY uses.

-'6r'^

Figure 22: Views north. So urce: LEES+Associofes.
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UTI LITI ES AND SERVICI NG:

The existing domestic water line on Mission Road may need to be upgraded to provide adequate

supply of potable water. Non-potable water is abundantly available at this site by way of an irrigation

line, currently used for spray irrigation by the adjacent tree farm.

Sanitary needs would require installation of a septic tank or pump-out tank.

Hydro, telephone and cable lines are already installed adjacent to the site as well as natural gas.

These could provide services as required. ln terms of utilities and servicing, it appears that this site

could easily be developed into a new cemetery.

PROPERry ENCUMBRANCES:

A 600mm diameter effluent main owned by the City of Vernon crosses the property as it runs from

the treatment plant to Mackay reservoir. Relocation costs for this line would be significant.

Alternatively, this area could be left as a buffer zone, which would fit with the steep slopes along this

edge and the need to plantvegetation forvisual and auditory bufferingof traffic on Mission Road.

An existing Fortis high pressure gas main also extends along the northeast corner of the site, and

runs in the road ROW, parallel to the site further to the south. Again, this line is in an area that is

llkely to remain largely undeveloped. This line is therefore not an issue that would impact the

feasibility of this site to serve as a cemetery in the future.

SUMMARY:

The Mission Road site appears feasible for the intended use, pending the outcome of geotechnical

field work and analysis, which would be summarized in a predesign report.

The City of Vernon should continue to monitor casket lot inventory at Pleasant Valley Cemetery and

begin the development of the new site within 5 - 10 years of the current site selling out of casket

lots. This should be sufficient time to develop a concept plan, prepare construction documents,

tender and award the work, and complete at least the Phase I site construction of the new cemetery.

The City should plan for construction to be completed at least one year before the first casket burial

to allow the disturbed ground to settle and new lawns to become established so the site is not

damaged by the heavy equipment used for burials. With access to abundant reclaimed water, the

landscaping at the site could be established well in advance of the site becoming operational.

Depending on the level of demand for naturalor "green" burial", the new site could serve as a green

burial only cemetery for the first few years. This could help alleviate the overall demand for in-

ground burial Iots while minimizing maintenance, as a new green burialsite requires only about half

the maintenance of a conventionalcemetery. Green burialalso works best in less urbanized context,

so the new site on Mission Road would be well-suited to this more naturalized type of interment.

Below are analysis studies re: the feasibility of the Mission Rd. site to serve as the future City cemetery.

LELS
ASSL]CIATES
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3.5. KEY FINDINGS - CEMETERY TAND NEEDS

ANATYSIS

A. Overall:

. pleasant Valley Cemetery has approximately 30 years of lot sales capacity remaining;

The City performs three times the number of cremation interments at the Pleasant Valley

Cemetery as it sells in-ground cremation lots. The City has a higher than average number

of residents opting to inter multiple sets of cremated remains in a single lot;

lf residents were to inter cremated remains in only single in-ground cremation lots, the

City would only have 11 years of cremation lot capacity;

The City should prioritize developing a diverse range of cremated remains interment

options at the existing cemetery site, including offering above-ground interment options.

The City should routinely review the lot sales by lot type and section. Based on trends

identified, the City should adjust ihe lot type designation or make site improvements to

enhance sales in less desirable areas.

B: Capacity at Pleasant Valley Cemetery:

' The capacity of lnfill areas noted in the previous section is difficultto quantify precisely;

however, it appears that at least 809 casket lots can be developed in the currently

undeveloped area;

r About 100 - 150 green burial casket lots can be developed in a new green burial area;

. Up to 165 casket lots could be created through partial road reclamation;

. Up to 104 casket lots could be developed by extending existing rows of graves, and

' The total number of casket lots that could be made available at PVC is estimated at!,532

r Until a comprehensive review of unused graves is completed, the number of casket lots

that could be brought back into inventory through this process is difficult to say;

however, at least 50 graves seems possible.

. The number of cremation lots needs to be increased to meet projected demand. This can

be achieved by converting some undeveloped casket lot space to cremation lots,

' ln this study, we estlmate that 393 new cremation lots could be developed in this area'

While this reduces the number of casket lots expected in the undeveloped area, it helps to

fill what could otherwise be a shortage of supply of cremation lots over the next decade.

I
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4. OPERATIONS REVIEW
ln this chapter, the service, administration, management, maintenance and governance of the City

cemetery system is reviewed and compared to the best practices at Canadian municipal cemeteries.

The goal of this chapter is to ldentify initiatives that will optimize amenities, improve the quality of

service and enhance the attractiveness, safety, efficiency and effectiveness of the cemetery svstem.

4.1. ORGANIZATIONAL ANATYSIS - HUMAN
RESOURCES

The lnstitute for Citizen-Centered Service (ICCS) and the Treasury Board Secretariat from the SQM

Group has collected evidence, Iinking satisfactory human resourcing, public sector employee

engagement, service satisfaction, and trust and confidence in public institutions.

Engaged Employees 14 Citizens'Seryice Satisfaclion { Trust & Conlidence in Public institutions

ROTES + RESPONSIBIIITIES

City employees currently assigned to cemetery operations include the:

r Director of Operations reports to CAo and elected officials;

r Manager of Parks, Public Works (PW) and Airport (Cemetery Manager) reports to the Director

of Operations, CAO and elected officials;

. Parks Supervisor reports to Cemetery Manager. This person is responsible for directing staff

within the Parks department and organizes tasks associated with the cemetery. They are

expected to oversee the performance management of cemetery contractor through

inspections and may organize assistance of other departments like Public Works as needed;

. Arborist reports to Parks Supervisor. This person is responsible for performing tree

inspections, preventative maintenance and tree work outside of contractor's scope;

' Horticulturalist reports to Parks Supervisor. This person is responsible for performing

boulevard plantings in front of cemetery, They are expected to provide input on turf care

and planting outslde of contractor scope;

. lrrigation Technician reports to Parks Supervisor. This person is responsible for performing

moderate and major repairs to irrigation system outside of contractors' s-ope of work. They

are expected to install upgrades to system to provide increased efficiencies;

' Public Works Supervisor - reports to Public Works Manager. This person is responsible for

supervising and scheduling PW staff in the assistance of Parks staff for equipment operation

and for snow and ice control in the cemetery;

r Cemetery Maintenance and Burials Contractor - Grounds Guys - reports to Parks Supervisor for

maintenance and liaises with the Finance Accounting Clerk regarding burial issues. The

contractor is responsible for regular maintenance and duties per the current contract, including

L
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turf and irrigation management, leaf/litter pick up; plus conducting interments, managing burial

prod uct i nventories, and i nstal I i ng mon u ments.

. Financial Analyst - reports to the Finance Manager. This person oversees City administration,

as well as financial reporting for the cemetery system, and

. Finance Accounting Clerk ll- reports to the Financial Analyst. This person is responsible for

selling and scheduling lot sales with client and contractor (Grounds Guys). Notifies the

Cemetery Manager of capacity needs when lots near maximum'

The following organization chart summarizes the lines of reporting and human resources directly

involved with the City's cemetery operation.

City staff are generally highly engaged with the cemetery's operations, which is translating into the

community generally feeling satisfied with the service they receive. The services provided by City

Staff and the Maintenance Contractor is critical to not only customer satisfaction, but also to the

long-term financial sustainability of the City's Cemetery'

The current Cemetery Manager has a large portfolio of responsibilities, including filling the roles of

the Manager of public Works, Parks, the Airport and Pleasant Valley Cemetery. While supported by

capable staff, achieving significant improvements to the Cemetery's management and operations

may be difficult without additional resources. lt may be that reorganization and streamlining will

reduce the load over time, but additional time from the Manager may be requlred to get to that

point. Also, to ensure continuity of management, the City should ensure that this position can be

covered by at least one other individualwhen the Cemetery Manager is away.

The City of Vernon is currently undergoing a restructuring and reorganization of staff positions. The

City is currently interviewing candidates for a new position Public Spaces and Park Manager who will

take over management of the cemetery as well as other City parks and public open spaces The

creation of this new positlon and reallocation of roles could assist city staff in their ability to dedlcate

more time to cemetery improvements

Ririir(jr.J -ilr!\
Adro. 1:.!
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POLICIES + PROCEDURES

The City has a manual of Administrative Procedures associated with the Cemetery, but it does not

have a comparable manual of Standard Operating Procedures for field workers. This is likely due to

most of the outside work at Pleasant Valley Cemetery being carried out by a landscape maintenance

contractor. The City has a "Scope of Work: Specifications and Conditions," which is included as part

of the Cemetery Maintenance contract. This specification outlines work to be done by Cemetery

field workers and includes photographs of the site maintained to the standards expected.

The current specification is reasonably clear and up-to-date, but overall, it represents a high level,

general set of instructlons. As typica I of specifications, what the contractor is expected to do is clearly

stated but howthe work is expected to be done is less clear.

While respecting the City's procurement procedures, and the contractor's right to carry out

compliant work as he sees fit, the City could develop a handbook to be provided to the successful

proponent upon the award of contract. This would include details regarding howthe Citywould like

to see the work performed. lt could also include contextual information about Pleasant Valley

Cemetery and the City's objectives in operating the site. City Parks personnel associated with the

Cemetery operation could provide input, such as specific direction on maintenance related tasks.

More specific information, in combination with broader statements, could engage and encourage

the contractor to perform to a higher standard, and serve as a more "user-friendly" standard

Operating Procedures Manual, available to all personnel.

TRAINING

City staff have not historically received specific training in cemetery operations. The exception to

this, isthatfinancestaff have receivedsometrainingwith respecttothe useof theexistingcemetery

software database. Relevant training of City staff has lncluded turf management and arboriculture

co u rses.

E
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4.2. GOVERNANCE + PARTNERSHIPS

This section focuses on the effectiveness of City cemetery system's governance model, potential

community partnerships and the City's relationships with localfuneralsuppliers.

GOVERNANCE MODELS

Senior staff overseeing the City's Operations, Finance, Public Work and Parks departments are

responsible for the oversight of Pleasant Valley Cemetery operations'

Municipalities typically aim to create a governance structure that minimizes the short and long-

term need for tax-based subsidies of their cemeteries. This section explores the pros and cons

inherent in possible governance models and potentialoutcomes for each of these options.

To achieve long term sustainability, the cemetery operators are responsible for recruiting and

training a team of committed staff, infrastructure repair and replacement funding, attracting new

customers and forming stable customer relations with funeral homes and localfamilies.

.AppendixA-Governance Decision Map" presents a series of decision prompts that are commonly

used to guide the larger question of whether to, or to what degree, a municipality choose to be

involved in cemetery services, and flowing from there, what each option entails.

Common cemetery governance models found in Canada include:

1,. The municipality fully owns and operates its cemetery sites with its own staff;

o pros - Total quallty, process + policy control. Potential for resource sharing and

economies of scale between departments (however, this is not always realized).

o Cons - This option has the most administrative burden with respect to tracking

interdepartmental use of resources. lt is often the most expensive Sovernance

oPtion for communities.

2. The municipality owns the cemetery sites and outsources site care and maintenance;

o pros - Decreased operations cost to the municipality for site care and often less

demand, wear and tear on City resources (vehicles, equipment)'

o Cons - Less control over site care quality. Contractors may need supervision.

3. The municipality owns the cemetery sites and outsources the burial and site care services

to communitY volunteers.

o pros- Decreased operations cost to the municipality for burial and site care services.

The opportunity to volunteer often increases cemetery community engagement.

o Cons- Less control over site care and customer service quality. Volunteers may be

less skilled than municipal employees or contractors. They will need supervision.

4. The municipality owns its cemetery sites. lt outsources allservices to a private or not-for-

profit orga n ization Partners.
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o pros - Leverages professional expertise in the bereavement sector. Significant

decreased responsibility and costs to the municipality for providing services to

residents. The quality of care and range of offerings at private sites is often high.

o Cons - The community may object to privatization of government services. There is

loss of control over prices, practices and all the services provided. Private operations

will likely charge residents much higher rates for cemetery services.

There is another alternative aside from a municipality maintaining full governance control or fully

outsourcing it to a third-party organization. The City could share the responsibility by creating an

independent "Cemetery Advisory Board". This would entail a committee of cemetery stakeholder

that share the responsibility, funding and benefits of the cemeteries' operation. Participants on

cemetery board often include members from:

. The Municipality where the cemetery sites reside;

. The Regional District or other neighbouring communities, whose residents commonlV use

the main municipality's cemetery sites;

. The Private bereavement sector, and

. The Community interest groups associated with culture and heritage.

COMMMUNITY PARTNERS

Common benefits of working with a partner includes their professionalism and expertise in running

and managing cemeteries, their abilityto effectively achieve economies of scale and the opportunity

to leverage their network of resources towards the benefit of the City's cemeteries.

There are many precedents for municipal cemeteries partnering with the private organizations

(funeral homes and monument companies) as well as not-for-profits organizations. Partnership

objectives have included the enhancement of cemetery offerings (e.g. funding for new co-lumbaria),

contributing to public memorialization, and the provision of complementary services such as

crematoria, visitation facilities, and community programming,

potential "Community Partners" that could work with ihe City in expanding the cemeteries' product

and service diversity and increasing community awareness of Town Cemeteries includes:

' Saint James Knights of Columbu s 494911;

o potential source of community volunteers to contribute towards community

engagement and site care;

' RoyalCanadian Legion No.5101.;

o Potential fund-raising partners to enhance the Veterans area;

I I http ://www. kniehts4949.orslSite/H ome, html
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r pleasant Valley Funeral Home, Dignity Memorial Vernon Funeral Home, Alternatives

Funeral and Cremation Services + Bethel Funeral Chapel Ltd, and

o Bereavement sector resources available to this organization could support the

future diversification of offerings at the City's cemeteries, and

. Vernon & District Family History Society (VDFHS)12

o This society was formed in 1982 to serve persons in the community interested

in genealogy. Members could assist in making stories of the community residents

buried at the cemetery accessible through a range of media. They currently use

this space for community programming, such as ghost and history walking tours.

The value of partnerships directly correlates to the care and expertise in which the terms of the

agreement are negotiated. Relationships may range from sponsoring events and facilitating

community engagement, to the purchase and sale of products on consignment (columbaria,

mausoleums, urns, etc.), to in-depth public-private partnerships for capital intensive facilities.

ln conclusion, entering partnerships is a common and effective strategy to increase municipal

cemetery service diversity, enhance community engagement and facilitate cost sharing for the

City's cemeteries. Before deciding to change its governance model, however, it is important that

the City have a clear vision of the benefits it seeks to gain from such a change and take the time

to gauge the interest of potential partners'

FUNERAL SUPPLIERS

Currently, the City of Vernon enjoys a good relationship with local Funeral Directors. They organize

interments and are responsible for graveside set-up (preparing a grave for a funeral service). One

possible area of improvement relates to scheduling grave openings and closings.

It has been reported that if there are already two casket burials planned for one day, Funeral

Directors can have trouble scheduling a third opening and closing. The perception is that each

opening and closing requires about two hours of time per casket, and so it should be possible to

accommodate at least three interment in one day.

I 2 http://www.vdfhs.com/
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4.3. ADMINISTRATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE +

RECORDS MANAGEMENT

ROLES + RESPONSIBITITIES

The primary functions of the Cemetery's Administration, Customer Service and Records

Management are managed and provided by the Finance Accounting Clerk (the primary Cemetery

Administrator). The primary functions of this role include:

. Meeting with families, explainlng interment options available and interment procedures;

. Handling sales requests and processing orders;

r Managing records from families, Funeral Directors and Staff/the Maintenance Contactor;

' Updating the City's digital records;

. Receiving and resolving customer requests and complaints;

r Communicating with the City of Vernon's Public Works and Finance departments, Funeral

Homes, Monument suppliers and the Cemetery Maintenance Contractor;

' Handling payments for cemetery products and services, and

. Ensuring compliance with municipal and provincial regulations'

Currently, there are no designated staff specifically trained to directly support the Flnance

Accounting Clerk with the Cemetery Administration + Customer Service functions, lf the clerk is

absent from the workplace for holidays, personal or for other organizational responsibilities, there

are staff available to step into this role if necessary - although more specialized training is required.

These staff are not experienced enough in cemetery operations to fill in and provide continuity of

service and direction, in the event of a long-term absence. This is an issue that merits discussion if

the City embarks on cemetery improvements that lead to increased community interest, sales and

the need for additional administration.

PRACTICES: RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Best practices for records management at Canadian cemeteries entail staff tracking:

r At-need + Pre-need (Pre-arranged/Reserved) - ldentifying interment services + lot sales by

when they are sold and when they are used for interment;

. Resident+ Non-Resident- ldentifying individuals who purchase lots while they reside in the

City but are interred after they have left, to clarify how many lots (and in the future, niches)

are being used by City residents, and

r lnterments per Space - ldentifying the number of caskets andlor cremated remains placed

within each lot or niche, clarifying how many lots (and in the future, niches) are being used

for multiple interments.

ES
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The City's cemetery records management system has not historically tracked and efficiently reported

most of this information. Tracking these key indicators enables increased precision in projecting the

effects of changes in disposition trends and local interment preferences on capacity, land use and

financial sustainability. Staff states that the current records system does not report well. Nor does it

meet the current or best practices of records management for municipal cemetery operations.

lCity Desktop (lCity) is part of a Vadim Software suite designed to manage the financials of municipal

governments. The City is using lCity for its cemetery records. lt is not linked to the City's accounts

receivable system. The City is using the software "Tempest" for all its accounts receivables, except

for its cemetery operations. Staff must go into lCity to produce cemetery-related invoices.

OP PORTU N ITIES: ADMI N ISTRATION, CUSTOMER SERVIC E + RECO RDS MANAGEMENT

The nature of Cemetery Administration, Customer Service and Records Management requires an

individual with compassion for families, organizational skills, and the ability to manage competing

scheduling and other requests.

This part of the Cemetery's operations is currently compromised by physical setting, its records

management system, and the absence of a clear vision of cemetery services across the municipal

organization, Even though orders are accurately taken and executed, the ability to address the full range of

the customer's needs as well as the needs of others in the cemetery services supply chain is critically limited.

Addressing lhe Physicol Setting

The Cemetery Administrator requires a quiet, private

space to meet with families who come to City Hall to

arrange for the interment of their loved ones at

Pleasant Valley Cemetery. Currently, the only space

available for these meetlngs is part of a hallway, next

to an office photocopier. The space is very small, noisy

and not conducive to personal conversations with the

bereaved.

Staff reports that there are private meeting rooms

used by others that could be made available at City

Hall. One of these could be designated as a space for

meetings with families' however, due to the nature of

this type of business, it is impossible to book space in

advance. Alternatively, there is a little used file storage

area that could be easily converted to a quiet meeting

Figure 25: Current meeting spoce at City room for cemetery-related uses only. With consolidation

Hall. Source: LEFS+Associofes. of paper files, and the installation of a folding screen,

some comfortable chairs, a table and a computer, this area could easily be converted to a space that

would communicate respect to those coming to purchase cemetery space, products and services.
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Addressing lhe Records SYslem

There is an opportunity for the City to

enhance the efficiency and transparency of

its records management by purchasing a

dedicated cemetery records management

software, such as Stone Orchard Software,

that can integrate interment records with

financial information and lot/niche data, as

well as up-to-date, electronic maps of burial

lot locations.

Many Canadian municipalities prefer Stone

Orchard Software and iCemetery for its

user-friendly interface, comprehensive

Figure 26: Slone Orchord Softwore, GIS Mopping ond

iCemetery can provide digital woy-finding in the field.

Source: LFEs+Associoles.

reports and high-quality customer service.

Stone Orchard Software is owned by the Aptean partnershipl3. lt is also possible to build in an

interface functionality, so that Stone Orchard and Tempest software can communicate and work

together (such as for processing payments).

Stone Orchard is also compatible with the iCemetery app for smart phones. The iCemetery app for

smartphones would be a significant addition to the City's range of options for serving customers and

for timely, convenient burial lot locating by field Staff without having to return to the office. lt is an

affordable, easy to use solution that takes advantage of the power of GIS mapping and the cemetery

records management software available.

Figure 27: iCemetery Screenshoft So urce: LEES+Associofes.

13 Aptean Website, Stone Orchard Software http://www.aptean.com/products/stone-orchard
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ln addition to Stone Orchard, there are also other cemetery records management software solutions

on the market available for consideration, such as Batevilles' HMIS and Pontem Software.

A specialised cemetery software such as these would enable the City to meet best practices in

records management and deliver the following advantages to Staff and the community including:

I Simple, efficient, secure and accurate record keeping and retrieval;

. The ability for cemetery records to be accessed remotely by Staff and members of the

public, and utilized as an historical, educational and genealogical resource;

r A reduction in Staff time needed to respond to requests for information, and

r TheabilityforStaff andmembersof thepublictoeasilyandaccuratelylocateaburiallot.

4.4. FIELD WORK: SERVICE, CARE + MAINTENANCE

For the past five years, Pleasant Valley Cemetery's maintenance has been provided by the Grounds

Guys, a nationally-franchised, residential/commercial landscape company, from their Vernon location.

ROIES + RESPONSIBILITIES

The p rima ry fu nctions of site care a nd maintena nce services at Pleasa nt Va lley Cemetery site include

r Lawn care (mowing, edging, raking, topdressing, and over-seeding);

. Application of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides

. Collection and removal of litter and debris, including from grave tributes (flowers etc.);

r Watering/irrigation system management;

r Management of the site's dry landscape areas;

r Snow removal;

r Drainage management;

. Opening and closing of graves (burials);

. Preparation for graveside services;

' Plaque and Memorial installations;

r Management of inventory of grave liners and cremation vaults, and

' Responding to questions and advising cemetery visitors re: regulations.

rigure 28: Grove-side Sefup.
Source: Regiono/ Municipolity of Wood Buffalo.
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CONTRACTORS

Malntenance at many smaller cemeteries in Canada is provided by contractors and supervised by City

staff, which is also the case in Vernon. Services are provided as needed on a fee-for-service basis by

specialist City Parks staff, including arborist, horticulturists, and irrigation specialists. The City has the skills

and capability to operate Pleasant Valley Cemetery without using an outside contractor, but staff wage

scales are such that the cost would be prohibitive. The City currently installs and cares for flower display

at the Cemetery entry, provides arboricultural services, and assists with irrigation repairs,

A cemetery is a unique environment in that it poses potential safety risks to workers and visitors due to

unstable markers, open graves and ground settlement. As well, families have emotional responses and

sensitivities that make working in this environment more challenging than most public sites. lt is

important that a contractor and staff are aware of and understanding of these qualities.

Monitoring the quality of the maintenance contractor's work is, and will continue to be, crucial to the

success of Pleasant Valley Cemetery. Poor maintenance at cemeteries can lead to the loss of reputation,

market share and revenue. The quality of cemetery maintenance is a key deciding factor in families

choosing to be interred at any given site. Studies reviewing ground maintenance practices also report

that inefficient labour commonly increases the care and maintenance expense of cemetery operations.

There is an opportunity to implement a regime of improved maintenance, including increased oversight

and communications with City of Vernon staff. On-going staff would also enhance the understanding of

issues associated with managing and operating a cemetery.

Figure 29: Maple Ave entry: moture frees cosl dense shode fhof mckes growing grass difficulf.

So urce; LFES+Associofes.

L
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CEMETERY AESTHETICS

The City cemetery has many attractive features. Those cited by stakeholders include:

r Location. The cemetery is close to most residents of the City and the City's works yard;

r Aesthetically beautiful- peaceful and serene;

r Trees (especially in the Old/Evergreen Section);

' Well established. Neighbourhoods adjacent are okay with this site's land use, including

immediate neighbours to the cemeterv.

r Variety of terrain. There are rolling hills, topography, and "perched views;"

. Strong community attachment to place;

' Feels different from more "sterile" cemeteries;

r Heritage society uses this space for tours/programming i.e. ghost tours, history tours,

. Site has opportunity to develop/capitalize on existing features and characteristics.

The City cemetery has a few key challenges. These include:

r Ornamentation. Adornment is a significant maintenance issue and people planting flowers

near graves Problematic;

r ManV enquiries are made re: niches but currently no columbaria available in the cemetery;

pleasant Valley Funeral Home (next door) sells niches and has recently installed a new unit;

. The irrigation is old and difficult (wastes water/inefficient/prone to breakdowns);

. High irrigation water demand in the newer new burial areas, and

. Turf is hard to maintain in a healthy condition over various sections of the site.

Source: LEES+AssociofesFigvre 30: Historic Evergreen Secfion
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lrrigoiion

lrrigation is perhaps the key issue to be resolved at Pleasant Valley Cemetery. A decision in 2016 to

reduce irrigation levels to save on the cost of municipalwater led to many resident complaints, the

need for restoration work, and the resumption of watering at the site.

The existing, in-ground irrigation system is old, complex and prone to failure. Several areas are not

covered by automatic svstem and manualwatering (sprinklers on a standpipe) has proven wasteful

and ineffective. A new system was designed and a price of $250,000 was presented to Council in

2010 but was rejected as too costly.

Figure 3l: StondPiPe irrigation in Evergreen Secfion So urce: LEEs+Associofes

The delivery of this Master Plan provides an opportunity to revisit the irrigation issue in the context

of other site improvements, A more detailed discussion is provided in Appendix B- PleasantValley

lrrigation Review. Thls section also includes recommended turf management practices'

Ornqmenlolion

Although some people report that they like the "colourful" floral displays on graves at Pleasant Valley

Cemetery, others find that the overall effect is of a cluttered landscape. The City now installs plant stands in

the concrete bases of monuments to help keep artificial flowers off the ground While this works to some

extent, many displays are left for long periods and they fade and fall apart, and this creates a significant

maintenance issue.

The problem goes back to the Cemetery Bylaws and the non-enforcement of pollcies regarding floral and

other tributes. As the Bylaws related to this issue are not posted at the site, many people say they a re unaware

of the rules and object when the maintenance contractor removes items or tries to explain the policy.

The Bylaws update that is underway concurrently with this Master Planning process will address the issue

of ornamentation by providing clear language that reflects the current industry standard on this issue. The

delivery of this Master Plan provides an opportunity to remedy the ornamentation issue once and for all,

with a new contractor in place and new policies made available to the public. This level of clarity and

enforcement will take time to create positive changes in behavior but it will ultimately reduce

ncp and create a eterv landscaoemal

rcL-U

more attractive ce
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A more detailed summary discussion of this issue is provided in AppendixC: Ornamentation'

Figure 32: Ornqmentafion of P/eosont Vatley Cemefery. Source: LEEs+Associoles

Grove Liners

According to the City of Vernon Cemetery Bylaw 3472.

"A precast concrete or a one-piece fibreglass reinforced polymer concrete grave liner crematian vault with

a compressive strength of 20,000 psi shalt be used for eoch interment, including cremated remains, except

where a concrete or steel vault is used with a compressive strength of 20,000 psi, and such liner shall be

mode of reinforced concrete not lessthan 5.08 centimetres in thickness, and shall consistof two (2) side

wa1s, two (2) end walls, and cover sufficient spoce to bridge the coffin over its entire length."

The City of Vernon currently requires customers to purchase a Srave liner for every interment at

pleasant View Cemetery. The liners used for casket burials are fibreglass shells that fit over the

casket. The liners used for cremation burials are smallfibreglass boxes with tight-fitting lids designed

to hold an urn of cremated remains. The City purchases liners and stores them for the maintenance

contractor's use, as well as for sale to other local cemeteries and funeral homes.

The requirement for a casket liner adds about $800 to the cost of each casket burial. lnstalling the

liner adds to the time to complete the burial due to the need to properly place and install it. The

intent of this liner is to protect the casket and prevent soil settlement. ln reality, fibreglass liners are

not sealed and do not ultimately protect the casket from decay. They also generally collapse over

time, and so are not effective in preventing grave settlement. What is clear is thatfibreglass liners

take time and money to order, manage, and install, and space to store'

A cremation liner (or "vault") adds only about S200 to the cost of a cremation interment. This item

has merit in that it facilitates burial as well as disinterment, which is sometimes requested when

families move and wish to bringthe remains of their loved ones to a new place.

While a casket grave liner can help during the reopening a double-depth grave, it limits how the how

the grave space may be used in the future. Flbreglass casket grave liners are a non-biodegradable

product that most families never see, and many would prefer not to purchase. It is recommended

that the use of casket grave liners be made discretionary, to enable people to choose what is placed

in the ground with them,
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4.5. KEY FINDINGS - OPERATIONS REVIEW

The key findings in this section include:

ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS . HUMAN RESOURCES

Presently the CitY:

r Cemetery manager does not have a trained "second in command" to support his role and

step in during absences;

. Does not have a standard operating procedures manual to guide staff or contractors on field

work (burial services or site care tasks), and

. Staff have not received specific training in cemetery operations;

GOVERNANCE + PARTN ERSHIPS

Presently the City:

r Owns its cemetery sites and City staff operates most of its cemetery services. The City does

outsource its care and maintenance service work;

r Does not presently have any community partnerships in place to support cemetery

operations, and

r Has challenges communicating and coordinating with Funeral Suppliers with respect to

scheduling more than one interment per day

ADMINISTRATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE + RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Presently the CitY:

. Lacks an appropriate space (i.e. private and accessible to the elderly and disabled) in which

to meet and work with families, especlally when bereaved families are upset;

permits payment by cash, onllne banking or cheque only. Adding Electronic Funds Transfer

(EFT) and payment by credit card would facilitate transactions for staff and families;

Locate all administrative staff at City Hall, meanings that travel is needed to resolve issues

at the Cemetery;

Has records management software (the Vadim Cemetery module), which is old and out-of-

date. lt is not able to generate the reports needed, and it incompatible with other software

systems used by the CitY, and

Burial records have not been synchronized with geo-referenced maps (possible with current

cemetery software progra ms).

I

I

I
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SITE CARE + MAINTENANCE

Presently the City:

r Has retained the cemetery maintenance contractor for a one-year term, pending finalization

of this Cemetery Master Plan and resulting changes to the Maintenance Services contract;

. Can !mplement new policies related to maintenance practices, including a new Operations

Manual to more clearly detail the city's expectations of the contractor;

. Should implement a more robust system of monitoring to ensure that higher standards of

care are maintalned;

. Should ensure that its staff has capacity to manage and implement upgrades at the

CemeterY;

. Should review the need for an entirely new irrigation system for Pleasant Valley Cemetery,

based on the determination that a new cemetery does not need to be developed for at least

another 20 years, and that the current site can serve the community for at least another 30

years, and

. Should implement the recommendation of the new Bylaws to better manage the issues

related to ornamentation at Pleasant Valley.

4.6. RECOMMENDATIONS - OPERATIONS REVIEW

Our recommendations with respect to the City cemetery system's operations and governance

opportunities and challenges include:

r Create a comprehensive standard operating procedures manual to cover all aspects and

practices of the City's cemetery operations;

r Designate a private room at City Hall to be used for Cemetery Customer Service and

Ad ministration fu nctions;

. Continue to implement the proposed Public Works management structure changes planned

for 2018 with the additional of the Parks and Public spaces Manager;

: Examine the feasibility of introducing Electronic Funds Transfer and credit card payments

for cemetery-related tra nsactions, a nd

r lnvest in a robust cemetery records management software such as Stone Orchard Software

and synchronize the city's records with a Gls geo-referenced cemetery map'

I FFS
ASS.:cnrrs
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5. FINANCIAL PIAN
This section of the report analyses the d iversity of offerings, pricing a nd fina ncial sustainability of the

City of Vernon's cemeterY system.

5 t CEMETERY SERVICES REVIEW

DIVERSITY OF OFFERINGS

The City cemetery system currently offers traditional graves and

the in-ground interment of caskets and cremated remains' The City

currently allows up to two caskets interred in each grave. One or

more interments or cremated remains may be interred in a single,

double-depih or companion grave space. Grave sites

accommodate both flat and up-right markers.

There are cemetery lot sections dedicated to Veterans (Legion),

Oddfellows, Cremations-only and lnfants.

There is a diverse range of products and services not currently

offered in the City cemeterv system but are available at other

Canadian cemeteries. These include:

Figure 33: Columborium Niches +

Memoriolization Voset
So urce: LEES+Associoies.

' Ossuaries;

' Green burial;

' Family vessels;

r Memorial walls;

' Columbaria niches;

r Mausoleum crypts;
. Family estates (in-ground lots and columbaria), and

r Memorialization options, including: memorial trees, statuary,

benches, wreathes, engraved wall plates, flowers, vases, and

photo frames.

Most of these offerings are common in Canadian, cemeteries,

except for green burial and family vessels. Additional details about

the new interment options available to the City can be found in

'?ppendix D - New lnterment OPtions."

I,{

Figure 3!: Family Vessel of
Royol Ook Buriol Pork, Victoria, BC

So urce: LEES+Associofes.

Several of the new services available to the City are above-ground interment options. However,

according to the City of Vernon Cemetery Bylaw 3472: "507. No aboveground vaults, or other

methods of interment above ground level, shall be permitted in the Cemetery."The current Bylaws

review now underwaywill recommend the introduction of columbaria, sothis clausewillbe removed

from the new version.
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5.2. CEMETERY PRICING REVIEW

MARKET TRENDS

Cemetery prlclng in Canadlan cemeteries tends to follow consistent market trends. For example,

large urban centres often have higher rates than small towns and rural communities due to the

increased demand relative to local supply.

Cemeteries in large urban centres also tend to offer a greater diversity of offerings than small towns

and rural communities. Families value a variety of lnterment options and are willing to pay a

premium to accommodate their cultural, religious and personal preferences.

The following figure shows the pricing continuum for typical Canadian cemetery offerings:

.ntEts4ASSGCiAlES F*lcr eF:{cFiJiA {E!tlG /.NAiT5,S

Figure 35: pricing Continuum forTypical Conadian Cemetery Offerings, Source: LEEs+Associoles.

MARKET TRENDS

Cemetery pricing in Canadian cemeteries tends to follow consistent market trends. For example,

large urban centres often have higher rates than small towns and rural communitles due to the

increased demand relative to local supply.

RESIDENT PRICE BENCHMARKING

Best piactices for cemetery pricing, entails annually comparing the rates of communities With similar

supply and demand. This involves examining the rates of other cemeteries with similar business

models, population, ethnic and religious composition'

The price benchmarking study in this plan reviews the City's current rates and compared them the

national average at Canadian municipalcemeteries, as well as the regional average of a select group

of cemeteries in southern British Columbia, includingthe cities of Penticton, Salmon Arm, Kamloops

and Mission.
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The following table summarizes the resident fees and findings for the primary cemetery services

offered in this study.

Toble 6: City Cemefe4y Fees Compored to Average Regionol ond Nofions/ Cemefe4y Fees

Benchmorks, Source: LEES+Associofes.

Detailed results of the complete resident price benchmarking for the City of Vernon, can be found

in "Appendix E- Price Benchmarking Study."

NON-RESIDENT PRICE BENCHMARKING

The City of Vernon, along with most Canadian munlcipal cemeteries, only charge a non-resident

premium on lot and niche sales (right-of-interment license).

However, some communities in British Columbia also charge a non-resident premium on opening /
closing services (interment fees). Examples of BC interior communities that do so include the Town

of Creston and the City of Castlegar.

Typically, non-residents are charged a premium from 25% ta 1,00% cemetery lots and niches at

Canadian municipal cemeteries.

1a lncluding the Perpetual Care Fund fee.
1s The average of communities of comparable demographic profile as the City of Vernon, within southern British

Columbia.
16 The average, resident rates for a spectrum of low to high quality offerings, found within LEES+Associates price analyses

for the Cemeterv Master Plans of oublic, orivate and religious cemeteries from 2012to 2O1l.
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Depending on the offering, the City's non-resident premium ranges from30% (casket lots) to 50%

(cremation lots).

The following table summarizes the non-resident fees and findings for the primary cemetery services

offered in this studY.

Table 7: City Cemete4l Fees Compared to Averoge Regiono/ ond Nofionol Cemete4y Fees

Benchmorkg Source; LEFS+Associofes.

Detailed results of the complete non-resident price benchmarking for the City of Vernon, can be

found in "Appendix E - Price Benchmarking Study."

STRATEGIC POSITIONING

The City' cemetery fees are more attractive than the average rate across Canada. These lower rates

provide the City with a sales advantage, decreasing the risk of residents will choose interment at

another cemetery, perhaps at a site in another community'

However, cemetery demand is relatively inelastic and there is usually little resident response to price

changes provided they are within the normal market range. Therefore, the City can expect to

increase its rates incrementally without a loss in revenue, with little risk its residents will go

elsewhere, and it will better support the cemetery's financial sustainability.

Cemeteries with more options are often perceived as being more attractive and as having a higher-

quality, premium value. As a result, they are able to charge higher rates than other sites.

17 lncluding the Perpetual Care Fund fee.
18 The average of communities of comparable demographics as the City of Vernon, within southern British Columbia.

1e The average, resident rates for a spectrum of low to high quality offerings, found within LEES+Associates price analyses
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PRICE CHANGES

The City last increased its cemetery fees in January 2018. The City has increased its rates 1'0% per

year ever year for the past four years. The City's largest increase in recent history was in 2014 when

the City increased its rates 34%to improve the financial sustainability of its cemetery operations.

This best practice for North American cemetery pricing is to increase fees annually by the rate of

inflation (at a minimum). This practice is increasinglythe standard across Canada.

The Bank of Canada's Consumer Price lndex reports that inflation has historically ranged from2Volo

3/o aver the Past decade.

Canada: lnflation rate from 2O1O to 2O?O {compared to th€ previous

Year)
3.5%

2.598$

?.5%

2.1% 2.A7oft
1 925' l.9t%

1, ? 7Y+

1.53%
1.4 1'y'.

1.13%

0.93Yo

3V6

ZYb

?

26A

1.5"..1

1%

0.5%

c%
ao10 2011 ?012 ?013 ?014 2015 2016 201?', 2018" 2019' 2020'

Figure 36: Cenadian Infletion Rafe from 20t0 to 2020, Source: lnternofionsl Monefary Fund 2017

PRICING - NEW OPTIONS

Columbqrio Niches

Columbaria construction costs and subsequently the rate for columbaria niches, vary widely

depending on size, design details and the amenities placed within the adjacent landscape. The

national rate for niches ranged from $1,250 to $4,500.

The regional average resident rate for a columbaria niche in the study of local communities ranged

from 53,037 t o53,722. Niches higher up and at eye-level are typically more desirable and priced higher

than niches lower down. ldeally, columbaria should offer niches that appeal to a range of people.

Scotlering Services

Canadian cemeteries also typically offer the scattering of cremated remains in areas of flowering

plants or in an ossuary at 5100 to 5350 per scattering. This interment option is not currently offered

to the City of Vernon residents.

L"\t_\J
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Fomily Vessels

Family vessels are currently offered at rates ranging from 56,000 to 513,000 each, depelding on

their size and quality of positioning with the cemetery. Services for placing a nested urn or

comingling remains within the vessel are typically 5200 for each vessel interment'

This interment option is not currently offered to the City of Vernon residents.

Green Buriol

Green burial should be just as valued - and valuable - as traditional burial grounds and for that

reason should be priced at a the same rate as basic, traditional burial.

Veterons, lndigenl & Sociql Services

Canadian cemeteries often fully subsidize or offer lower rates to veterans and impoverished

residents (indigent interments). Rates paid by qualifying residents and families for this classification

are usually at least 50% of the normal standard cost for cemetery and funeral products and services.

Added-Volue Service Fees

Canadian cemeteries often bill fees for additional complementary and support services. These

include the following extraordinary fees in the City's Cemetery Bylaw 3472 for:

. Lot transfer;

. Grave liners + vaults;

. Flower loop and vase installation;

r lnstallation permit for memorials;

. Premium for extra-depth interment;

. Premium for interments after 3:00 p.m. and

r Premium for interments on weekends or on a Statutory Holiday.

City staff have also suggested that the following new fees be added to the cemetery price list:

r Concrete pillow for brass markers;

. Premium for double cremation vaults;

. Removal and re-installation of a marker;

. Administration for services such as refunds or other unusual transactions, and

r Scattering of Ashes in old lots with a concrete surface and limited access.

ln additioh, assuming that the City chooses to continue to offer flower loops, the suggestion has

been made that the City separate the current flower loop charge into two components, one fee for

the supply of the loop and one fee for its installation.

lf the City chooses to move to another flower mounting device, such as a plastic holder for

installation in the ground next to a headstone, the cost for this would have to be included in other

charges, since these holders would not be a permanent item.
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Extraordinary rates charged by other cemeteries in Province of BC that are not currently listed in the

City's price schedule and that could also be added includes fees for:

r Late a rriva l;

r Bronze wreathes; or plaques;

r Surrender/SellBacks;
r Tent and chairs for graveside services;

r Less-than-24 hours' notice for an interment;
. Concrete slab for Ianterns;

' Pallbearer - Assistant Service;

I Premium charge for winter interments;
. Columbarium niche inscriPtions;

' Reservation fee for adjacent lots, and

' Replacement Right of lnterment Certificates.

Additional charges should, however, be kept to a reasonable level so that people do not feel that

they are being overcharged for small, reasonably standard items.

Figure 37: Columbaria lnsfol/ed cs o key part of the renovation of an o/derseclion of Kelowno

iunicipol Cemetery Source: LEES+Associofes
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5.3. HISTORIC FINANCIAT PERFORMANCE

CEMETERY INCOME + CASH FIOW

Best practices for cemetery system financial management includes setting up revenue accounts for

each interment form's product and servlce (e,g. casket lot, cremation lot, columbaria niche,

mausoleum crypt, etc.) Sophisticated systems also have tracking codes or user defined fields to

identify at-need / pre-need (time of sale - before or after death) and resident/non-resident revenue.

The City has few revenue account categories to help measure and assess cemetery sales

performance. ln contrast, the City has an advanced expense tracking system with many cost

accounts set up to clearly identify the source of each operating cost'

Over the past five years (2013 to 2017), the City averaged:

' $47,000 loss per year;

. $234,00 total revenue and 5281,000 total expenses per year, including extraordinary

costs and related revenue transfers from the City Stabilization Reserve Fund and

Unexpended Funds Reserve to cover those costs;

r $202,000 operating revenue and $249,000 operating expenses per year, excluding

extraordinary costs and related revenue transfers to cover those costs, and

. 12% average increase in revenue and 6% average increase in expenses per year.

The follow graph summarizes the historic financial performance of the City's cemetery operations

from 20tI to 2Ot7 .

City of Vernon Cemetery SYstem
Operating Financials 2A13'2017
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Figure 38: City Cemeteries Financial Performance' 2013 to 2017,

Source; City of Vernon's Cemetery FinonciolLedgers and lncome Sfotemenfs.
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Currently, the cemetery operates at a loss, requiring the City to subsidize its operations with

municipal revenue from other sources. However, the annual net loss has been steadily decreasing

since 2014 when the City implemented significant increases to its rates to improve the system's

financial sustainabilitY.

Additional information about the distribution of the City's cemeterv revenue and expenses can

be found in "Appendix F - Historic Cemetery Financials."

When the City takes measures to enhance the tracking of its cemeteries' financial performance,

such as increasing the number of revenue accounts to identify the interment form, time of sale

and residency, it will be able to better refine its cash flow projections and financialstrategy.

CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUND

An important factor in the future viability of a cemetery is the adequacy of its Perpetual Care Fund

(pCF). Canadian cemeteries usually contribute a portion of cemetery sales revenue to the principal

of a Trust Fund, which is then expected to fund the perpetual care of the cemeteries into the future.

The pCF's principal generates investment income (e.g. interest, dividends, etc.) which is either

retainedinthefundtogeneratecompoundinterestreturnsorwithdrawnannuallytopayforpresent

day site care and maintenance costs'

ln British Columbia (BC), PerpetualCare Funds must be managed in accordance with the Cremation,

lnterment and Funeral Services Act, Part 720. Perpetual Care Fund contributions requirements are

delineated by part 2 of the BC Cremation, lnterment and Funeral Services Act, Services Regulation2l.

BC provincial legislation, mandates that all cemeteries contrlbute 25% of the price of a right of

interment related to an in-ground grave, I0% of a right of interment related to a columbarium or

mausoleum, and s10 for each memorial installed at the place of interment.

LEES+Associates,research has found that British Columbia communities following best practices in

cemetery financial management will contribute above the provincial minimum to the Perpetual Care

Fund, at around 30% of lot sales, 20% of columbarium and L5% of mausoleum sales'

According to the City of Vernon Cemetery Bylaw 3472:

,'On all licences for use of grave spaces, the Administrator or his designate shall pay into "The

Cemetery Care Fund Account" from the amount received for each licence sold at the fee specified in

Division Thirteen hereof, Twenty-Five per cent (25%) of the soid licence fee or $lS'OO per grave spoce/

whichever is the greater, except in those cases where a different amount is required or approved by

the ',Cemeteries Branch" of the Ministry of Labour and Consumer Affairs for the Pravince of British

Columbia."

The City will need to add mention of the distinct contribution rate for the sale of niches to the bylaw

when it introduces columbaria interment options to the cemetery system.

20 http://www.bclaws.calEPLibraries/bclaws new/document/lD/freeside/00 04035 01

zr http://www.bclaws.calEPLibraries/bclaws new/document/lD/freeside/298 2004
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The following graph summarizes the historic performance of the City's PCF from 201-3 to 2017.ln

this graph, the PCF end balance aligns to the left vertical axis, while the year's interest income and

maintenance costs align to the right vertical axis'

Care Fund End
Balance

City of Vernon Gemeteries
Gare Fund Activity 2013-2017

lnterest lncome &
Maintenanee Cost
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Figure 39: City Cemete4y Sysfem Perpetuctl Care Fund Performonce Meosuremenfs, 2013 to 2017,

Source: City Cemetery Sysfem Perpetval Core Fund Records.

At the end of 2017, the closing balance of the Perpetual Care Fund was SgtZ,ggg. The Care Fund

balancehasconsistentlyincreasedanaverage 4.O%peryear,mainlydrivenbytheCity'sannualsales

revenue contributions.

Overthepastfiveyears,theCareFundhadarateof return of I.7%peryear,averaging$12,000per

year. This investment income has historically been withdrawn annually from the Care Fund, reported

as interest revenue and used to pay for the year's current site care and maintenance costs. Cemetery

maintenance costs have averaged S174,000 over the past five years.

This obligation for site maintenance begins at the time a cemetery is established, extends through

the period during which they are active and generating revenue, and continues long after the site ls

full and no longer generating revenue.

Calculating the required future Perpetual Care Fund balance is a function of the projected interest

rate and cemetery maintenance cost at the time the cemetery is expected to become inactive. The

future interest anticipated by the Perpetual Care Fund needs to be equal to the projected

maintenance cost.

Provincial legislation intends for the interest generated by a perpetual care trust fund to help offset

the effect of inflation, therefore provide what will be eventually be more expensive site maintenance

cost in the future.

LEFS
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5.4. FINANCIAL SCENARIOS

To identify the best strategy for the City's future operations, two scenarios are presented in this

section: "scenario 1: Status Quo" and "scenario 2: Alternative Model"'

The ,,Status euo" assumes a scenarlo where there are no changes to the City's cemetery system

operations. ln this scenario, financial performance is only driven by the anticipated changes in the

size, death rate, disposition and interment trends in the community.

The,,Alternative Model" represents the most optimal scenario that would result from this plan's

recommended changes to operatlons (including, but not limited to price increases, adding new

offerings, promotional initiatives, etc.), as well as changes driven by demographics and community

preferences.

On the revenue side of the equation, projections are related to number of families who choose to

be interred in the City's cemeteries and anticipated adjustments in pricing. On the expense side of

the equation, costs are primarily related to inflation and the anticipated value of prearranged

contract agreements that exist.

The assumptlons that apply to both financial scenarios examined include:

o Demographic trends will define the demand and be a primary driver of future revenue;

r The proportion of the community served will not change significantly in the next 50 years

under the status quo. This is anticipated to increase only if the City invests in new

community engagement, customer service, sales and marketing initiatives;

r Annual cost increases will be equivalent to the historic rate of Inflation of 2Yo per year;

. Annual interest income will be equivalent to the historic rate of return of 2% per year;

. The City will develop additional cemetery land into new lots as needed and continue

serving its residents for the next 50 years;

. Forecasts do not include projections for new revenue streams adopted by the City, and

r Forecasts do not include extraordinary costs for acquiring land, engineering,

development and new infrastructure.

Graphs in this section illustrate the key aspects of each financial scenario. These graphs show the

revenues, expenses, profits or losses (net income) and PCF changes overthe next 50years.

pCF graphs refer to both "Active Maintenance Cost," which is the cost of maintaining the City

cemetery system as an active site and "lnactive Maintenance Cost," which is the cost of

maintaining City cemeteries as inactive sites. Maintenance work usually decreases when

cemeteries become inactive due to lower levels of on-site traffic. Consequently, care costs of

inactive sites typically decrease to 50% of the active maintenance costs.
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5.5. SCENARIO t: STATUS QUO

The following graph summarizes the projected position of the City cemeteries' operating financials

over the next 50 years under the Status Quo Scenario

City of Vernon Cemetery $Ystem
Operating Forecast - Status Quo
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Figure 40: 50 year City Cemeleries Finoncio/s Forecosf - Siolus Quo Scenorio, Source: LEEs+Associofes.

The following graph summarizes the projected position of the City's Perpetual Care Fund overthe

next 50 years under the Status Quo Scenario'

City of Vernon Cemeteries
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Figure 4l: 50 yeqr City Cemeteries Core Fund Forecasl - Sloius Quo Scenorio, Source: LEES+Associofes.
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The upcoming passing of the Baby Boom Generation will boost sales and slow the increase of

cemetery's current annual operating loss. However, even with this positivetrend, understatus quo

conditions, the City cemetery is not expected to break-even in the foreseeable future.

presently, the City spends approximately 5170,000 per Vear on site care and maintenance,62% of

its annual cemeterv costs.

Under status quo conditions and assuming no further extraordinary withdrawals by the City, the PCF

will reach a balance of S2.9 million and generate interest income of approximately 550,000 per year

in2067. This is less than the 5533,000 projected active maintenance cost in 50 years.

However, when a cemetery site becomes inactive, it is expected that the cost of maintenance will

dropaslowas50%ofactivecosts,inthiscasesitecareshouldcost526T,000peryear. Lowerlevels

of care are required for cemeteries with less on-site traffic. Though this lower inactive site cost is

still substantially higher than the projected PCF interest income'

ln this scenario, the City will not achieve long-term sustainability in 50 years and there will be a

52L7,OOOgap for the City to cover with tax subsidies to meet even minimum level maintenance at

its cemetery sites bY 2067,

However, there is time for the City to close this gap over the next 50 years through a variety of

strategic pricing and cost management strategies, before the cemeteries become wholly reliant on

the PCF interest income for site care funding.

ATES
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5.6. SCENARIO 2: ALTERNATIVE MODEL

Scenario 2 is an alternative modelthat enhances revenue by increasing cemetery rates and increases

the long-term financial sustainability of the cemetery through changes to its PCF investment

practices and use of interest income.

At the current rate of return, the City requires an additional S12.6 million in the Perpetual Care Fund

balance, to close the funding gap identified in the Status Quo Scenario between basic maintenance

costs and interest income.

This can be achieved through the following strategies:

1. lncrease of sales (and related fund contributions) by increasing the number revenue streams

(adding columbaria niches, memorlal options, new administrative fees, etc.);

2. lncrease of sales (and related fund contributions) by increasing cemetery site promotion and

attracting more non-residents;

3. lncrease of revenue (and related fund contributions) by increasing cemetery rates, and

4. Stop the withdrawal of interest income from the Perpetual Care Fund, in order to allow its

value to comPound over time.

The first two strategies proposed are challenging to precisely quantify until they are introduced to

the cemetery and the community response is assessed; therefore, they are not included in this

alternate financial model. The latter two strategies can, however, be integrated in an alternate

financial model for the City with a reliable degree of accuracy.

Therefore, the key assumptions under Scenario 2 include:

r For the next 3 years, the City will continue to increase cemetery rates by 10% per year to

offset inflation and to help cover future development and extraordinary costs;

o From year 4 forward, the City will increase its cemetery rates by 3% per year to offset

inflation and cover future development and extraordinary operating costs, and

. The annual interest income will continue to average the 5-year historic rate of return of

about2% per year, and then the City will start to retain the interest income within the

trust fund. The City will not withdraw the interest to cover current costs.

The following graph summarizes the financial position of the City cemetery system over the next

50 years, under the Alternative Scenario, assuming the City implements the recommendations

for this model.
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Figure 42: 50 year Cif Cemeteries Core Fund Forecost - Alternative Scenorio, Source: LEFs+As-sociofes.

The following graph summarizes the projected posltion of the City's Perpetual Care Fund over the

over the next 50 years, under the Alternative Scenario, assuming the Clty implements the

recommendations in this model
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Figure 43: 50 year City Cemeteries Core Fund Forecctst - Alternctl]e Scenorio, Source; LEES+As.sociofes.
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City of Vernon Cemetery Moster Plon

It is expected under this Alternative Scenario the City's cemetery income will grow and stabilize

above the breakeven point in the next three years. The cumulative effect of price increases out

pacing inflation growth willfurtherwiden the cemetery's profit overthe nextfive decades.

The City could opt to use this net income to increase its contributions to the Perpetual Care Fund

and expedite the cemetery's abilityto self-sustain its own site maintenance costs'

Alternately a portion of net income in the future could also be transferred into a Development Fund.

This new trust fund would be used for to support capital costs and new projects such as developing

new offerings, enhancing infrastructure or purchasing new land in the future.

This is a conservative forecast, as it assumes the same proportion of the local community is served

and the City will continue to offer the same cemetery services. lt does not account for any new

revenue streams introduced at the cemetery, such as columbaria niches. lf the City expands its

offerings, then it is likely revenue will increase even further as it would increase the attractiveness

of site to City residents and non-residents. Some interment options like columbaria niches also offer

a higher return on investment to cemeteries than in-ground burial.

Under alternative scenario conditions and assuming no further extraordinary withdrawals by the

City, the pCF will reach a balance of 520 million in 50 years and generate interest income of

approximately 5342,000 per year in 2067. This is less than the 5533,000 projected active

maintenance cost in 50 Years.

However, this interest income is more than the minimum 5267,OO0 per year inactive maintenance

cost projectedfar 2O67. ln this scenario, the City will achieve long-term sustainability in 45 years

(2062\ and will be able to maintain the cemetery at a decreased level of site care and maintenance'

lf the City would prefer to continue to maintain its cemeteries after 50 years at its active cemetery

standards, it will need to take steps to increase its PCF to $27 million at the current rate of return.

This can be accomplished by increasing the annual contributions from revenue to the PCF after the

cemetery is consistently breaking even.

hES.'*tu
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5.7. KEY FINDINGS - FINANCIAT PLAN

The key findings in this section include:

. The majority of City's cemetery rates are below the average market rate at a Regional

level, but on par with the typical range of prices Canadian cemeteries;

. The range and diversity of City cemetery offerings is less than the typical range of options

at Canadian cemeteries;

r City cemetery operations generate an annual loss. This annual loss has been steadily

decreasing since 2014;

. Under status quo conditions, the City's annual loss will increase to $173,000 by 2067;

r The CitV spends S170,000 per year on site care,62/o of its annual cemeterv operating

costs;

. lncreasing prices and diversifying cemetery service options is necessary to grow

operating revenue and achieve a more sustainable, long-term financial projection, and

. The perpetual Care Fund is underfunded to provide future care and maintenance at the

basic level of care expected at inactive Canadian cemeteries.
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5.8. RECOMMENDATIONS - FINANCIAL PIAN

The following recommendations are expected to improve future cash flows and perpetual care

funding. To achieve financially sustainable cemetery operations, the City should:

. lncrease cemetery rates in 2019 to better align fees with the regional rate average;

. lmplement the Alternative Scenario financial model proposed. This includes:

o lncrease cemetery rates by a minimum of IO% per Vear for the next three years.

Afterwards, the cemetery should consistently breakeven. From the point the

cemeterv breaks even, prices should increase annually 3% per year to offset inflation.

. lncrease the proportion of PCF contributions from revenue (e.g. increaslng contributions

from 25% to 30% of lot sales) to the trust fund's principal, once the cemetery svstem

begins generating a profit. This will accelerate the timeline of financial self-sustainability;

. Transfer a portion of future cemeterV profits into a new Development Fund, set up as a

reserve fund, like other City reserves, to purchase new inventory (such as columbaria

niches), make site infrastructure improvements or pay for future land acquisitions;

. Add new revenue accounts or user-defined fields to the cemetery ledger to enhance the

City's ability to track sales performance by interment type (casket/cremation), resldency

(resident/non-resident) and time of sale (at-need vs. pre-need), and

. Revisitthis Plan in 5 years to review and evaluate the community's response to the new

offerings, sales trends and changes in operations.

The following table summarizes the recommended new cemetery prices in 2019 cemetery rates to

better align the City with local regional rates.

Toble g: City Cemete4y Fees for 2019 Compared to Average Regionol ond Nofiono/ Cemelery Fees

Be n ch mqrks, So urce : LEFS+Associofes.

22 lncluding the Perpetual Care Fund fee.
23 The average of communities of comparable demographic profile as the City of Vernon, within southern British

Columbia
2a The average, resident rates for a spectrum of low to high quality offerings, found within LEEs+Associates price analyses

nrivate and relisious
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6. CONCEPT + IMPIEMENTATION

6.1. DESIGN PRINCIPTES

The following design principles were used to guide the conceptual design of the improvement areas

in Pleasant Valley CemeterY:

VISIBITITY AND FIRST IMPRESSIONS

The City of Vernon's high cremation rate makes interment in a cemetery discretionary. A positive

first impression and pride felt by residents when visiting Pleasant Valley Cemetery encourages them

to consider this as a final resting place for themselves and their families. lmprovements to the

entrance signage and entry drive, cemetery signage and overall aesthetics of Pleasant Valley

Cemetery are therefore key to its social and economic sustainability'

WAIKABILITY AND APPEAT

Strengthening pedestrian circulation promotes use of the cemetery by the broader communitv.

Connections to the surrounding communities increases public engagement, health and well-being

as well as improving security, and showcasing the site as a parklike recreational and environmental

resource. Wayfinding and signage improvements improve efficiency of cemetery operations and

navigation through the cemetery. Benches and other ornamental features add to the site's

welcoming quality.

A REPOSITORY OF LOCAT HISTORY AND CUTTURE

lnterpretive signage and walking tours reveal the natural and cultural history of a place to visitors.

Creating spaces for people to learn about the cemetery, who is buried there and their stories, helps

create connections with the site. Enhancing the understanding of Pleasant Valley Cemetery natural

and created landscapes with simple, carefully placed signage could help connect Vernon residents

with the place they have chosen to live, and ultimately may choose to be interred'

OPTIMIZING LAND USE

proposed improvement areas focus on future revenue-generating opportunities with new interment

sites and options. lmproved record-keeping and proactive site management willoptimize the active

life of the site and keep it viable, useful and appreciated for years to come. lnvesting in the current

site is the preferred alternative to developing a new cemetery until it is truly needed.

DIVERSITY AN D ACCOMODATION

New interment options, such as columbaria niches, the proposed new green burial area, "Pioneer

Green Burial" lots, scattering garden and ossuary will offer a wider variety of interment options. This

wlll contribute to capturing a larger segment of the market. People expect choice and options, even

in death. lncreased visual diversity of interment options, and the new focal areas and features, trees,

site furnishing and pathways that will result, will expand its appeal.
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City of Vernon Cemetery Moster Plqn

6.2. CONCEPT AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Cemetery Entry lmprovements: Concept Design Plan ttem @

lmprovements to the cemetery entry on Pleasant Valley Road would increase its visibility, overall

aesthetics and appeal as seen by passersby.

Figure 44: Cemefery Entry Areo. So urce: LEEs+Associofes

Proposed improvements include:
r A new entry sign incorporating the existing materials, forms and features of this area

while offering improved visibility, and a more dignified character;

. A more open, colourful entry landscape, visible from the approach along Pleasant Valley Road;

r lnstallwiderstone orconcrete slab steps on pedestrian path north of vehicle entry;

. lnstall signage showingwalking routes, includingthe path alongthe green burialarea, and

r Designate and develop a pedestrian path into the site from Pleasant Valley Funeral Home.

Entry Drive Enhancements: Concept Design Plan: Concept Design Plan ftem @

Enhancements along Maple Avenue entry drive would improve the visitor experience from the point

when they first come into the cemetery, Proposed improvements include:

r Reduce the existing 7.5 m asphalt road width to 5 m to reduce the slope from the base of trees

to the curb. lnstall new, possibly higher curbs, limiting parking to layby zones on alternate sides

of the drive. Alternatively, designate the first two blocks of Maple Avenue No Parking;

. Restore the asphalt drive surface;

r Create a continuous mulch bed underthe maple trees where grass is currently not able to

grow. Cover the exposed roots of the maple all6e with a layer of mulch to visually unify and

convey a quality of care and maintenance while not impacting tree health;

. Adjust the elevation of headstones adjacent to the base oftrees;

. Remove existing benches along the road to discourage walking on the mulch surface, and

r Locate new benches nearby to offer alternative, more appealing places to sit.

Figure 45: Entry drive, IooKng wesf olong M aple Avenue So urce; LEES+Associoies

hELf,.'ott*
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Cemetery lnformation and Signage: Concept Design Pton ttem @

lnstallation of wayfinding signage (cemetery map and information, and section markers) would

improve the experience of visitors to the cemetery, as well as assisting operations staff and Funeral

Directors. Heritage or other interpretive signage would also contribute to wayfinding.

lnformation should be placed at key junctures within the cemetery. At a minimum, the information

signs should enable visitors to:

. Easily navigate the cemeterY;
, Find burial areas, features and designated pedestrian routes for passive recreation, and

. provide operational information such as cemetery regulations opening and closing times,

and seasonal and other notices.

A map kiosk located at the south east corner of the intersection of Maple Ave. and Elm St. would

allow for cemetery event information, notices, regulations and a cemetery map to be posted and

visible upon arrival at the cemetery.

Figure 46: ProPosed site for maP ond info kiosk Source: LEES+Associqles

To promote the use of live rather than artificial tributes on graves, the City could provide reusable

plastic flower stands at this central location. Holders with ground spikes would keep tributes secure

and off the ground and would be less visually obtrusive than the metal flower posts and rings now

in use. These lightweight plastic stands could be easily picked up maintenance staff once flowers had

faded and returned to the map area for reuse. The success of this concept would depend on public

buy-in, maintenance compliance, and Bylaw enforcement'

Historic/lnterpretive Signage: concept Design Plan: ltem @

Historical/interpretive signage could be installed through the historic Evergreen Section of the site

to link with cemetery programming. Signage could provide information about significant local events

in Vernon,s early years, and the burial sites of key community members over time. Since this area is

also a largely naturalize area, interpretive signage could also provide information aboutthe natural

history of the site/area, its ecology and the plant and animals that now live amongst the headstones.

consolidation of works Yard & Upgrades to Adjacent lnterment Areas see below

Consolidation and screening of the Works Yard would increase the appearance and marketability of

lots in the adjacent interment areas. Sections 1039 and 1040 have been laid out for future casket

lots but they are currently significantly impacted by operations activities and used for parking,

materials storage, and a temporary dumpsite and turnaround area. The east cremation sections

have not proven successful due to their lack of amenity and their proximity to the Works Yard'

ATES
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Figure 47: View of current works Yard at the north end of Poplor Sl Source: LEES+Associotes

Figure 48: View of wesi side of yard, site of proposed cremotion gorden So urce; LEES+Associoles

Figure 49: View of fufure coskel /of secfions I 039+ 1040, eosf of works yord Source; LEES+Associofes

Proposed improvements include:

Works Yard: Concept Design PIan ttem @

r Reduclng the area available to the maintenance contractor and limiting the extent of use;

. lnstalling a wooden privacy fence wlth perimeter planting, and

. lnstalling a sliding vehicle gate for security and screening purposes.

West Cremation Section: Concept Design Ptan ltem @

' Establishlng a columbarla garden on the west side of the works yard. This would include

gravel paving, ornamental planting and seating.

East casket burial Sections: Concept Design Plon ttem @

' Developing the proposed casket burial section on the east side of the works yard. This would

include tree planting, benches and an ornamental shrub bed along the road.

7l
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Green Burial Area Concept Design Plan ltem @

An existing 20m x 30m opening in the existing woodland north of the entry has capacityfor 1"00 -150

burial lots in a natural context. This site is ideal for creating a green or "natural" burial area, with

communal memorialization (a natural stone with field engraving of names over time) and cremation

interment (ash burial orscattering). Local materials could be used to enhance its natural atmosphere'

Figure 50: Proposed new Green Burial Area. .So urce; LFES+Associofes

Minimai intervention would be needed to prepare this area. lmprovements would include:

r Removal of 4 existing pine trees (right side in image above);

r lnstallation of section signage (top and bottom of access path);

r lnstallation of up to three communal headstones;

r Minor cleanup and seeding;

. Survev layout and pegging;

o Relocation of young planted pines to Evergreen Section to replace large trees recently removed;

r Reducing width of existing service route for interior access and a walking path to Pleasant Valley Rd.

r lnstallation of signage to identifli scenic wooded trail around the edge of the site.

Overlook and Columbaria Terraces Concept Design Plan ltem @

The shaded area at the south end of Legion Way offers an excellent view over the cemetery below.

The slope south from Legion Way was deemed too steep for casket burials and so was laid out for

cremation lots. But due to its being sloped and slippery in winter, this otherwise central, scenic

location has proven difficult to market to older customers'

Figure 5l: SloPed centrol areo
ond possib/y a f uture terraced

occess route only hos pofenfiol as a view point
and ceremonial area Source: LEES+Associofes

used primarilY as on
columbaria garden
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At a minimum, this space could developed into an amenity area with benches and shrub beds at the

end of Legion Way to enhance the Legion Section, which currently lacks amenity beyond an aging

flagpole. An attractive lookout area could also help with the marketing of graves in the nearby "Odd

Fellows" section.

A more ambitious plan would be to develop two or more stepped terraces with columbaria, benches

and planters, which could serve as a ceremonial space. There are currently a few occupied cremation

lots in this area; so families of these decedents would have to be contacted re: possible relocation'

permission to exhume and the choice of a new lot or niche would be required for the entire site to

be available for development. Alternatively it may be possible to design smaller terraces around the

sites where there are existing interments.

Proposed improvements in this area would include:

r Low retaining walls;
r Steps down to paved plaza areas "ceremonial space);

. Benches, seat walls and Planters;
r Perimeter planting, including on the slopes down to the retaining walls;

. Circular 80 niche columbaria (2);

' Smaller, 20 niche per side, 40 niche columbaria (8);

r A memorial wall, and
r Decorative paving.

The addition of new, high-value interment opportunities (primarily columbaria) in this area would need

to justify the initial investment required to develop a project of this nature.

It shoutd be ctarified that there is more niche capocity represented in the concepts presented in this Plon thon

ore projected to be needed over the next 3A yeors. The intent is to suggest alternative locotions for columbario,

so that the City can develop the most cost-effective sites first. Morketing could increose the demand for niches

and pleasont Valley Cemetery could sell columbaria ot this "urbon cemetery" for many yeors after it is fulL"

The return on investment of columbaria and the small space per niche mokes this on attrodive scenorio.

Feature Cremation Garden Concept Design Pton ttem @
A focal cremation garden could be developed near the undeveloped orea on the east side of the

cemetery. This site would anchor the next development area of the cemetery and would serve as a

key node along the proposed pedestrian route through the cemetery.

Figure 52: View west over the proposed Feature Cremation G
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Proposed improvements would include:

. (4) 80 niche columbaria walls;
r A central flower bed and scattering garden;
r A memorial wall;
r ornamental tree planting, and
. Benches and a seat wall around the central display bed

The area surrounding the cremation garden could be re-allocated from casket to in-ground

cremation burial lots, which would optimize the space and provide a higher diversity of interment

options. Cemetery wayfinding signage could also be located here.

South Perimeter Walk Concept Design Ptan ltem @

A pedestrian pathway along the south perimeter of the cemetery would reinvigorate this quiet edge

of the cemetery, iinking it to the entry and the adjacent, privately-owned funeral home. This path

would offer a dedicated pedestrian-only route extending at least part way around the site,

promoting recreational use and providing an opportunityfor possible new interment options.

Figure 53: Proposed soufh perimeter walk location.

Proposed improvements would include:

| 2m wide gravel path from the southwest corner under the existing row of trees;

r A set of decorative wood and/or metal overhead arbors to define the path;

. Small (20 niche) columbaria andlor memorial walls;

t Benches;

' Shrubs and climbers at each arbor, and

r potential additional new casket or cremation lots at the south end of existing rows of graves,

Ornamental Tree Panting on lnterior Roads Cancept Design Ptan ltem @
The planting of ornamental "street trees" along Larch Crescent and Acacia Crescent would be a

welcome visual amenity in Sections 1001- - 1006, which are currently flat and featureless.

Source: LEES+Associofes

L +
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Figure 54: View over Secfion 1002, one of two circ/es in Mople Seclion Source: LEES+Associofes

The existlng, deteriorating asphalt road would be replaced with a new, narrower (one way) drive

lane that would allow trees to be planted in the reclaimed space along either side of the new drive.

Perimeter Enhancements (East) Concept Design Ptan ttem @
This initiative would involve working with the City's Planning Department to identify a potential new

pedestrian connection to the adjacent residential community.

Figure 55: Homes bocking onfo soufheoslperirneler of sife Source: LEES+Associoies

Once this is established, existing conditions on the east side of Poplar Drive, where the cemetery

abuts the back yards of the homes along Cascade Drive, would need to be documented and a

concept for enhancing this edge should be developed. Possible improvement could include:

establishing the connecting path to Cascade Drive, and installing a consistent slope treatment (such

as a low retaining wall with shrubs), and possibly new signage and benches.

Additional casket lots-from road narrowing Concept Design Pton ltem @
The north end of Elm Street extends into Evergreen Section, where existing graves are set back

sufficiently from the existing gravel drive lane to allow a new row of graves to be established on

either side. Burial lots would need to be laid out with the assistance of the City arborist to minimize

impacts on the existing large pines scattered throughout this area.

Many Vernon residents report that they like the rustic character of the Evergreen Section. The new

lots created in this Section could be marketed to capitalize on this appeal, especially to long-time

residents that may already have relatives buried there. These new graves could be marketed as a

new tvpe of casket burial lot, known as "Pioneer Green Burial."

hELf,.,ott*
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Figure 56: View Nodh along Elm

Sfreef. Evergreen Seclion ond
sife of polentiol new Pioneer
Green Bunb/ Lols
Source: LEES+Associofes

Underthis concept, the "Pioneer Green Burial" lots would be sold on the basis that they are "green

burial" (i.e. no embalming of the remains, no use of a vault, burial in a fully biodegradable casket or

shroud, and the return of the grave to a naturalized condition), but that the family would be allowed

to install a headstone on the grave, which is not typical with green burial. This stone would need to

be in a simple, historic uprightstylethatwould fitwith otherolder, upright headstones in this area.

While this would provide a total of only 100 -200 graves, they would represent a unique type of

offering, which would help distinguish Pleasant Valley Cemetery from other local cemeteries.

Grave Reclamation Odd Fellows Concept Design Plan ftem @

Figure 57: \4ewNorfh alongElm Stfo "Odd Fellows" Secfion So urce: LEES+Associotes

The "Odd Fellows" section is a remnant of a time when service organizations would purchase blocks

ofgravesexclusivelyforusebytheirmemberswhentheypassedaway. Asthereappeartobemany

unoccupied lots in this area, and there is now little chance that they will be claimed by owners or

other members, the concept is to verify that they can be reclaimed and then be resold to the public.

Once the number of graves that could be reclaimed has been determined, plans to make them more

marketable should be developed. The addition of benches, interpretive signage and upgrading the

turf and features would help market these lots. The potential view point and seating area nearthis

Section would contribute to the appeal ofthese unused graves.

Sketch concepts of 5 key oreds are provided on the following pages.
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6.3. IMPTEMENTATION AND PHASING

The following table represents a budget level cost estimate of proposed improvements at Pleasant

Valley Cemetery. ln terms of phasing, the ten priority items are:

1,. Update and implement a new Cemetery Bylaw.

Z. Address the existing irrigation system. As a first step, procure a high level "pre-design" cost

estimate and Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCC) to inform decision-making re: a possible new

system. lmplement maintenance practices to conserve water and improve plant health.

3. Establish a Standard Operating Procedure Manual prior to tendering a new cemetery

maintenance contract in 2019.

4. lnstall at least one Cemetery lnformation Kiosk and Map - ltem @'

5. lntroduce new cremation interment options, notably columbaria in Feature Cremation

Garden - ltem @.

6. Establish a new green or "natural" burial section - ltem @.

7. lmprove the cemetery entry on Pleasant Valley Road, including new signage - ltem

8. lmprove the Maple Avenue entry drive - ltem @.

9. Consolidate/upgrade the cemetery Works Yard and surrounding landscape - ltem @.

10. Create new "Pioneer Green Burial" lots in Evergreen Section - ltem @'

proposed improvements should commence immediately, as funding permits. The order and scale of

implementation will depend on approval of funds in the current and future Budget cycles; however,

a proposed framework would be as follows:

Yearl(2018-2019)
r ltem 1 - no additional funds required. Complete by late 2018.

r Item 2 - first step does not require additional funding; should begin this year to establish

cost estimate for future funding.

r ltem 3 - no additional funds required. Complete by early 2019.

. ltem 4 - small cost; proceed with design in 2018; lnstallation early 2019

Year2(2019-2020)
. ltem 5 - commence with design and construction once funded. Complete by 2020.

r ltem 6 - commence with design and construction. Complete 2019.

. ltem 7 - commence with design and construction once funding is available.

r ltem 8 - commence with deslgn and construction once funding ls available

Year 3 (2020 -2021)
r ltem 9 - commence with design and construction once funding is complete. Complete bV 2020.

. ltem 10 - little additional funding required; commence according to community interest and

support for the initial green burial section.

82
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Future projects identified on the Cemetery Site Design should proceed based on response to initial

investments, notably the uptake on new interment options and the effect of this on cemetery

reven ues.

It is important to point out that consumer responses to trends in cemeteries and the bereavement

sector are typically very slow. lt often takes years for the results of improvements to be seen and to

then appear on the bottom line. This does not mean, however, that cemetery visitors will not notice

upgrades. lmprovements will be noticed and appreciated by the community, especially as their

combined effect becomes aPParent.
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7. COST ESTIMATE
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8. CONCLUSION
This Cemetery Master Plan provides a review of thefuture demand forcemetery services, cemeterv

land capacity, operations, governance, and financial sustainability of the City of Vernon's cemetery

system, which is currently focussed at Pleasant Valley Cemetery'

ln combination with our site-based inventory and analysis of conditions at this site, this review has

yielded a set of recommendations and 15 physical site improvement areas, as illustrated on the

overall Cemetery Site Concept Design.

The Section, "lmplementation and Phasing," includes a 10 point list of priority projects. The Budget-

level Cost Estimate on page g2 provides a framework for securing capital funding needed to initiate

the improvement Process.

lnsofar as this document represents an overall Master Plan for the City's cemetery services, the five

sketch concept areas should be understood as preliminary concepts only, which will evolve with

further information through the detailed design process.

The implementation of physical improvements, in conjunction with Bylaws and operational changes,

wlll help the City of Vernon realize its objectives of enhancing the Cemetery's role as a public open

space, while maximize community benefit. The outcome will be the City addressing the key

challenges that led to the cemetery master planning process'
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9. APPENDICES

' Appendix A - Governance Decision Map

' Appendix B - Pleasant Valley lrrigation Review

' Appendix C - Grave Adornment

. Appendix D - New Interment Options

. Appendix E - Price Benchmarking Study

. Appendix F - Historic Cemetery Financials
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APPENDIX A - GOVERNANCE DECISION MAP

This map is a general overview of the declsion prompts that determine the decision path for

governance for many municipal cemeteries in North America'

Wind up active
cemetery

operations?

Develop and implement a
wind down strategv s3g

NO

YESCity continues to
deliver oemetery

services directlY?

NO

Frimary options:

1. Frivateentity
2- Non-profitentity
3. Other CitY or Region
4, Cernetery Board

Basic Services
providrd by thc CitY
include:

Site planning
Policy and procedures
Business planning
Customer service
Enhanced service
options

HOYES
Repeat RFP Process or
City continues to direct
deliver services

EOI I RFQ I RFP Process:

An acceptable EntrtY emerges?

NOYES

Negotiate with anoiher
proponent or City
conlinues to direct
deliver services

NOA rnutuallyagreeable
nesotialed contract is drafted?

Council Review +
Approval

YES

YES

The option to wind down cemetery operations is contingent on Provincial legislation and is not

available to all municipalities. New interment-rights sales may cease, however communities may

be obligated to provide interments in previously purchased plots for several more years, as well

as ongoing care and maintenance.

L
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APPENDIX B - IRRIGATION REVIEW

OVERVIEW

Vernon is located within the Humid Continental Climate zone, a region characterized by large

temperature differences but relatively consistent precipitation levels over the course of the year.

Although the Vernon area more moisture than the semi-arid South Okanagan, it also experiences

hot summers and receives a total of only about 425mm 11'6.15" of precipitation annually.

Trees typically require at least 50Omml20" of water annually to establish and thrive over the long

term. During the growing season, lawns generally need at least 25mmf 1" of water per week to stay

green and healthy. This means that supplemental irrigation is needed to establish and grow trees,

shrubs, perennials and lawns in the Vernon area.

pleasant Valley Cemetery has an existing in-ground, irrigation system, which distributes municipal

water over most of the site through a combination of automated, irrigation lines and hand-

connected hoses and sprinklers attached to standpipes

The City of Vernon has relatively expensive water rates, and the cost of irrigating Pleasant Valley

Cemetery reached $40,000 by 2015. ln response to the escalating cost of water, and a decline in

cemetery revenues, Council responded by reducing irrigation and maintenance levels. The summer

of 2015 was especially hot and dry, and the health and the Pleasant Valley landscape declined

quickly. Large sections of turf dried up and died, and weeds proliferated. Even established trees

exhibited drought stress. Some declined to the point where they had to be removed.

Many residents complained, and in 201,6, the City agreed to invest SZO,OOO in turf restoration,

primarily through reseeding and fertilization. Levels of site maintenance were also restored. Since

then, the landscape appears to have largely recovered; however, those familiar with Pleasant Valley

Cemetery report that the damage from "turning off the taps" is still evident.

Cemeteries are known and loved for their peaceful, beautiful landscapes. For most people in North

America, a green and attractive cemetery landscape conveys peace and respect for those buried

within their grounds. From a financial perspective, the quality of a cemetery landscape is a powerful

marketing tool, An individual or family's decision to purchase a right of interment at a cemetery is

a largely emotional decision. Many people are likely to purchase a lot in a cemetery if it looks and

feels right to them. For most people, green lawns are the key part what makes a cemetery look and

feel "rlght."

ln a time of changing climate weather patterns and a growing awareness of the need to manage

valuable resources such as water, maintaining a green lawn in the BC interior is a challenge. lt is

possible that in the future, people ln areas like Vernon may have to accept a drier, possibly less lush

and green summer landscape. But in the meantime, there are many strategies for achieving an

acceptable, attractive landscape character at important civic areas like the City of Vernon's cemetery

90
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Underlying these strategies is more careful use of water through efficient irrigation. Efficient

irrigation underlies the concept of xeriscaping, an approach to landscape planning, design and

management aligned towards optimizing natural and supplementalwaterto create a wide range of

attractive la n dsca pes http :' loko n a qa nxe risca pe. o ro /whv-xe ri scs pe'

Although often misunderstood, xeriscape principles are increasingly embraced and practiced across

western North America, including in the Okanagan. Used together, these principles provide sound

guidelines for planning, installing and managing any landscape.

EVATUATION OF THE EXISTING IRRIGATION SYSTEM AT PTEASANT VAttEY CEMETERY

Since the pleasant Valley landscape requires supplemental irrigation to stay healthy, and the City

has recommitted to providing residents with a consistent, quality landscape at the site, the

effectiveness of its irrigation system is crucial.

The current maintenance contractor and City Staff report that:

1. The existing irrigation system at the cemetery is old and failing;

Z. The system is an overly complex "patchwork" due to extensions and repairs made over

time;

3. The system suffers from poor water pressure, and water delivery across the site is

inconsistenU

4. The current system has L00 zones, which makes efficient operation and management

difficult;

5. There are many areas that depend on hand watering from standpipes;

6. Due to their distance from standpipes, some areas- receive little to no water;

7. The cemetery contractor and City Staff spend significant time on trouble-shooting and

repairs;

8. Hand watering unirrigated areas is Iabour-intensive and often wasteful, and

g. The existing system lacks the technical and mechanic efficiencies available in a modern

system.

ln 2010, City Staff retained an irrigation supplier to design a new irrigation system for Pleasant

Valley Cemetery. The estimate to install the design they provided was approximately $250,000.00.

Council at that time determined this too costly and the plans were shelved.

To inform the City re: how to proceed within the context of a new Master Plan for Pleasant Valley,

an independent irrigation design reviewed 201"0 design drawings and provided the following

comments:

. The proposed design reuses some of the existing irrigation system, but this is likely to

cause problems and incur further maintenance costs in the future;

' The design includes a lot more sprinkler heads than necessary, perhaps as a result of the

design having been developed by a sprinkler distributor. The large number of heads

means the design also includes more valves and pipe, both of which add to the cost.

LEFS
ASSUCIATES
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r Water pressure at this site would need to be evaluated; a booster pump may be required.

r Since the City of Vernon has an lrrigation Central Control network, a new irrigation

system could be connected to this network. This would reduce site visits (due to remote

monitoring) and would minimize damage and water loss in the event of a pipe or

sprinkler failure anywhere in the system.

r A more water-efficient irrigation system could easily be designed for this site. A design

that uses fewer sprinklers and valves and larger pipe would require less maintenance.

r An all new irrigation system should use a two-wire decoder system with a single

controller rather than the six indicated on the 201-0 design'

. High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe should be used rather than the PVC specified on

the 2010 plans. HDPE is more resilient than PVC (or steel) and is expected to have a

lifespan of about 100 years. (Many BC irrigation installers still use PVC, but HDPD is the

preferred pipe material over most of the rest of western Canada. Contractors in Calgary

prefer HDpE pipe because when property instolled there is significantly less maintenance

with HDpE thon PVC. Locally, the new irrigation system at Mission Recreation Pork in

Kelowna was installed with HDPE pipe.)

. A high level, pre-design cost estimate and Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCC) could be provided

at no cost to assist with decision-making regarding developing the optimal design for this

site.

r A new system will be expensive; however, a LCC would identify the benefits of replacing

the old system versus continuing to maintain a failing irrigation system.

A well,designed and installed irrigatlon system with today's materials and knowledge should last 30

- 50 years, without major rePairs.
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TURF MANAGEMENT
Residents of Vernon have been clear that they expect to see a green lawn at Pleasant Valley

Cemetery. Achievingthis will depend first on a dependable, efficient irrigation system. Beyond this,

optimizing the outcomes from watering will depend on a suite of good turf management practices.

A key factor in the ability of turf grass to tolerate drought is rooting depth. Deeply-rooted sod can

better survive drought by its ability to draw upon water stored deep in the soil; however, turf grasses

typically develop deep roots only when:

Seed is given time to establish. Turf grasses are long lived; achieving a well-established lawn

usually takes years.

Soil depth is sufficient (minimum !5Omm/6" but optimally more than this). The deeper the

topsoil or loam layer, the deeper roots can, and generally will grow'

There is enough moisture at depth. Except in sandy soils, infrequent but prolonged watering,

whether by rainfall or irrigation, allows water to penetrate deeply, which promotes deep

rooting.

Soil is notcompacted. Soil lacking in organic mattertends to compact when subjected to foot

and vehicle traffic. Compacted soil sheds water ratherthan absorbs it. Plant roots do poorly in

hard soils due to the lack of the pore spaces that hold the air and water fraction of a healthy soil.

Other factors in reducing the amount of water needed by grass, shrubs and trees (perennial plants,

vs annuals) include:

. The topsoil contains at least 5% organic matter. Organics absorb moisture that sustains the

grass, delivering nutrients, maintaining turgor, supporting new growth and keeping roots

cool, which modulates vegetative growth'

' Mowing height is no less than 65mm/2/r". Longer grass blades shades the ground, slowing

the rate of evapotranspiration (evaporation from the soil + release of moisture from the

plant). Mowing should be timed to remove no more than one third of blades at each cut'

r Grass clippings are mulched and left on the lawn. Clippings create a natural mulch that helps

retain soil moisture while "recycling" the nitrogen stored in grass blades through

decomPosition.
. Naturally drought-tolerant grass species are used. Many new blends of turf-type fescues and

rye grasses now available require less water than ihe tradltional Kentucky Bluegrasses

species that once dominated the commonly used cool season grass mixes.

r Other "best practices" for promoting healthy turf (which is by nature, more tolerant of

drought, resistant to disease, insects, and weed infestations) include:

. Taking routine, representative soil samples. Samples should be sent for horticultural analysis

by a qualified soils lab. Good management depends on monitoring, which requires data over

time.

I
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Fertilization as specified by soils analysis. Generally, applications two to four times per year

with a balanced fertilizer, delivering 1kg Nitrogen/6om2 /1 lb of Nitrogen/1"000 ft2, is

recommended.

Application of fertilizer in late spring and fall. Fall fertilization helps turf overwinter and

green-up faster in the sPring.

Core aeration and top dressing with compost where possible. Often difficult in cemeteries

due to flat markers, core aeration can be effective in addressing soil compaction in heavily

used areas by enabling air to reach grass roots. Application of compost after core aeration

effectively amends the existing soil over time.

Reseeding in springto restore turf. Young grass is vigorous and reseeding as needed can keep

grass in marginal areas, such as deep shade, looking the best it can'

lrrigating early in the day. Early morning is when water pressure is most likely to highest (due

to lower demand), winds are calmer, and temperatures are cooler, which slows

eva potra nspi ration.

Selecting the appropriate seed mixes for each area. Many customized blends are now

available for a range of growing conditions. Seeding is still a relatively inexpensive part of

landscape maintenance and choosing the right mix can be a cost-effective way to create a

healthy lawn.

Managing shade. Turf grasses evolved to grow in the sun and virtually all grasses do better

in sun rather than shade. Growing grass under trees is possible but takes more effort,

including managing the overhead tree canopy. Pruning trees, especially broad-leafed,

deciduous species, is required to allow light to reach the ground. Alternatively, a more

suitable ground cover should be considered. ln deep shade, a blanket of wood mulch can be

an effective, relatively easy to manage surface that can be managed to look tidy while

contributing to tree health.

I
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APPENDIX C - GRAVE ADORNMENT

There is a long history at pleasant Valley of families placing grave adornments, especially artificial

flowers, on graves at Pleasant Valley Cemetery. Floral tributes are always placed as tokens of

affection. But whether real or artificial, all tributes eventually weather, fade and become

unattractive. Adornments disintegrate and create litter that takes time to clean up, especially if a

mower has run over it. Any glass, metal, ceramic or packaging can end up in pieces that pose a risk

to workers with power equipment. The visual impact of adornments on neighbouring graves can

be an issue, as well as their collective impact on the overall cemetery landscape'

To address this issue, the new City of Vernon Cemetery Bylaw will include clear text to address the

problem. A key change will be the removal of artificial flowers each spring, and the requirement

that any floral tributes placed through the fall be natural flowers.

The new Bylaw has the potential to be effective in managing the proliferation of adornments by

stating clearly what is allowed and what is not. lt will be up to the City, and to some extent, the

Maintenance Contractor, to ensure that no adornments are allowed to remain, due to being

"grandfathered in."

ln cemeteries with adornment problems, the ultimate problem is inconsistent enforcement of the

Cemetery Bylaw. From a legal perspective, when customers purchase a lot at the cemetery, they

enter into a contract with the City and agree to the terms of the Cemetery's regulations as written

in the Cemetery Bylaw. While the terms are included with the contract, a problem can arise when

what the paperwork says and what the customer sees at the site are not consistent. For this reason,

timely enforcement is required to ensure that people do not breakthe rules because other people

seem to be getting awaY with it'

From a legal perspective, a Bylaw must be enforced if it is to function as intended. According to

Consumer protection BC, the Provincial agency in charge of cemeteries, the elected officials of ony

jurisdiction are considered the trustees of the cemetery, which means that they are responsible for

ensuring that the Cemetery Bylaw is enforced. And by implication, any non-enforcement is

essentially their fault.

prohibiting noncompliant objects and installations can be relatively easy to achieve. People

arranging to purchase a lot can choose not to proceed if they object to the terms of the contract.

The challenge with bylaw enforcement lies primarily in removing noncompliant items that have

been on site for some time due to non-enforcement. ln this case, the lot owner may have a legal

right to object to anY removals.2s

2s personol conversation with Sesn Sisett, Consumer Protection BC, July 22, 2al4.Some families will

complain and be upset when they discover that their loved ones grave has been cleared of items,

but it may be necessary to simply weather the period of discontent until people accept that

cemetery regulations will be enforced in the future, with no exceptions.
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The City of Vernon may need to provide a notice on the website (and at the site), and a grace period

of a few months to allow people to remove all non-compliant adornments. Possessions collected

at the end of the grace period should be held for at least six months to allow families to reclaim

them. ln future, staff should be vigilant in removing all noncompliant items as soon as they appear.

It is important that when purchasing a lot of any type at the Cemetery, that Administration makes

it clear that families who purchase a right of interment do not actually own the gravesite or the

niche that is occupied by their loved one.

Once other improvements to Pleasant Valley are made, most people will appreciate that efforts

are being made to improve the aesthetics and amenities of the site and are less likely to object

to the new policies.
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APPENDIX D - NEW INTERMENT OPTIONS

Columbaria niches are increasing in demand and are profitable. Columbaria installations at City of

Vernon cemeteries should be a prioritized as a key element for new inventory for capital

development.

This strategy is supported by the analysis of projected demand in this study and observations of

trends in the local bereavement sector. With cremation on the rise, columbaria nlches are a key

source of sales growth and provide effective conservation of limited land capacity.

Eventually a series of new cremation gardens that include a spectrum of cremated remains

interment options should be designed and built.

Figure 58: Mounfain View Cemetery Columbario Wolk, Columboria + FomilY Vesse/t

Vancouver, British Columbio. Source: LEES+Associofes Crernofio n Garden Design.

Scattering gardens are areas in a cemetery that provide an attractive natural or ornamental setting,

dedlcated to the scattering of cremated remains.

Scattering gardens often include memorial walls. With increasingly mobile families and people

choosing not to inter the cremated remains of their loved ones ln a cemetery environment, there is

a large market for the sale of plaques that will enable people to memorialize family members whose

remains are interred or scattered elsewhere,

Developing scattering gardens at cemeteries offers an opportunity to improve the cemetery's means

of meeting the rising demand for the interment of cremated remains.
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Figure 59: Scoltering Garden, Sunnyside Cemetery, Suney BC

Source: City of SuneY.

Family vessels are large secure containers that

is one form of ossuary, designed to contain

the remains of members of one family

thorough multiple nested urns or comingled

remains. An ossuary is a chest, box, building,

well, or site made to serve as the final resting

place for multiple decedents.

They are frequently used where burial space is

scarce. Family vessels are a new cemetery

offering in Canada which was recently

introduced in Royal Oak Burial Park, Victoria

(BC), Kelowna Memorial Park (BC), Town of

Slave Lake (AB) and the Regional Municipality of Figur. 60: Fomily Vesse/s, Royo/ Ook Buriol Perk,

Wood Buffalo (AB). Victorio, British Columbio, Source: LEESlAssociofes

The vessels on the market are approximately 0.4m3/14 cubic feet and can inter four individual

urns nested within the family vessel or co-mingle approximately ten individual cremated remains.

Since these vessels are a relatively new interment option in Canada, the introduction of this new

offering into the community will require target marketing time and investment to increase the

awareness of this new option. Best practices advise that family vessel inventory be invested in

phases, as drlven by demand -with small numbers of inventory on hand to show customers. These

vessels can be strategically located at attractive positions adjacent to scattering gardens, columbaria

and pathways.
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Mausolea are external free-standing

bulldings constructed as a monument

enclosing the interment space or burial

chamber of a deceased person or people.

Religious cemeteries commonly construct

substantial mausolea throughout Canada,

which often include crypts, nlches and a

chapel. Mausolea are a Premium

interment option that is best targeted to

large, specific ethnic and religious

markets (such as the ltalian and Catholic

communities) that would support its

design and construction.

Historically, there has been very little

interest from City of Vernon families in

mausolea.

Green burial is emerging as a type of full

body interment that is attracting increasing

interest across North America. Also known

as "natural burial," "country burial" or

"woodland burial, this type of interment is

still relatively uncommon in Canada.

As of 2014, however, a new Green Burial

Society of Canada has been established. lts

role is to promote green burial standards,

including cemetery participation ln the

(international) Green Burial Council's

certification system.

Green burial is defined as traditional earth

burialwith:

Figure 6l: Prince George Memorial ParkCemelery
Mouso/eum Source; Cily of Prince George websile

Figure 62: Royc/ Ook Burial Park, Woodlqnds Nofuro/

Buriol Areo, Source; LEEs+Associoles

. No embalming;

r Burial directly in the ground;

r No use of burial lot liners or vaults;

' A fully biodegradable burial container (casket or shroud);

. lnterment sites planted with only indigenous groundcover, and

r No individual burial lot markers.

Religious communities that traditionally provide the most support for green burial, as they align

with their traditional funeral practices, include those of Jewish, Muslim and the Bah6'ifaiths.
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Green burial addresses the three pillars of sustainability: Social; Economic, and Environmental.

Societal trends exhibit a preference for environmentally sustainable choices, opening green burial

up as an attractive service option and new revenue stream. Green burial can generate equivalent or

larger margins than other interments due to the intrinsic ethical value families place on this service.

Green burial cemeteries can be either meadows or a wooded area with minimal maintenance, and

no memorials marking the burial lot. This concept could also take place in a separate area of

developed cemeteries.

Green burial allows for slightly shallower excavations

(L2m I 4ft depth) compared with the 1''8m / 6ft

depth of conventional burials. Excavated soils do not

need to be removed, nor does the burial lot need to

be replanted with turf grass. Families typically pay

for the re-vegetation of burial lots with native plant

materials, whlch gradually restores the area to a

more natural condition.

Green burial is an emerging trend in Canada. ln the

spring of 2014 the inaugural meeting of the Green

Burial Society of Canada occurred. This organization

intends to work collaboratively with the US Green

Burial Council to develop a "made in Canada" green

burial, funeral and products standard and to

advocate for green burial cemeteries and areas

within established cemeteries In Canada' 
Figure 63:shodes of Green in Green Burior

With the involvement of environmentalists, scientists, Procfices, Source: LEES+Associofes'

lawyers, and representatives from the funeral service

industry, the US Green Burial Council has set forth the World's first standards for burial grounds,

funeral homes and burial products. The Council maintains all relevant documentation (i.e.

conservation easements, deed restrictions, general price lists, material safety data sheets,

engineering reports) to demonstrate proof of compliance with green burial standards'

Green burial has its roots in a desire felt by some to reconnect with the key events of life, including

death, and to restore the personal meaning to the traditions that surround these events. Many who

would otherwise choose cremation are attracted to green burial, especially as it better meets their

environmental values by imposing a much smaller "environmental footprint."

Choosing green burial is for many an expression of their personalvalues. Since the people choosing

green burial would typically not choose to be interred in a conventional cemetery, offering green

burial could be a means of tapping into a marketsegmentthat is currently unavailable.
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Opportunities

Most people have heard of green burial and are curious to learn more about it. The largest green

burial area in a public cemetery in Canada is the "Woodlands" at Royal Oak Burial Park near Victoria,

BC. This site opened in late 2008 and since then has sold over 70 at-need and 100 preneed lots.

Offering green burial is advantageous opportunity in terms of its marketing value. Print, TV and radio

media are very attuned to stories about green burial. Stephen Olson, the Executive Director of Royal

Oak attests to the promotional value of green burial to his cemetery.2s

Due to the small number of cemetery sites currently offering green burial, any new dedicated

green burial cemetery will have a distinct offerings differentiation from other sites which is an

advantage in capturing the growing market share from families interested in this service.

Over the long term, maintenance becomes less for a green burial area than a traditional burial site

as it is expected to return to nature, if not take on a naturalistic, less manicured appearance.

Challenges

The greatest challenge to green burial ls currently public awareness and industry education. Since

green burial is not a wide-spread option in Canadian cemeteries, residents are often not aware

that green burial is available to them. This is in part because it is not an option that many funeral

homes in the industry prefer and choose to educate families about.

Many families, funeral and cemetery service providers think health and safety concerns,

environmental protection and reasonable cost as mutually exclusive.

Certification

The Green Burial Society of Canada was establlshed in Canada in 2011 and is set to launch

certification criteria for green or natural burial sites across Canada in the fall of 2018.

A primary goal of the Green Burial Society of Canada is to become the certification organization that

sets the standard for green burial in Canada and offer "made in Canada" envlronmental certification

for green burialcemeteries. These standards will be reviewed and vetted by qualified, independent

'6 CTV News, 'More people opting for'The Green Goodbye', February 20, 2013

(hlto://bc.clvnews.co/more-peoole-optino-for-the-oreen-qoodbve-l.1158345)

Best Management Practices:

Green Burial cemeteries and areas within cemeteries are becoming more prevalent in many

countriesaroundtheworld. Royal OakBurial ParkinVictorla,BCopenedCanada'sfirstgreen

burial site in 2008. Waverley cemetery in New South Wales, AU utilize a'Limited Renewable

Tenure'policy whereby a family can purchase a grave and inter three full bodies and 3

cremations for a fixed Period.
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environmental professionals to guard against "green-washing." Ultimately, the Green BurialSociety

of Canada is expected to be the leading resource for the Canadian public and the bereavement

sector regarding green burial over the years to come.

ln the United States, the Green Burial Council (GBC)27 has approved and certified more than 300

providers in North America, (primarily funeral homes, service providers and product suppliers).

Certification criteria for each type of provider can be found on the GBC's website.

Certification by the GBC helps consumers to be sure that the green/natural burial products and

services available to them are vetted against stringent and up-to-date standards - created and

continuously reviewed by a team of environmentalists, scientists, lawyers, and representatives from

the funeral industry. Periodic compliance monitoring is an important component of the certification

program and is required to ensure that organizatlons continue to meet the requirements of

certification over time.

Certification grants providers the license to use the GBC Logo on their website and pre-approved

marketing materials. The provider also receives a certificate verifying that their establishment is a

certified GBC provider and will be listed on their website, creating visibility and market distinction.
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APPENDIX E - PRICE BENCHMARKING STUDY
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$ 370.00

$ 1 ,248.00

$ 'l ,779.00

$ 1 ,779.00

$ 351 .00

$ 351 .00

$. 616.00

$ 616.00

$ 351.00

$ 521 .00

$ 786.00

$ 786.00

$ 1,248.00

City of
Salmon Arm -

Non-
Res ide nt

$ 240.00

n/a

ola

$ 799.00

$ 597;00

$ 597.00

nla

$ 300.00

$ 300.00

$ 616.00

$ 233.00

$ 233.00

$ 370.00

$ 370.00

$ 152.00

$ 157.00

$ 240.00

$ 351.00

$ 351.00

$ 516.00

$ 616.0q

$ 351 .00

$ 351 .00

$ 616.00

$ 521.00

$ 786.00

$ 786.00

$ 1 ,248.00

$ 1,248.00

$ 1 ,779.00

$ 1 ,779.00

City of
Salmon Arm

Res ide nt

17

$ 52.1.00 $ 521:00

$ 1,068.00

$ 1,068.00

$ 322.00

nla

$ 322.00

nla

$ 615.00

$ 761.00

$ 761 .00

nla

ila
nla

nla

nla

nla

$ 2,093.00

$ 2,093.00

$ 322.00

$ 61s.00

$ 761 .00

$ 761 .00

$ 322.00'

$ 2,093.00

$ 2,093.00

$ 1,419.00

$ 2,005.00

$ 2,444.00

$ 2,444.00

$ ,1,068.00

$ 1,654.00

$ 1 ,654.00

City of
Vernon

$ 1,068.00

$ 322.00

nla

$ 322.00

nla

$ 761.00

$ 761 .00

ola

nla

nla

nla

nla

nla

$ 1 ,068:00

$ 2,093.00

$ 2,0s3.00

$ 322.00

$ 615.00

$ 761 .00

$ 761.00

$ 322.00

$ 6J5:00

$ 2,093,00

$ 1 ,419.00

$ 2,005.00

$ 2,444.00

$ 2,444.00

$ 1 ,068.00

$ 1,654.00

$ 1,068100

116

$ 1,068.00

$ 1,654.00

$ 2,093.00

City of
Vernon

Res ide nt

Mausolea - Entombment

Cremation Garden - Scattering

Disinterme.nt - Adult Casket

Disinterment - Child Casket

Disinte rme nt - lnfant Cas,ket

Disinte.rment - Crypt Cas:ket

Disihte,rment - Cremated Remains Plot

Disinterment - Cremated Remains Niche

Cremated Remains Burlal

Cremated Remains Burial -AfterStandard Hours

cremate,d Remains Weekend Burial

Cremated Remains Holidav Burial

Columbaria Niche lnurnment

Columbaria Niche - After Standard Hours

Columbaria Niche lnurnment - Wee kends

Columbaria Niche lnurnmet - Holidays

Child Burial (>2 yrs)

child Burial - After Standard Hours

Child Burial - We.ekends

Child Burial - Holidays

lnfant Burial (<2 yrs)

lnfant Burial . After Standard Hours

lnfant Burial - Weekends

lnfant Burial - Holidays

De

ulation 2016

Adult Burial -

Adult Buriril - Single Depth, After,Standard'Hours.,

Adult Burlal - Single Depth, Weekends

Adult Bunial.- Sinqle Depth, Holidays i

Adult Burial - Double Depth / Second Level

Adult Burial - Double Depth, After Standard Hours

Adult Burial - Double Depth, Weekends

Adult Burial - Double Depth, Holidays

Ite m

City of Vernon - 2018 Rates Comparison

H(,
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City of Vernon Cemeiery Moster Plon

APPENDIX F - HISTORIC CEMETERY FINANCIALS

The follow graph summarizes the historic sources of revenue funding for the City's cemetery operations.

City of Vernon Cemeteries Revenue
2013 -2017

4% r Cagket lnterment
Revenue

10% r Cremation lnterment
Revenue

r Casket Plot Sales
Revenue

r Extraordinary
Resen e Transfers

r Other Service
Revsnug

n PCF lntersst
Ravenue

g Cremadon Plot
Sales Revenue

Figure 64: Summary of fhe Sources of Cify Cemeieries Revenue, 2013 to 2017

Source: City of Vernon's Cemetery Financiol Ledgers + /ncome Slofemenls

The followgraph summarizes the historic proportion of operating costs by nature and functions

city of vernofi?;1;|i{* ExPenses

lContracted Service
Costs

r Utilitiae + Overhead
Costs

lGrave Liners + Supplies
Costs

rExtraordinary Costs

r Labor Costs

nFleet Costs

Figure 65: Summary of the Proportion of City Cemeferies Costs, 2013 to 2017,

Source; City of Vernon's Cemetery FinanciolLedgers + /ncome Sfofemenfs

5%

4%
4o/n

14'/u

340/,,

20n/o

1{ ?;

13%

OO /6
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City of Vernon Cemelery Mosier Plon

The follow graph summarizes the historic proportion of operating costs, with a breakdown of maintenance

expenses by source within the City's cemetery operations.

Gity of Vernon Cemeteries Expenses
2013 -2017

3t/o 2% 20h rOperating Overhead
Costs

r Extraordinary Co$ts

r MC - Landscaping

I MC - 0ther Site Care

r MC - Garbage + Landfill

r i,lc - lrrigation

n MC - Tree Work

MC = MaintenanceCo$t$

Figure 66: Summary of Cily Cemeleries Costs, high/ighting the Proportion of Siie Mointenonce Cosfs,

20l3to2017,Source:Cityof Vernon's CemeteryFinoncialLedgers +lncome Sfofemenfs

6%

240/"

10%

53%
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TO

oRp ION OF ITY OF NO

HNTERNAH- M ffi IM O R A N D U TW

Will Pearce, CAO FILH: 5400-11

Patti Bridal, Deputy CAO, DATE: January 15, 2019

James Rice, GM, Public Worl<s

Chris Ovens, IVianager, Roads, Drainage and Airport

$UBJHCT: $now and lce PolicY

FC:

FROM:

The City of Vernon follows the Council approved Snow and lce Control Policy when

perlorming winter maintenarrce services. The policy provides a priority based system for

determining response for the road and sidewalk network.

n priority one roads consist of aderial, collectors, bus routes, school zones and

select problem areas'
o priority two roads consist of all other roads except for lanes and cul-de*$acs'

* Priority three roads consist of lanes and cul-de-sacs'

Depending on the magnitude of the snow event and the priority of the road or sidewalk,

the level of service is defined by the policy (Attachment A).

REEOMMENDATION:

Tl-lAT Council receives the memorandum from the Manager of Roads, Drainage and

Airport, tiled snow and lce Policy dated January 15,2019 for information.

Respectful lY submitted

,ra
t ,.1
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THE CORPORATIOI{ OF THE CITY OF VERNShI

3400 - 30th Street, Vernon, B.O' V1T sEo

Telephone: (250) 545-1361 FAX: (250) 545-4048

website: www.vernon.ca

Corporate PolicY

RELATED POLIGIES

$ection:

Sub-Section

Snow and lce ControlTitle

Number
Sidewalk * GleariTitle

DDEENcTtoSE AMNROVAL:NE APPTENDMAMPOLI GY APPROVAL:
Amendment
Approved bY:

"Rob Sawatzky"

Date: FebruarY 1 1,2014

Amendment
Approved bY:

"Rob Sawatzky"

Date: March25,2013

Amendment
Approved by:

"Wayne LiPPerT"

Date: November 14,2011

APPROVALS

Revisions to service level

for sidewalk snow
clearing. Added
inaccessible sidewalks to
Priority 3 and reduced
response time for all

sidewalks to normal
working hours onlY (72

hour res time

Revisions to service leve
for sidewalk snow clearing
to reflect dirgction from
the Municipal lnsurance
Association (MlA) and
miscellaneous service
level

Procedures * A.
City of Vernon exclude
sidewalks ihat are
inaccessible to adjacent
properties from the
responsibilitY of adjacent
propefty owner.
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Corporate PolicY
Snow and lce Control

Approved bY:

"Wayne LiPPert"

Mayor

Date:

January 9, 2006

Page 2

5. e) City of Vernon
assist with sidewalk
clearing for major storms
that exceed 150mm within
24 hrs of a storm event.

will

Amendment
Approved bY:

"Wavne
Mayor

Date:

December 11,2006
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Corporate PolicY
Snow and lce Control

Page 3

Effective and efficient delivery of snow and ice control operations^is necessary to allow

the City of Vernon to function under normal winter conditions. A Snow and lce Control

Fori"y i, required to define the City of Vernon's snow and ice control service levels and

to establish a framework for response priorities in which limited resources will be applied'

POLICY

This policy outlines the Ciiy's procedures to deal with snow and ice conditions:

a) To maintain municipal streets in a safe and passable condition'

To maintain paved linear trails, sidewatks adjacent to City on designated arterial

roads and inaccessible sidewalks in a safe and passable condition within the

limits of available resources'

Snow and ice control services are not intended to eliminate all hazardous

conditions on City streets, sidewalks and paved linear trails at all times. Snow

and ice control services are intended to assist vehicles that are properly

equipp*u for winter driving and operated using good winter driving practices and

pedestrians using caution and proper winter footwear.

It is expected that under normal winter conditions, there will be situations when

the immediate demand for snow and ice control services will exceed available

resources. ln order to maximize the benefits of operations, snow and ice control

forces shall conduct operations according to the procedures identified in this

policy,

b)

c)

DEFINITIONS

Anti-iging
A snow and ice control strategy used for the prevention of a strong bond between

froien precipitation or frost JnO a pavement suface by timely application of a

chemical freezing point depressant.

Pe-icinq
En "-tion where a treatment of a de-icer is applied to the top of an accumulation

of snow, ice or frost that is already bonded to the pavement.

Downtqwn Core
The area bounded bY

ta 27th $treet.

d)

End of the Event

25th Avenue north to 35th Avenue and from 35th Street east
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Corporate PolicY
Snow and lce Control

Page 4

A snow event, minor, moderate or major' will be considered to be over once

precipitation stops as determined by the Public Works Manager or his designate.

I naccepsi ble.$idewalk
ffiatthediscretionoftheManagerofPublicWorks,orhis
designate, as a iidewalt< that is unreasonable for a property owner to care for and

indiJateO on the map described in " A. Service Levels" of this policy'

Minqr Eyent
A min"r -"*t is an event that cansists of less than 3cm of snow measured at the

City Operations Yard.

Mqcleralte Event
A moderate event is an event that is 3cm or more of snow and less than 1Scm of

snow measured at the City Operations Yard'

Maior Event
ffi*j"r ."ent is an event that consists of 15cm or more of snow measured at the

City Operations Yard.

Pre-wettinq
?ffppli""tion of a liquid de-icer to sand or salt, at the time of application.

Prioritv 1 Roads
r Arterials
o Collectors
o Bus Routes (school and transit)
. School Zones
. Select problem areas

Prioritv 2 Roads*-il 
*"dr rot identified as Priority 1, except lanes and cul-de-sacs

Prioritv 3 Boads. Lanes
. Cul-de-sacs

Prioritv 1 Sldewalks / Linqar trails
. Sidewalks adjacent to City owned propefties

Priqritv 2 Sidewalks / Linear trails
. Sid;walks fronting the following major arterial routes:

o 27th Street from Hwy 6 to Anderson Rd

o Highway 97 from 15th Avenue to south of 48ih Avenue

o HwY 6 from highwaY 97 to Kal lake Rd

. All paved Linear Trails
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Page 5Corporate PolicY
Snow and lce Control

Prioritv 3 Sidewalks / Line3r trails
c Bus stops
. Sites identified on the hand clearing route

r lnaccessiblesidewalks

PROCEDURES

A" $cruice Leuel*:

1. Minor Event. (ice or snow accumulations less than 3 Gml

The following defines the city of Vernon's level of service for snow and ice conirol

for minor events. city opeiations wiil attempt to meet service levels identified

within the restrictions of available re$ources'

Priority 1 Roads
r Traveled lanes and all key points sanded and/or salted within B hours

following the end of the event'

Priority 2 Roads
o Traveled lanes and all ttey points sanded andlor salted within 24 hours

following the end of the event'

Priority 3 Roads
. No response required

Priority 1 $idewalks I Linear Trails

For the purpose of snow and ice control, operations,will generally respond based

on oiO*i of priority. When necessary, for reasons of .safety, and at the discretion

ottf,* publicWorli* rulunuger, or his designate, the order of priority forthe provision

of the required seruices may be altered'

On an annual basis, prior to September 15, the streets, sidewalks, and linear trails

included in each nf ih* priorities shall be re-assessed as to whether or not they

should be noted in a higher priority classification. Emphasis shall be given to those

ur*"* oi t"rigt-, vehicle a"nd pedestrian traffic flow, main arterials, steep grades, and

essential service routes and bus routes'

Following the street priority classification review, a map will be prepared reflecting

the resolved streei, Jio"*irr and linear trail classifications. This information will be

distributed to operating personnel and made available to interested padies upon

request.
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$now and lce Control

t All key points sanded and/or salted within 24 hours following the end of the

event

Prionity 2 Sidewalks / Linear Trails
e No response required

Priority 3 Sidewalks / Linear Trails
. No response required

a. MoOerate Evexl(sno .

?h* level of service for snow and ice

controlfor moclerate events. city operations will attempt to meet service levels

iclentified within the restrictions of available resources'

Priority 1 Rsads
. Traveled lanes plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 12

hours following the end of the event.

Priority 2 Roat|s
. Traveled lanes plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 24

hours following the end of the event'

Priority 3 Roads
r No response required

Priority 1 Sidewalks I Linear Trails
o Full width plowed and all key points sanded andior salted within 24 hours

following the end of the event'

Priority 2 Sidewalks 1 Linear Trails

" Full width plowed and all key points sanded andlor salted within 24 hours

following the end of the event.

Priority 3 $idewalks I Linear Trails
. Full width piowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 72 hours

following the end of the event'

3. Maior Event

The following defines the city of vernon's level of service for snow and ice control

for major events. city operations will attempt to meet service levels identified

within the restrictions of available resources. Following a major event, if insufficient

p*isonn*t and equipment are available within the City forces,, rentgd.contractor

["rronn*f unU *quiiment may be engaged at the discretion of the Public Works

Manager or his designate.
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Snow and lce Gontrol

Priority 1 Roads
o Traveled lanes plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 12

hours following the end of the event'

Friority 2 Roads
r Traveled lanes plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 36

hours following the end of the event'

Friority 3 Roads
r Traveled lanes plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 72

hours following the end of the event'

Priority 1 $idewalks I Linear Trails
. Full width plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 24 hours

following the end of the event'

Priority 2 $idewalks / Linear Trails
. -Full 

width plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 36 hours

following the end of the event'

Priority 3 Sidewalks / tinear Trails
. Full width plowed and all key points sanded and/or salted within 72 hours

following the end of the event'

4, Snow Removal;

The following defines the City of Vernon's level of service for snow removal. Snow

remouat opeiations shall be undertaken only in situations where lack of adequate

*iorugu prohibits the normal winter mov*meht of vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic

and for reasons otsatety such as sight restrictions at intersections. Snow Removal

priorities will be as follows:

Priority 1 Snow Removal - streets in the Downtown core, as well as 27th street

from 2bth Avenue norfi.r to +atn Avenue and 30th Avenue from 35th street to 41't

street and locations where sight restrictions have been created by piled snow'

priority 2 snow Removal - Highway 97 from 1Sth Avenue to 43rd Avenue'

Priority 3 Snow Removal - Problem Windrows of snow at bus stops and school

drop-off zones.

Priority 4 Snow Removal - Areas with poor drainage'
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B. OPERATING PROCEDURES

1 PUBLIC RETATIONS

All inquiries will be handled by the Ciiy Operations Yard during normal worlt

hours and the Vernon Fire ilall after hours, on weekends and holidays.

Complaints of an emergency nature are to be transmitted to appropriate field

personnelfor action. Alfmedia inqiriries are to be handled by the Public Works

Manager, or his designate'

2. Reeppnse Timee

The public Works Forentan is responsible for determining the level of snow

and ice response. Typical snow and lce response times will be between the

hours of +iOOam anO 11:00pm, 7 days a week with maximum levels of

response coordinated prior to the hours of 7:30am and 5:00pm (rush hour

tra*ic;. Snow and ice control for sidewalks will be completed during normal

working hours only, Monday to Friday between 7:30am and 4:00pm'

3. Roads - Anti-lcing / De-icins:

Anti-icing and de-icing procedures are used to prevent the bond of snow and

ice to the asphalt. Thia policy recognizes anti-icing and de-icing resources are

limited and will be administered on an ad hoc basis by the Manager of Pub.lic

Works or his delegate, The policy is not intended to require anti-icing or de-

icing to take place-or create an obligation for the City to employ anti-icing or

de-icing to any specific location, under specific weather conditions or road

conditions

4. Roads - $anding and Saltins

a) Sanding operations shall be initiated by the Public Works Manager, or

f.,ir Jes'ignate, and shall be continued at his discretion until service

levels have been attained.

b) Salting operations shall be undertaken in the downtown core or as

requir6O with the expressed approval of the Public Works Manager or

his designate. When salting, the entire length of the road will be treated.

c) SandinglSalting priorities within each area shall be in accordance with

tne sirJet prio'rity designation. Sanding wil! only take- place at the

following locations or ai directed by the Public Works Manager or his

designate:

r Street Signalized lntersections
+ StnF Eignn
r Railroad Crossings
. Street Crosswalks I49
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r Curves
. Hills
o School Zones
r Bus $tops
n Straight Seclions (intermittent sanding depending on conditions)

d) Lengths of areas to be sanded and/or salted for priority 1 roads are
' 

shoilrn in the following table to be used as a guide for City equipment

operutors. Actual lerigths will vary since sanding vehicles are not

equipped with measuring devices'

e) ln addition to the above, should the condition of a priority 1 road.be'' 
such that icing is extensive, the whole street shall be sanded and/or

salted.

0 unless otherwise directed by the Public works Manager or his'r 
designate, priority 2 roads shall generally be sanded at street

interiections for i length of 15 m (50 ft) back from the intersection'

Actual lengths will vari since sanding vehicles are not equipped with

measuring devices'

g) Pre-wetting of sand/salt will be done as directed by the Public Works

Manager or his designate'

5. Roads - $now Plowing:

a) Snow plowing for roads will typically commence following snow fall

accumulations of 3 cm or more.

b) snow plowing operations sha.ll follow the established road priority
' designation as closely as possible recognizing that small variations in

routing are unavoidible in order to accommodate staff changes,

uuiyini road conditions and the movement of large trucks "ld
eq,jiprient. $now plowing priorities may also change under the

diiection of ihe Public Works Manager or his designate.

c) During an event, snow plowing will only be conducted on priority 1

' 
roads until the end of the event and the service level for priority 1 roads

stipulated in this policy is attained'

d) Priority 2 roads will not be serviced until all priority 1 roads have been
' 

serviced to the acceptable level stipulated in this policy.

tength to be Sanded at lntersectionsPosted $peed Limits
61 m (200 ft.)50 km/h
152 m (500 ft.)Over 50 km/h
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6

e) Priority 3 roads will not be serviced until all priority 2 roads have been

serviced to the acceptable level stipulated in this policy. Resources will

loe coordinated by the Public works Foreman or designate'

0 lf insufficient personnel and equipment are available in the City work

force to meet the snow plowing schedule, private contractor personnel

and equiPment maY be hired'

g) ln areas where snow storage is limited, snow ridges will be

accumulated along the centre median of a roadway'

h) During an event, plowing of priority 1 roads will consist of a single pass

each direction trrlm center iine. Following an event, all roads will be

cleared to full width, normally 1.5 meters from eurb line or 1'0 meters

past roacl edge into shoulder'

Roads - $now Remoyal

a) Snow removal shall be undertaken according to established priorities

as defined in Section A - 4 Snow Removal'

b) Blowers will generally be used for the loading of snow from streets'

c) sufficient signage and flag people will be used to ensure the safety of

the workers and Public.

sidewalks ancl Linear Trails - $now Plowing. sandinq and saltinq:

a) ln accordance with Bylaw No. 4980, Section 5.7, residential and

business property own*ru shall be responsible for the clearing of snow

and ice from sidewalks adjacent to their property within 24 hours of the

accumulation of such snow and ice. Bylaw Enforcement officers shall

enforce this bylaw in accordance with the sidewalk * cleanlng policy'

b) Not withstanding the above, the Ciiy will attempt to provide the following

sidewalk / lineai trail snow and ice control services:

e Plowing of priority 1, priority 2 and priority 3 sidewalks and linear

trails dlo*ing mbOerate or major snow events. Sidewalks will be

cleared using-sidewalk plows and will not be expected to be plowed

to bare concrete'

. The City has limited sanding and salting capabilities for ice. control

on sidewalks and linear triils. Spot sanding will be provided on

linear trails for steep areas, high traffic areas and known problem

7
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areas. sanding, salting, and de-icing of sidewalks will be the

responsibility of the adjacent property owner'

. The hand clearing route map will be reviewed annually by the

Manager of Publi-c Works or his designate' Areas that will be

considered for hand clearing include but are not limited to road way

islands, small sections of City owned sidewalk not adjacent to a
private property owner, and public stairs. spot sanding for hand

cleared.areas will be provided as re$ources permit'

c) Gravelirails and pedestrian routes will not be plowed or sanded'

I. Citv Owned EquiPment

a) The Manager, Fleet shall be responsible for the preparation and

overhaulind oi equipment used in winter maintenance operations

according to the time table defined in Section C:

b) Throughout the winter season, the servicing and repair of all equipment

used in winter maintenance operations shall be given priority by the

garage.

10.Winter Shifts

8. SJrow DumP Utes

a) By October 1, the Public Works Foreman shall confirm proposed snow' 
dump sites with private owners and other City Departments' Once

confirmed, a list outlining these areas shall be provided to the

oPerations Personnel.

b) The public Works Foreman will ensure adequate drainage at all snow

dumP sites"

c) The Public Works Foreman shall ensure that the snow dump sites'

which are only to be used by Ciiy equipment, are properly secured in

this regard.

d) The public Works Foreman shall arrange, at his discretion, for a loader

to pile the snow in the dump sites in such a manner that congestion of

snow hauling vehicles does not occur'

e) The Public Works Foreman shall arrange to clear the snow dump sites

of accumulated debris as soon as possible following the thawing of the

accumulated snow'
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a) The public Works Foreman will set up winter shifts starting no later than

necemuer 1 and ending no earlier March 1. These dates may be

changed at the discretion of the Public works Manager, or his

designate. The schedule will be prepared prior to November 1'

b) personnel on shift shalt do checks of atl key areas at appropriate times

to allow adequate response of crews before rush hour traffic periods. lf

slippery condition* are noted and more resources are required, the on-

duty personnelwill contact the Public Works Foreman or his designate.

t {.Winter stqff-grgry lUleellLq

The public works Foreman will schedule a crew meeting to review all snow

andiceproceduresandpolicies,priortooctoberlS.

E. TIME TABLE

c on AclivrtJ Responsibilitv

September 15 Street PrioritY Review
$idewalk/Linear Trail PrioritY
Review

Public Works Manager

Corporate PolicY
$now and lce Control

October 1

October 15

Prepare Route MaPs

Designate & Sign DumPsites
Roadways Shift Schedule

Winter Staff Crew Meeting
Salters & Sanders ReadY

Sidewalk Plows ReadY

Truck Plows Mounted

Wing Blade Mounts lnstalled
Snow Blower ReadY

Page 12

Public Works Foreman
Public Works Foreman
Public Works Foreman

Public Works Foreman
Manager, Fleet
Manager, Fleet
Manager, Fleet

Manager, Fleet
Manager, Fleet

November 1

November 15 Wing Blades lnstalled Manager, Fleet
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